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ABSTRACT
This macro – project identified the elements that the community at ASE believed should
be integrated in the EFL integrated curriculum as part of their personal and academic growth. The
project followed the qualitative research paradigm because the purpose of the study followed a
descriptive and analytical process. Based on findings, the project showed that students’
perception of their context is immediately connected to the integrated curriculum in the sense that
it directly promoted better classroom interaction, improved relationship with teachers, and a new
sense of meaningful learning, among other positive results. The study also showed that the EFL
curriculum should be a connection between students’ realities and their learning of a foreign
language.
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DESIGN OF AN INTEGRATED CURRICULUM FOR ALIANZA SOCIAL
EDUCATIVA ASE
The construction of an integrated curriculum at ASE (Alianza Social Educativa)
represents the main core of the authors’ study. The curriculum needs to have clear thoughts on an
initial philosophy that is created after reviewing and understanding the context and population to
be instructed and enrolled in an English course. ASE is a social foundation dedicated to provide
informal education with low cost in subjects such as English, French, accounting, etc. ASE works
with a population, whose ages range between 5 and 65 years of age. Alianza Social Educativa
(ASE) is the place where the authors worked as pre- service teachers and developed their final
dissertation project.
Within the organization of this macro-project, different areas of curriculum and pedagogy
have been arranged to work together in search of positive results in the relationship between
socio-cultural factors and perceptions from teachers’ pedagogical orientations regarding the
English curriculum. When mentioning the social and cultural factors, it is important to keep in
mind the main principles of ASE, and their orientation towards social changes, values, and
solidarity, eventually part of this integrated curriculum proposal.
This macro project has three main axes. The first axle is the pedagogical materials that are
the support for the pre - service teachers to implement their English courses at ASE. In the
construction of this integrated curriculum, materials play a major role because they do not only
help students in their learning process, but they also should foster understanding of the context
and provide real situations to make the teaching-learning process a real and effective experience.
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Second axle is classroom procedures. These are part of the construction of an integrated
curriculum, when teachers are at the same time researchers who consistently put forward their
everyday practice to thorough self-examination and assessment to enhance their recurring
practice by constantly analyzing and evolving their tasks (Fandiño, 2008, p. 199). In addition,
classroom procedures is the stage where the process of teaching - learning is motivated by the
teachers in order to achieve improved results in an English course. It is also through classroom
procedure which students' and teachers' ideas, perceptions, and beliefs are combined as a way to
improve this educational process. Under the light of this concept, it is important to mention an
idea proposed by Jesse Hsu (2001) according which EFL teaching is a blend of relationships and
values:
At its heart, teaching is a relational act. Beyond the diversity of teaching styles, methods,
lesson-plans that teachers bring to the classroom, relationality is arguably the central core of
education. Ethical questions on the macro-level such as “What is the purpose of society?”, “What
is the best way to organize society?” and at the micro-level such as “How should people be
treated?”, “What is the purpose of life?” are inherently voiced explicitly or implicitly in the
teacher-learning process. As the answers to such questions ultimately reflect values and beliefs, it
is clear that teaching is not only a relational act, but also a value-forming act. (p. 385)
Finally, the third axle is evaluation. According to Richards (2001), evaluation is an
examination of several aspects in the context and in the structure of a course; it involves the
goals, the students’ and teacher’s expectations, the syllabus and program content, classroom
procedures, among others. In other words, evaluation analyses how teaching and learning
processes take place during a course. For this reason, it is necessary that ASE to try to give a
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defined structure to the courses offered. In this way, it is going to be easier to set up goals and
program contents so the teaching- learning process is suitable for the population’s needs.
After adding the previous introduction to the academic branches or subfields of study
[assessment, classroom procedures (teaching and learning), materials, and curriculum research],
this proposal is centered on constructing the bridge between theory and practice, adapting the
development of the curriculum to the reality of the activities happening in the classroom.
English teachers are always looking for better ways to guide people in different
educational processes, and thus to help more students by offering them tools that will enhance
their future careers. Based on this concept, this macro-project is founded on the interest for
teaching and researching about these tools, the students’ future and their role in a demanding
society.
In the following chapters the justification of this research project is presented. The
justification explains the “why” of this macro project, the anticipated outcome at ASE, the
population, the authors are working with and which the expected results are. Furthermore, the
research questions are the starting point of the investigation, in this case, a pedagogical research
that is based on the main research question that seeks to find which are the socio-cultural and
pedagogical factors that connect ASE’s project and an English integrated curriculum and the sub
question of how those connections are integrated in the construction of an integrated curriculum.
Moreover, the main objectives that are presented aim to construct an integrated curriculum taking
into account the socio - cultural factors recognized in the community.
Additionally, the literature review mentions previous and current sources that support the
macro project in theory and practice. Also, the research design presents the organization and the
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distribution of roles, places, methods and data collection in the research. Finally, the timeline
displays the organization of task schedule, assessments, dates of evaluations, meetings and the
seminary class.
The Integrated Curriculum was designed totally thinking in ASE necessities and regarding
the axis that were proposed as teaching and learning, materials and evaluation since the beginning
of the research project. However, the application was not carried out in the institution, for a
variety of reasons such time and resources, the initial aim of the research was based only in the
design.
Statement of the problem
ASE is a non-profit institution that offers non-formal programs at low costs with the
purpose to improve the community’s life quality in order to become competitive in the working
market but the English programs offered were divided into ages without taking into account the
students English levels. Besides, these programs were taught through a teachers’ guide and the
classroom materials were provided by the teachers.
Thus, the authors realized that ASE had a curriculum that was not fulfilling students’ needs
in the sense that the proficiency level presented by students was not the one expected and
officially offered by the institution. Due to this situation, the authors were willing to improve the
educational process at this institution, mainly focusing on why the students have decided to
approach a foreign language and how these students would be part of the English speaking
population.
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The method implemented by the authors when proposing an integrated curriculum was the
communicative approach because the main objective was that students were self-confident when
expressing their ideas and also eager to accomplish the tasks assigned by the teacher. They would
have to be willing to reach and build autonomous learning process and to express their ideas in
the language target based on skills such as reading, writing, and speaking.
Additionally, teachers would have to be aware that external factors may affect the
performance inside the institution. Finally, the teachers’ profile should take into account that
every single student had a unique way to learn based on his/her cognitive capabilities and
teachers must respect and be open minded toward the new trends and subcultures and how
students thought or dressed according to those new tendencies.
The statement of the problem was based on the need of a curriculum that could be
constructed and evidenced through the teachers and the community perceptions and followed the
philosophy of ASE. The initial idea was also generated on the need of an integrated curriculum
that could provide a renewed sense of achievement and organization to the educational processes
carried out with the community

Purpose of the study

First of all, the purpose of this study is to identify which are the socio-cultural and
pedagogical factors that connect ASE project and the English curriculum proposed and how these
connections are integrated in the construction of a curriculum. Secondly, to develop levels,
topics, and design material in order to fulfill the population’s needs based on the common
European framework to reach the appropriate proficiency level in each course. Lastly, the
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intention is also to carry out the construction of an integrated curriculum based on the essential
pedagogical strategies that are suitable to work on this specific context.

Research questions
Main question
What elements from the perception of the community at ASE should be included in an
integrated curriculum in order to adjust their academic and personal needs?
Sub-questions
What elements from the perception of the community at ASE should be included in the
vision of teaching and learning adopted in the EFL curriculum?
What elements from the perception of the community at ASE should be included in the
development of materials adopted in the EFL curriculum?
What elements from the perception of the community at ASE should be included in the
evaluation process adopted in the EFL curriculum?
Objectives
Main objective
To construct an integrated curriculum based on the relationship between the community's
socio - cultural aspects and their understanding of EFL.
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Secondary Objectives
Homogenize the level of each English course corresponding to the process of the
curriculum construction in order to display a logical sequence from stage to stage
Include the community in the construction of an English foreign language integrated
curriculum through active participation and continuous assessment.
Rationale
The direct impact of this project has to do with the construction of an EFL integrated
curriculum. The goal of this project is also to make the community part of the construction of a
curriculum which can provide to students pedagogical elements required to develop a learning
process.
This research study has two main elements: the setting of the community itself and the
English teachers. Through the development of this project, the authors expect the community
studying at ASE to gain multiple assets and understand the meaning of an enhanced orientation,
which refers to the valuable opportunity the community has to define their educational goals and
expectations. Keeping this idea in mind, the authors have found the opportunity to bridge the gap
between what is planned and thought to be carried out within the English curriculum and its
components and what the real needs in the context are in order to learn a new language.
Furthermore, the community has had a positive contact with the second element that
refers to the English teachers. In this case, teachers will have a marvelous experience based on
the process established to develop a research project that will generate a more objective,
professional and assertive vision of the educational processes. In other words, the teachers go
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through a journey that goes from theories, approaches and prior assumptions to an improved and
more objective perception of multiple pedagogical practices. Moreover, it can be stated that once
pre-service teachers face their teaching practicum, they bear in mind a prior perception or
assumption regarding factors such as language use/usage and teaching communication or
grammar, lesson planning and time administration, context analysis, the value of teaching and
teaching identity, etc. that are molded along the path of the construction of an integrated
curriculum through the connection between theory and practice.
Literature review
Interaction, the essence of the matter in the design of a curriculum
The curriculum involvement in the society
It is essential to clarify then that there are many definitions of curriculum, one of them is
provided by Castro (2008),who defines it as a sign which is the intersection among society,
culture and the educational system where all the subjects interact, and it does not distinguish
between social classes and regions even in educational levels; since the curriculum is
characterized by its autonomy, it is known that each institution can have its own and particular
curriculum to fulfill the needs of the community they work for, so all the interactions mentioned
above can happen without any kind of restriction.
The notions of curriculum started at the beginning of the 20th century and its objectives
focused on the citizen’s formation. Back then, people were supposed to read and write texts
related to the idiosyncrasy of the nation. However the premise of curriculum and its perceptions
have changed throughout the time.
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Nowadays, curriculum has a social and cultural sense which aims to fulfill the demand of
a globalized world. This is defined as a socio-cultural construction because it involves the
interactions of human beings and each one of those interactions can affect the curriculum
development. Castro (2008) called this phenomenon the curriculum dynamism, which is the
relationship among the different institutional areas such as administrators, teachers and of course,
students.
Bearing the relationship among the different areas mentioned above in mind, the
experiences that teachers deal with are relevant in the construction of a curriculum because
teachers have to face the success or failure of its implementation. When the curriculum is
designed by agents that are external to the institution, sometimes they do not take into account
teachers’ experience. The possibilities for the curriculum to work are few because those agents
only could have taken into consideration the theory but they did not really know what happens
inside the institution.
According to Carl (2005) the teachers’ voice has not been used in the design of a
curriculum because they are participants only at the implementation stage; thus having a top
down approach. In this kind of development, teachers’ participation takes place inside the
classroom, in the interaction with the students. However teachers should be involved inside and
outside of the whole process of the development of a curriculum. In this way, teachers should not
only be those who execute the curriculum, they have to be part of its design, and their
experiences and comments have to be considered in order to assess and improve the curriculum
design before it is implemented.
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Making allowance for the expertise teachers obtain through their experiences, Law (2001)
has evidenced two kinds of teachers that are involved in the implementation of an integrated
curriculum, the experts and novices- These two kinds of teachers were proposed in a study
project made in Hong Kong, which is related to the implementation of an integrated curriculum.
Teachers considered to be “experts” had a clear idea about the requirements of the project and
they were able to move and solve the problems that occurred during the implementation of the
curriculum, while the novices did not have those abilities and they followed the traditional ways
to solve problems - a curriculum could successfully achieve its objectives if the teachers are
experts. They acquire a management of the problems or situations that could happen in classes
and they can search different sources in order to go beyond difficulties or inconveniences that
they face in the implementation of a curriculum. Thus, teachers need to have an active voice in
the development of a curriculum; they have to be actively involved within and outside the
classroom. Teachers’ experience is essential because they are the ones who face it and apply it in
the real context.
According to Grundy (1998), a curriculum has to be assessed by teachers because they
have the expertise needed in order to evaluate how it is working; furthermore, students are the
population that can experience the curriculum in their learning process. It means that the
curriculum is developed through interchanges regarding what is produced in class; the curriculum
is the guide that teachers and students have but its performance and success depends on the
perspectives of the participants involved in the process.
The idea of taking into account teachers’ role in the construction of the curriculum can be
supported by different studies. On the one hand, Shawer, Gilmore and Banks- Joseph (2009)
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developed a qualitative study in order to identify the differences and similarities of three
approaches to the subjects related to the curriculum: transformers, developers and makers.
Curriculum – transmitters who follow the curriculum that the teacher has been provided without
modification; curriculum – developers who follow the curriculum but can apply modifications in
order to cover students’ needs, interests and motivation; and the curriculum – makers where
teachers have the freedom to modify and make a different curriculum because they do not need to
cover an official curriculum.

It also takes into account students since they are given the

opportunity to participate, to know they are learning new things that will be significant for their
lives, and that their needs are considered when designing the curriculum.
As each institution is autonomous to develop a certain kind of curriculum, Castro (2008)
made a comparison and she found out that a curriculum is like a sign that can vary according to
the person that makes use of it; when a person teaches s/he transmits signs that can vary
depending on the context because a sign has been defined from different perspectives. In the
educational context it refers to everything that has a function inside reality. Thus, a curriculum is
a sign because it represents the institutional culture that implies the contents, the processes and
the educational agents that support all the socio-cultural constructions mentioned above.
Curricula used to be focused on the teachers management and knowledge. Nowadays
these facts have changed into an open curriculum where the main actors are the students. They
are the ones who the curriculum is based on, for instance This project just takes the behavioral
statements as a reference in order to refer to culture transmission as a transformation and to
reinforce the idea of curriculum seen as a sign (Castro, 2008) but no behavioral position has been
assumed because now are the students who have an active participation in their learning process
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Curriculum: a way to approach what can be useful in education
In some cases, the curriculum was seen as a way to produce humans that could adjust to
the ideal of positivism and industry which is not our goal. According to Smith (1996, 2000) in
these cases, a curriculum can be considered a mechanical practice where some objectives are
established, certain planning is carried out and applied, and then the results are evaluated. What
can possibly be used from this approach is the fact that it can help students to be more organized
and practical. In addition, Smith also describes the idea of curriculum and education as “the
central theory [of curriculum] is simple” (as cited in Bobbitt, 1918, p. 42). Human life, however
varied, consists in the performance of specific activities.

As that prepares for life is one that

prepares definitely and adequately for these specific activities”. Thus, it is evident that the idea
of curriculum and the role of the students are limited to the repetition of the activities, so, it can
be deduced that no construction is included. Furthermore, no social concepts are taken in mind.
A curriculum can also be seen as a process. Stenhouse (1975) mentioned that “a
curriculum, like the recipe for a dish, is first imagined as a possibility, then the subject of
experiment. The recipe offered publicly is in a sense a report on the experiment. Similarly, a
curriculum should be “grounded in practice” (p.4-5). This involves the person who actually
prepares the recipe, in this case the teacher. Teachers in this model are the ones in charge of
taking the experiment of curriculum and transforming it into something suitable to carry out the
expected practice. In the case of Stenhouse (1975), the idea of curriculum focuses on how the
same can be scrutinized and analyzed so it serves its purpose. He may have overlooked the fact
that educational ideals and process systems are better used if a context and population are taken
into account.
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It is necessary to include some ideas described by Smith (as mentioned in Cornbleth,
1990), in which it is mentioned that other approaches have been disregarded because they do not
keep a contextual component as part of their philosophy. For example, the Praxis perspective
presented by Grundy (1987) focuses on the curriculum from the view of a product or a process
but not from the perspective of the context.

Apart from this, Cornbleth (1990) is clearly

connected to the Critical approaches of curriculum because she believes in the idea of a
curriculum that interacts with its context. One of the aspects that Cornbleth (1990) stated is the
existence of social relationships inside the school, the nature of the teacher-student relationship,
the organization of classes, among others. As a result, the door is open to reflection in terms of
what curriculum is and the purpose that it should follow. Under the focus of this research project,
and for the sake of implementation, the use of a context based curriculum is the most appropriate.
When observing the curriculum from a context-based-perspective, there is an understanding of
the students and their needs; the focus is not only set on what to teach or how to teach it.
The following chart provides information relating some approaches of curriculum to
others by the use of flow lines. The chart begins with the background theories, mentioning
approaches such as activism, utilitarianism, and industrial pedagogy. In these first perspectives
the presence of the context is only taken into account as the one that will receive a positivistic
benefit but does not see students as the center of the class. These initial theories led teachers into
the rational theories, which see the curriculum as a control mechanism. In the field of curriculumbased- theories, it is possible to see how the curriculum is based on contents but not on context.
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Figure 1.Evolution of curriculum theories. Adapted from Enfoques Teóricos del Currículum.
Caldeiro (2005).
The middle section of the chart includes information to the empirical movement which
focuses more on contents. This movement uses cognitive science to enhance students’ intellectual
processes with the goal of having them learn as much as possible. Once again, the context is not
perceived as the main element of the curriculum. The two final sections of the chart are
connected through the label new theories. Taking a look at the re-conceptualizing approach,
which has a social vision, it leads to critical approaches because it understands curriculum as an
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instrument to live in a context. In addition, the critical theories lead into the perception of
curriculum as construction, in which time, place and people are the basis of the building.
It now becomes evident that there are different kinds of curriculum such as official,
hidden, null and integrated among others. Nevertheless, the integrated curriculum is not just a list
of contents that are organized and expressed throughout a syllabus or a planner; the curriculum
acts as the axis of society and education. The integrated curriculum has as common aim: culture.
An integrated curriculum includes components to make of it a social construction.
Curriculum as a meaning to transform society
The concept of curriculum as a means to transform society is set beyond the traditional
concept of curriculum as a series of contents that make up part of a specific course, or as a
platform for critical thinking, or even as a hypothetical situation where the teacher bases research
to carry out an educational process. In postmodern thinking, teachers have come to realize that
the curriculum is not isolated from society and that, in fact, is a key element to build it and to
transform it.
According to Caldeiro (2005), one of the first authors who took into account the concept
of curriculum beyond the classroom, and even beyond students’ needs was John Dewey (18941904). Dewey understood curriculum as an experiential theory in which the curriculum is seen as
a group of ideas that help students to become part of a positive society in order to generate social
change based on knowledge of science and progress. This concept does not obviously disregard
the previous concept of curriculum but tries to catapult it into the big picture of real life, in which
decision making can reform the way the shared knowledge inside a community is built.
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Kemmis (1988) stated that teachers have to analyze the curriculum as a meta-theory.
Based on this statement, his approach to curriculum is taken as the study of its nature. This
represents a study of curriculum from what happens in life and real practice. It includes the fact
of perceiving the curriculum as an ongoing process with a beginning but not an end. This metatheory has two principles: theory and practice. The first, in which teachers center ideas of
curriculum as applied knowledge and the relationship between theory and practice, and a second
principle in which the ideas of curriculum are centered as the relationship between the school and
society.
The idea of curriculum as a means to transform society is closely attached to the second
principle because it mentions how curriculum represents an instrument to adapt the school and
the students into the development of an economic and social system. This principle also regards
curriculum as a motor for social change based on the reflective capacity of individuals. Taking
the ideas of the second principle in mind, teachers can observe how the curriculum creates a link
between the school ambience and the implementation of ideas to help the student become a
proactive member of society.
An additional idea of curriculum as a way to transform society is the one displayed by
Castro, Giraldo, and Alvarez (2010), in which the curricular approach is meant to promote
personal growth, creation of identity, and social development in order to improve the quality of
life. To achieve this, the curriculum needs to be placed in a social context or cultural context
within a certain historical moment. In other words, teachers and administrators have to
thoroughly observe where their work is taking place in order to carry out the curriculum and they
also have to have a clear view of the moment in which it is going to be used. Teachers must
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acknowledge the context and the specific time because it is important to be able to cover several
curricular areas at a time and to build the curriculum into the planned schedule. The concordance
between the elements of context and time is fundamental to implement a society-transforming
curriculum.
The creation of a society-transforming curriculum has to be made through an
interpersonal experience among the school and the participants, in this case, students and the
context. Students carry a data bank of information that deals with previous learning experiences.
These experiences can also be connected to the theory of meaningful learning, in which teachers
use students’ background knowledge to construct higher hierarchies of conceptualization.
According to Castro, Giraldo, and Alvarez (2010), the creation of a transforming
curriculum has to be a dynamic process; in which the interaction with the students and the
community generates the enhancement of human dimensions and implies that, as mentioned
before, the curriculum is a never ending process. By taking these elements into account to create
curriculum, teachers will not face the dilemma of setting curriculum that students do not
appreciate and do not feel identified with, and that will probably not be useful and meaningful for
their learning process.
Social institutions: a source to collect data
Culture becomes a main aspect in a curriculum design since this is a way to preserve it
and spread it. Johnson (1994, p. 89) said “the society expects that the school organizes, preserves,
and refines the positive and valid elements of culture”. This means that the curriculum has to be
conceived by culture heritage and it contributes to the transformation of the culture when any
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society has a cultural change. Thus, the institutions have to be open to include these changes in
the curriculum design.
According to Sacristán (1.988, p. 65) “the curriculum often reflects aspects of culture,
personal and social development given the vital needs of individuals to perform in society”, and
the curriculum and the schools should take into account the differences that society has; the
cultural level and the individualism of each person, from children to adults, as well as minorities
because these populations have been mostly forgotten.
In this way, Johnson (1994) stated that there are four important social institutions directly
connected to the curriculum: the family, the school, the church and the government. A curriculum
has to take into account the social fundaments of the society related to the culture. If a context
needs change, the curriculum has to change as well. That is why the curriculum has to satisfy
people’s needs and it has to be in constant interaction with social factors.
Regarding the social institutions, the family is the first place in which a person is in
contact with other individuals. Through their behavior children recognize in others and also
represent in the school the kind of treatment they receive within their families. Thus, one of the
things that a curriculum needs to take into account is the way in which families are conformed,
the way they see the world, what they think about education and values. The other social
institution is the school. It is the next step that children follow in social life. It is the integration
with other peers that have the same expectations. So the school needs to know the students’ and
families’ background. One of the most important active members of the curriculum is students
and their environment.
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Another institution is the church which teaches the morality and values that a society must
have. In this way, the curriculum has to determine the kind of morality or values that it will
follow where students should be in agreement or be conscious to follow it.
Finally, the government by whom the curriculum has to be regulated. The curriculum
works according to the community’s necessities. At the same time those necessities have to be
contextualized in the laws or decrees the country has.
In brief, a curriculum has a big social function because it has to acknowledge each and
every member of the society, the role they play in the construction of knowledge and most of all,
in the development of education which is the foundation of society and its culture. The
curriculum has to contribute to the transformation of the culture and curriculum design has to
recognize every social institution that affects and influences an individual being part of a society.
Components of curriculum and its development
This project focuses on integrated curriculum but first it is necessary to revise the
components of this approach. A curriculum acts as the axis of society and education. The
integrated curriculum has as common aim: culture. This kind of curriculum includes components
which make it a social construction.
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Figure 2. The curricular System. Adapted from Silencios y palabras…el currículo como
signo de la cultura. El currículo como un preludio de la cultura. (p 118) by M. Castro, 2008,
Bogotá: Universidad de la Salle
The components of curricula mentioned by Castro (2008) are essential for the
development of a curriculum. These components are not fixed; they can vary according to the
researcher’s point of view. For instance, Nunan (1988) mentioned some key elements for a
curriculum development which are: initial preparation processes (including data collection),
selection of the contents, methodologies and continuous evaluation and assessment.
Regarding curriculum development, Nunan (1988) and Castro (2008) agreed on
something that is vital for a curriculum process: they refer to it with a different denomination but
with the same function: the community needs. Those needs must be diagnosed by the curriculum
designers in the first step of the construction process (data collection- context) to base the rest of
the curriculum construction on them.
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All the components involved in the integrated curriculum design aim at the construction
of culture since it is implemented in order to meet the context needs. Each component has a vital
role in the construction of an integrated curriculum because when they intervene, they give to the
integrated curriculum construction a sense of coherence and quality.
Characteristics, contents and approaches for curriculum design
When a curriculum is going to be designed, it has to supply the needs of the individuals,
the institution involved in the process and curriculum makers (Ministry of Education, teachers
and institutions), have to bear in mind that a curriculum can be designed from different
perspectives.
The Ministry of education is in charged by the government to maintain the equality and
national unity, designs the same curricula for the whole country, regardless the different cultures.
Although the curriculum content of every region, is adequately prepared for control
,unfortunately, only to considers generalized ideas about the country´s necessities, counting with
a reduced participation of the teachers that know the specific necessities of their regions and the
way of life of these communities. This is the kind of curricula called curriculum standardized. It
is considered inappropriate due to the different nature of the regions and their communities’
necessities. This is very important because sometimes the curriculum makers forget the cultural
aspects of a specific region. (Hoyos, Hoyos, &Cabas, 2004 p.28)
Other important agents in this process are the teachers. They regarded as merely
"recipients" of the curriculum that is developed by specialists elsewhere. The teacher's function
regarding the curriculum remains limited to the correct application of what has been developed
by these specialists. This so-called "top down" approach is detrimental to the process of taking
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ownership of the curriculum. Secondly, teachers are partners in the process of curriculum change.
There should be therefore an opportunity for their "voices" to be heard before the actual
implementation. In other words, they should be given the opportunity to make an input during the
initial curriculum development processes. (p. 223)
In contrast, the adaptation and flexibility perspective emphasizes on the autonomy
educative institutions have in order to build up and adapt their own curriculum according to the
necessities and realities of the institutions and the educational communities. The curriculum has
some advantages such as the differentiation and delimitation of disciplines that deal with the
creation of borders and boundaries between disciplines, subjects and contents. In a curriculum,
there are disciplines, contents and knowledge, valued as high priority since they are related to the
intellectual world, and there are other aspects with low priority, related to the physical and
manufacturing work. Differentiation and delimitation are advantages because this way, a
curriculum consequently reproduces the values generated in a society and social life regarding
principles such as selection and priority.
Thus it is essential to analyze that the most relevant issue in adapting an imported model
to any country or community is the difference in the backgrounds involved. The problems are
never the same; the population is very different not only contrasting it with the population found
abroad but also inside any institution. It is clear that the curriculum design should be based on the
theory from the foreign authors but adapting it in the curriculum that is going to be applied in any
local classroom.
The education, the government, the society, etc., are factors that will never be the same if
they are compared in two different contexts; each country has to build a specific development
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plan, depending on their needs and culture. In any country a curriculum has to supply the real
necessities of a community that is unique and incomparable. For example, Arroyo et al. (2001)
worked as teachers at a school in Atlantico (Colombia). They conducted a study attempting to
change the fact that the community needs were not taken into account, in order to create a
curriculum context-centered. One of the results of the study showed that students were not well
prepared to live in poverty conditions because they were shown different perspectives far from
their reality. In other words, a curriculum should be designed and implemented according to the
socio-cultural and economic characteristics of the region or country where it is going to be
applied.
Besides these characteristics of the curriculum, there are approaches that should be taken
into account. First, the different approaches that the curriculum can have in order to outline the
teachers and students’ role. These approaches are supported on qualitative studies and how
theory and practice have to converge. Snyder, Bolin and Zumwalt (1992) talk about three
different ways of curriculum approaches. First, the teacher follows the curriculum that is
performed and designed by other agents – but the teacher does not have the power to do
modifications. Second, the teacher can make adaptations with the curriculum developers. Finally,
the users can make adaptations that they think appropriate, but they do not take into account or
depend on the official curriculum.
From another point of view, Grundy (1998) talks about projects that were developed in
different parts of the world with the purpose of improving some aspects of curriculum in
institutions. Those projects were helpful since teachers were able to reflect their role and improve
areas that needed to be reinforced. In other words, in the designing of a curriculum, it is
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mandatory to take into account characteristics, contents and approaches in order to fulfill the
expectations and the needs of a specific community based on their own context.
Diverse curricula to supply educative needs
During the development of the contents for a curriculum, teachers and schools have many
difficulties in the design process because, realities, social minorities, cultures, and trends that are
usually part of a culture are not considered. Thus, there exists the need to check the different
categories and perspectives from which a curriculum can be developed.
There are several perspectives regarding the categories of curriculum that have been
proposed according to the factors involved. Based on Angulo (1994) there are three main
categories for curriculum concepts that might help in the design phase. First, the curriculum as
content, which is the most common and relevant and it refers to the content of the education
(Taylor and Richard, 1979); second the curriculum as educative planning and third as interactive
relationship. Unless these categories are taken into account, curriculum makers will not able to
identify the real goal they are aiming and also to ensure that the curriculum being designed is
really accomplishing the purpose of fulfilling the context needs.
There are also five kinds of curriculum that Posner (1998) considers. First of all the
official curriculum, documented in curricular guides, content boards and objective lists; second
the operational curriculum that regards the real act of teaching and the way a teacher highlights
the contents. Third the hidden curriculum, in another sense, which is formative and is influenced
by the school’s practices without formally explaining or recognizing its procedures; fourth, the
invalid curriculum that refers to those topics that are not taught in the classroom; and finally the
extra curriculum which makes up experiences outside the school’s subjects.
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Considering these kinds of curriculum, it is appropriate to reflect on the pertinence of the
curriculum planned and designed. Most of the curricular kinds mentioned really contribute to the
teaching-learning process and they bring social and academic pertinence along with active
participation, flexibility and interdisciplinary focus.
Integration as curriculum design and the social integration
Since this project has been based on this approach, it is important to define what
“integrates” an integrated curriculum, an integrated curriculum According to Beane (2005),
includes four important aspects: the social integration, the experiences integration, the knowledge
integration, and finally, the integration as curriculum design. The first aspect, social integration,
is essential because the feeling of community is not only created by the relationship between
adults and children but, for all the participants, the association between all the members in the
society (Beane, 2005) but taking into account people’s idiosyncrasy, Beane (2005) analyzes how
the integrated curriculum looks for the improvement of the personal and social integration. These
improvements can be reached by the interaction among members of the society in which the
integrated curriculum is going to be applied.
Additionally, there is a second aspect that integrates a curriculum and it is the integration
of the experiences. Regarding this aspect, it is important to define the ideas that people have
about themselves and their world based on perceptions, beliefs, values, etc. All these ideas arise
from different situations lived and are the support where each person builds his/her personality.
The third aspect an integrated curriculum has to include in its design is knowledge. This
aspect is useful in order to help students solve problems or face different kinds of situations using
appropriate knowledge without thinking on the divisions of the discipline areas. As Torres (2006)
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illustrates, the topic “Christmas” allows the integration of a big range of contents and activities
from different knowledge areas like: artistic education, language, knowledge of the environment,
culture, math, among others.
To summarize, integration in curriculum design must include all the evidence collected in
the previous aspects mentioned in order to help teachers in the identification of all the
characteristics needed to analyze how they can contribute to the improvement of the society
through the implementation and development of an integrated curriculum.
Factors in the context in the construction of an integrated curriculum
The contexts for the construction of a language curriculum are diverse. The context for
each curriculum changes and its production implies some factors that can facilitate or hinder the
process. According to Pratt (1980) the designer of a curriculum should estimate the direct and
indirect effects that a proposed curriculum might have on the students, on other programs, and on
other people inside and outside the institution. These effects must be taken into account in the
design by the decision-makers when the curriculum proposal is submitted.
Richards (2001) made a sub-division of factors into the society, the project, the institute,
teachers, learners and adoption factors in order to assess the potential impact these factors have
on the curriculum design and to determine some of the difficulties that curriculum makers can
come across at any stage of the curriculum development.
First of all, societal factors according to Richards (2001) involve policy makers in
government, employers, business community, educational organizations, parents, citizens,
students and other government issues. The idea of taking into account all these branches in which
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policy makers are involved as part of the construction of the curriculum is to examine the impact
of these factors on language teaching programs.
In addition, these factors refer to the team or members that are in charge of the
construction of the curriculum. Project development has to take into account aspects such as time,
which has to be planned carefully, bearing in mind the resources and personnel required and that
team work and commitment are essential for the project to be successfully completed.
Moreover, institutional factors imply the place where the curriculum is going to be
implemented. Different types of institutions create their own settings to interact and develop
programs. For instance, some institutions have curricula based on textbooks or teachers’
autonomous work and these patterns only depend on the goals that the institution has (Richards,
2001). Apart from the human asset, it is suitable to focus on the physical and technological
resources of each institution because the curriculum can become a powerful and accurate
instrument that goes hand in hand with every factor involved in it.
Teacher-related are the key in the construction of a curriculum because they are the ones
who make the implementation of the curriculum effective or inadequate. Throughout the
development of programs, teachers prove if the curriculum is suitable for the context in which it
is going to be applied although according to Richards (2001), teachers are required to have
appropriate language proficiency, teaching experience, skills and expertise, training and
qualifications, morale and motivation, teaching style and beliefs and principles.
Learner-related factors include the key participants in the curriculum development. The
learners are the ones who are essential to collect as much information as possible, for example,
related to their backgrounds, expectations, beliefs, preferred learning styles, motivation, views on
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language teaching and learning and so on. These factors are crucial aspects for a successful
teaching-learning process.
Finally, the adoption factors which Richards (2001) refers to as the issues to take into
account in the construction of the curriculum in its final phase, such as the advantages that the
curriculum offers, the compatibility and how it is practical in the context.
The factors mentioned above are called a situation analysis by Richards (2001). It refers to
an analysis how to assess the impact these aspects have on the curriculum construction. This
situation analysis helps to identify those factors that might have been implemented in the
construction of a curriculum and help curriculum-makers to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the whole process of curriculum development.

The path to design an integrated curriculum
Sacristán (1998) and Torres Santomé (2006) agreed on in the idea about the lack of
information about children’s and youngsters’ lifestyles in curricula. Schools and teachers forget
different aspects of children and youth culture, as music, sports, and abilities in technology and
different skills that could be exploited in different areas of curricula. Other side of the reality is
that in many countries, there are situations of hunger, war, child labor exploitation, and the entire
situation has been ignored. Thus, teachers, principals and all the educative community should
give a place to these difficult situations in order to recognize the cruel and sad reality that
teachers need to transform.
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Regarding social integration in the curriculum, the main idea is to offer common
education experiences and to share them with people belonging to different socio cultural
characteristics and backgrounds. That is why, it is important to design a curriculum that
recognizes the differences in context. Thus, the only way to help them understand their own
reality and to commit to transform it is to link educational institutions with their own
environment and context, understanding the culture in which they are living in and the reality that
students are going to live in the future. Therefore, the curriculum is a representative map of the
culture.
In addition, Sacristán (1998) affirms that the development of a curriculum brings some
advantages and disadvantages for those people who have different culture and social status when
they face the curriculum. This is the main discussion in the design of a curriculum. It is suggested
that teachers should start from a common ground that gives students the same opportunities,
notwithstanding their social origin or the cultural meaning that the curriculum must include all
aspects that culture has.
Torres (2006) complements the idea of the advantages and disadvantages brought by
curriculum when he states that the curriculum could not work only based on data that is why, the
curriculum is based on the necessities of the population and the population constantly is
changing. It must also consider topics that endanger societies and contexts such as racism,
women oppression, pollution or war. This is called by Torres (2006) “tourist curriculum”, which
avoids relevant subjects that generate debate and promote a deeper multicultural understanding.
On the other hand, there should be a really democratic curriculum that presents the huge
problematic that every culture faces such as the reality that students and teachers go through
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every single day in schools. Moreover, an integrated curriculum should help students to
remember the history, the facts of the cultures and ethnic groups and they should reflect about the
reality that surrounds them and find the way to face those issues they undergo every day by
presenting their opinions and ideas.
In conclusion, in the design of a curriculum there are a lot of important aspects to take
into account: context, population, objectives and goals to reach, beliefs, attitudes, socio economical aspects, experiences, perspectives, teachers and curriculum autonomy toward the
transformation of society, curriculum implementation, student – teacher interactions, etc.
As a general conclusion regarding curriculum and its social function, it can be said that a
curriculum has to bear in mind the culture because through it, culture can be transmitted and
preserved to acknowledge the changes that society goes through. Thus, curriculum has a social
function because it is immersed in a social environment, where it has to fulfill the objectives and
needs that the society has. Some years ago, curriculum used to be focused on teachers’
management and knowledge. Nowadays these facts have changed into an open curriculum where
the main involved are the students. An integrated curriculum as its names shows is the integration
of numerous factors that are focused to achieve a common end. These factors can be named in a
different way but remains the same function to fulfill the community needs.
It is essential to define what an integrated curriculum combines, how to create a
curriculum that integrates the experiences, knowledge, the context in general, the proposals from
different theoretical resources, the interdisciplinary and the humanistic approaches and how each
and every of these aspects will contribute to the enhancement of education so that it is
meaningful and effective in its commitment to the construction of society.
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Perceptions, a view on an integrated curriculum
Traditionally, curriculum has been separated into different disciplines. However, nowadays,
many schools are developing curricula that are characterized for being integrated or
interdisciplinary. Schools are aware of the fact that collaborative work allows students to learn in
an easier way by using the tools they have in the environment instead of memorizing or acquiring
knowledge in isolated areas.
Jacobs (1989, p. 8) describes interdisciplinary as "a knowledge view and curriculum
approach that consciously applies methodology and language from more than one discipline to
examine a central theme, issue, problem, topic, or experience". On the other hand, according to
Beane (1993), a truly "integrated" curriculum is the one that is designed after asking students
about their needs and what they consider important to develop in the new curriculum and then,
those findings must be discussed between teachers and students to make final decisions to be
included in the curriculum.
For this reason, it is vital to take teachers’, students’, and administrators’ perceptions into
account to construct an integrated curriculum that will have a positive effect on the educational
field and on students’ needs by bearing in mind the reality in which they live, and supply their
needs and expectations for the future. Additionally, it will give students the capability to analyze,
and examine the reality of the world.
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Humanistic perceptions
Perceptions from a humanistic point of view are understood as “the form of conduct that
covers the selection process and symbolic production of the sensitive experience that has as limits
the biological human capacities and the development of innate quality of the human for the
production of symbols” (Vargas M., 1994, translated by the authors).
There are diverse humanistic perceptions which are the tool used for human beings to
process and appreciate everything that surrounds them. When talking about perceptions, it is
necessary to clarify that perceiving introduces the human being into a higher dimension of
understanding and interfering in the reality and that these factors are conditioned by the society.
Based on this idea, symbols are quite relevant. In fact, a society is nowadays full of
symbols that represent diverse cultures and subcultures, and it is fundamental to understand their
principles, behaviors, and beliefs towards life throughout education. According to Guerra (2005),
education should teach people how to live with differences in all the human aspects because it
helps to solve conflicts in their daily situations. As a result, teachers must focus on making
students understand societal issues such as poverty and economics but mainly on the differences
that each person, group or subculture has as a source to solve conflicts in a reasonable way based
on the perceptions students might have about the societal issues already mentioned.
However, from a sociological point of view, perceptions can be taken into account in an
integrated curriculum to focus on what students think about their teachers to help them improve
their own pedagogical styles and also on the relationship students-teachers where confidence and
trust should be the main issues instead of a power-mediated relation. If there is a path of
confidence between teachers and students, this will help students to express their point of view
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and opinions about the class, teachers’ performance and the way the learning process has been
carried out to develop what it is necessary in order to supply the needs identified based on the
context in which they reside. As Foucault (1994) defines, a power-mediated relation exists when
one person wants to manage the way another person behaves. In this case, it refers to the
relationship manifested between teacher and students when teachers try to guide students to the
previous setting of goals through their pedagogical style and not by having absolute power
toward them because it could be seen as a dictatorial attitude.
This has been evidenced in a study performed by Botas (2004) in which he concludes that
“students like to learn in a lecturing environment where they can receive INPUT from the teacher
(...) Input has to be given through interaction between the teacher and the students” (Botas, 2004,
p.23). Thus, it is necessary to regard the importance teacher should give to students’ opinions,
points of view and perceptions, based on the input given according to the lecturing environment
proposed by the teacher. This is a clear representation that the cognitive and social process of
students are valuable in the learning process, to be better as individuals, citizens and members of
a family and a society.
To sum up, from a sociological view, perceptions in education could be taken into account
to have students and teachers working together, but bearing in mind that teachers have certain
duties: firstly, to encourage their students to acquire real knowledge by providing them with
freedom, and guiding them along the educational process, and giving them criteria to face
nowadays social difficulties.
Secondly, teachers must challenge the individual’s awareness by giving them the chance
to express their opinions toward conflicts around the world due to the lack of tolerance towards
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differences. This would be a helpful way to improve the matters that affect the normal peaceful
course of societies. So teachers’ efforts should be focused on sociological issues to make students
learn to tolerate the differences between them and their peers in order to live in harmony and
comprehension. If all these aspects are taken into account in the development of a curriculum, it
will have many possibilities to be successful in the short term.
Teachers’ and students’ perceptions
Teaching and learning perceptions
Perceptions are individual mental conceptions. For this reason, teaching and learning
perceptions vary depending on the contexts they appear on. Perceptions can be positive or
negative depending on the experiences that teachers, pupils and parents have faced up. As Cooper
and Hyland (2000) mentioned, children do not differentiate between student-teachers and
experienced teachers because they do not mind who the teacher is as long as they enjoy the
activities and find themselves in a pleasant environment created by the teacher.
On the other hand, some teachers’ perceptions are focused on the Self-efficacy (Bandura,
1977). His theory affirms that individuals’ expectations for success determine the behavioral
response. These responses include individuals’ determination, intensity of response and
perseverance to face up obstacles. According to Bandura (1997), this theory is available to
examine teacher involvement because teachers perceive how they are performing inside
classrooms and how the performance should be. Teachers think they have been prepared to teach
and handle many situations but when it does not happen they feel that the results expected were
not accomplished. Therefore, they try to change or implement a new way to perform by being
aware of what they are doing avoiding the factors that do not allow them to achieve their self-
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efficacy and also by bearing in mind students’ point of view about how they are performing
during classes.
In addition, teachers are concerned about their performance but the perceptions they have
about improving their teaching methods and strategies vary depending on their objectives and the
context they work on (Hustler et al., 2003). Continuing Professional Development (CPD) which
“supports teachers' learning throughout their careers with high quality development opportunities,
keeping them up to date with the latest thinking in learning and teaching and enabling them to
meet the full potential.”, provides teachers with the opportunity to develop their efficacy by
means of improving their teaching skills and the way they feel in terms of motivation, selfconfidence, and quality.
Students´ perceptions about school
The perceptions that students and the community have about schools are important
because if the school shows an appropriate image, it generates motivation for the students to join
or continue the educational processes. To reach this objective, all the teachers, parents and boards
have to work together looking for the right strategies to generate an adequate environment in the
institutions.
The environment in the institutions refers to the dynamic work in the classrooms and the
complete support provided by the schools regarding infrastructure, materials, among others. If the
institutions supply all the necessary tools to fulfill students’ needs, a nice environment will be
improved. However, parents play an important role in promoting the same satisfying environment
at home where they should follow the process started at the schools. It is important to promote a
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pleasant environment to generate a positive perception on students (Roeser, Midgley, &Urdan,
1996).
Furthermore, the school plays a key role in the training and education of the young people
around the world, “during the early adolescent years, middle schools play an important role in
facilitating or inhibiting successful adolescent development” (Roeser, Midgley and Urdan,1989,
p.408). For that reason, it is necessary for students to have a nice experience in schools. That
experience involves motivation to continue studying. Then, it is necessary to analyze the
perceptions that students have, how they feel studying there, etc., by using surveys, notes,
research studies, among others, that can help teachers to collect information in order to improve
the relationship school – student.
To sum up, through the curriculum, the school and teachers have the possibility to help in
the generation of a correct environment and to foster an adequate perception in the students and
the community by providing meaningful and useful education for the students who are the future
society makers.
Perception on students’ performance
Another perception that students have in regards to the effectiveness of the educator is
measured by different factors such as gender, age, teaching style, learning style and grade
awarded among others. These factors are perceived by students as life experiences and these can
affect or improve student’s perceptions of the educator.
The one hand, Sprinkle’s (2009) research on the different factors that influence students’
perceptions in educator effectiveness. Findings according to Sprinkle (2009) show diverse trends
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among young, old or undergraduate students. For instance, male students preferred male
professors, while female students preferred female professors. Similarly, younger students
preferred younger educators, while older students preferred older educators. Those preferences
are generated in the classroom and can produce diverse types of environments, learning processes
or behaviors that influence teachers’ and students’ effectiveness.
Furthermore, studies cited by Sprinkle (2009), take into account authors like Akdemir &
Koszalka (2008); Fearing & Riley (2005); Zhang (2004) who agreed and concluded that the
educator is more effective when he is perceived as friendly, concerned about the student,
compassionate, or when the educators’ teaching style is congruent with their learning style (i.e.,
experiential, lecture, visual, etc.). Thus, it is necessary to take into account how students perceive
the effectiveness of the teacher and their performance.
In addition, a relevant term is “locus of control“, according to Rotter (1954); Estrada,
Dupoux& Wolman (2006); Cassidy (2007) cited by Sprinkle (2009), refers to the perceptions
individuals have regarding the control they have over every experience that occurs in their life. In
others words, students who develop an internal locus of control are more responsible regarding
outcomes, events or personal actions. Sprinkle (2009) explains that students use internal locus to
control their responsibility in their learning process and leave aside less important aspects that
might affect this process. Consequently, the internal locus allows students to have a less negative
perception of teachers’ effectiveness.
Students who have issues at the moment of delivering homework or have apathetic
attitudes toward the class generate negative perceptions of the educator. This is called external
locus. A student with a better perception of the educator, who takes into account his /her
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effectiveness and is more focused on academic responsibilities, owns an internal locus. As a
result, it is possible to say that students’ perceptions are closely linked to their locus whether
internal or external. Thus, students show through their performance in the classroom how
satisfied they feel in the learning environment.
Moreover, students’ experiences with different educators can affect their behavior. This
idea is supported by Bandura (1968) in the social learning theory. Bandura & Walters (1963) as
cited by Sprinkle (2009), in which there are three significant moments: observation, rehearsal and
reinforcement. Observation refers to bad experiences a student goes through with older male
professors and that he/she will probably continue feeling up to his/her graduate education.
Rehearsal refers to the stage when the student tries to find facts that reinforce his/her assumption
regarding old male teachers’ ineffectiveness. Finally, reinforcement is the stage when this student
will confirm his/her beliefs because s/he has been biased by his/her thoughts, thus strengthening
negative expectations and stereotypes. Those three moments, show how students’ perceptions are
built from a life experience and how it can influence them for the rest of their lives.
To conclude, perceptions can be led by experiences of life, gender, age, teaching style,
learning styles, etc. Also, students’ perceptions are closely linked to internal or external locus that
each student has. All these factors lead to the idea that a perception can be different from one
student to another; this can be reflected in the effectiveness of the educator and the student’s
behavior in the class.
Perceptions in educational environments
The perceptions that students and teachers have about the learning and teaching process
are the basis that teachers, administrators or educational institutions have to take into account to
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improve their performance in the different areas related to this process. Teachers’ perceptions
could hinder a proper environment in their classes if they follow the same perceptions biased by
superficial aspects (Schwartz, 2001). However, students’ perceptions respond to the way the class
is constructed. Therefore, it is necessary for teachers to be able to recognize and use the
perceptions their students have in order to make the teaching-learning process more active and
accurate.
In one way, there are some teachers’ perceptions about students such as: what kind of
exercises they like the most, the kind of evaluation they prefer, the way they behave, and so on
(Snyder, 1984). Teachers acquire those perceptions because they are in direct contact with
students, and they make their own internal process about the way the dynamics in class work.
Thus, those perceptions are fundamental in the development of a class, a course or a community
and most importantly, in the curriculum design. If those aspects are analyzed to be included in
this design, it will satisfy students’ educational needs.
Therefore, if students’ perceptions take an active part of the class, the relationship
between teachers and students becomes effective. According to a survey applied on a high school
by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), Snyder (1984) identified some of the
aspects that students would like to find when teachers are designing a curriculum: the way they
enjoy teaching; the ability to make clear presentations, how patient and understanding they are,
the respectful and fair treatment with students, among others. In brief, the main goal for teachers
is to acquire the ability to determine how perceptions are taken into account in the teaching and
learning process.
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Additionally, the expectations students have about their teachers are very significant
because teachers can motivate their students and plan their classes and their teaching strategies to
be meaningful for them by bearing in mind all the things expressed by students during class
which regard their needs and expectations. This relationship between students and teachers can
be successful if it is performed in a trustful and confident environment. At this point, teachers and
students’ perceptions have to be the core of the interaction among them to obtain positive results
from students as well as their compromise with the institution, their teachers and parents.
Teaching and Learning a Foreign Language
Defining teaching and learning
Terms such as learning and teaching can be defined from several perspectives; learning is
defined as the act of acquiring new knowledge, abilities, values, or understanding, and involves
different types of information. On the other hand, teaching means sharing or transmitting
knowledge or skills. Learning is defined by Brown (2000) as “acquiring or gaining knowledge of
a subject or a skill by studying, experience, or instruction” (p. 7). These factors do not exist in
isolation, and instead teaching and learning are conceived as being inextricably linked,
particularly inside the classroom. In order to better explain these concepts, the concept of
learning and teaching will be developed in a deeper way. The main goal of this section is to
eventually reach the conclusion that teaching and learning are processes that cannot be separated.
First of all, various definitions of learning must be discussed; one of them is that learning
is acquisition or gaining of knowledge involving the retention of information or a skill.
According to Chandrasekaran (1987) learning does part of the knowledge acquisition; when
people learn is acquiring new information and there is a change in their thinking.
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On the other hand, Bahrick& et al (1993) argues that people may keep knowledge for a
long time, but this knowledge is subject to be forgotten. Bahrick argued this by means of a study
where 4 subjects’ acquisition and retention of foreign language vocabulary were examined over
several years. In this study, the results showed an increasing in the acquisition of the vocabulary
when is practiced continuously.
Thence, for it to be meaningful, it needs to be reinforced with exercises, tasks and
application which focus on real life situations. The fact that specific knowledge needs to be
practiced or it can be easily forgotten cannot be stressed enough. A common scenario to prove
this is when students attend a class and they feel that they have understood and learned what the
teacher explained during a certain lesson. However, in the next class they will probably find that
they forgot a lot of concepts or part of the lesson due to a lack of review of the relevant notes or
development of specific tasks.
Another factor must be considered is that learning does not only achieve a specific
educational goal and the teacher is not the only person who determines what students learn. In
other words, it is much easier to learn when one is interested in learning something considered
useful. For example, when a person wants to learn how to play an instrument or how to play
football as an extra-curricular activity, the individual is self-motivated because he or she wishes
to do it him/herself and not because an institution or a teacher demands it.
Examining the concept of learning in greater depth, it can be observed that it is a two-way
process. In one sense it can occur naturally when it is supported by intuition. It is a process that
takes place when problems are faced in everyday life, different for each individual (Pérez, 1992).
Moreover, learning can occur through conscious instruction. Navarro (2004) calls the first case
an automatic process, like walking, speaking, etc. In the second case, the process occurs through
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the guidance of certain actions, like reading or writing. Consequently, the conclusion that can be
drawn is that learning is not just concepts taught by a teacher, since learning can also happen in
natural circumstances where a person can find answers by himself/herself.
Furthermore, it can be argued that learning transforms the way a person thinks, and at the
same time his/her actions, behavior and knowledge (Kimble & Garmezy, 1963). It can be stated
that learning is fundamental for decision making in curriculum development, which contributes to
a society with new ideas or thoughts, where students are conscious of their own learning and, at
the same time, they can be critical about their own learning.
So far, some concepts of learning have been defined now there is going to be a discussion
on some ideas related to teaching. According to Brown (2000, p. 7), teaching is defined as
“showing or helping someone to learn how to do something, giving instructions, guiding in the
study of something, providing with knowledge, causing to know or understand”. Therefore, the
main purpose of teaching is to guide and facilitate learning, to provide learners with tools in order
to improve the learning process. In this way, teachers are arguably successful in the teaching
process if they develop their abilities through academic preparation based on their daily teaching,
practices and experiences. These activities provide critical thinking which consist in “a selfguided, self-disciplined thinking which attempts to reason at the highest level of quality in a fairminded way.” (Elder, 2007). Therefore they can teach and support students in the learning
process.
Taking into account the ideas about learning and teaching that were presented before, it
can be observed that there is a close relationship between teaching and learning. That is why
teachers should consider that students’ needs are the most important factor to take into account
when referring to the teaching learning process. In this sense, teaching depends on learning, and
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thus these two concepts cannot be separated. Brown (2000, p. 7) supported this idea stating that
teaching cannot be defined separately from learning: “teaching is guiding and facilitating
learning, it allows the learner to learn, setting the conditions for learning” Brown (2000) stated
that teachers’ philosophy of education, teaching styles, approaches, methods and classroom
techniques are determined by the way they understand how their learner learns. Teachers have to
take these aspects into account in order to build and develop their classes.
Another argument that supports the fact that teaching and learning work together is stated
by Bruner (1966). He states that learning something requires certain guidance, which in this case,
would be the teacher’s guidance. More concretely, when the learning process is accompanied by
an instructor, learning is more effective, less dangerous, risky or painful than learning on one’s
own (Bruner, 1966). In other words, teachers have to be aware that teaching is a big
responsibility because the way it is developed affects students’ learning process due to the fact
that teachers offer safety, support, reinforce the topics, observe the process, correct, and evaluate,
achieving the intentions planned in the curriculum.
Teachers are not only responsible for teaching concepts, they also foster values (Sacristán,
1998), in fact, teachers face different situations that cannot be solved just in a classroom. They
also have to consider circumstances such as personal problems that could interrupt the normal
learning process. For example, when a student has family problems his/her progress will differ
from that other classmates because all his/her attention will be focused elsewhere. Thus, teachers
should act as an agent of change, applying their humanistic principles, which build a better
atmosphere between them and their students.
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Education is also considered to be a social responsibility in which teachers have to be able
to help students develop their skills and to interact with other people in a socio cultural context
(Buitrago & Ayala, 2008). As a result, teachers should bear in mind that students have different
personalities and help them overcome their individual weaknesses. That is one of the tools that
empower learners in the development of their self-confidence, leading them to interact and share
their knowledge and ideals and at the same time to contribute to the society.
In general terms, it can be argued that teaching and learning are related to the construction
of a curriculum because curriculum is an essential means of organizing teachers’ and students’
needs (McCarthy, 2004). It means that curriculum works for the sake of all the aspects related to
processes, characteristics and population that are linked to the educational context.
Learning styles: a matter for teachers and students
When referring to curriculum, it is important to bear in mind the existence of different
teaching and learning styles. According to Wang and Nagy (2007) a learning style is a method
that learners use to facilitate their own learning process. For this reason, teachers have to
remember that students will achieve their goals in different ways since each person has their own
behavior and learning process.
A concept of the language focused on teaching style was expressed by Alonso et al
(1994). The authors explain that "the styles are like conclusions which we reached on how people
act and are useful for classifying and analyzing the behavior."
Based on García (2006), it can be stated that a person’s behavioral patterns and skills are
reflected in learner’s trends and attitudes, each person is unique due to the way each person
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thinks, talks, dresses and so on; and at the same time, everyone learns in different ways.
Therefore, it can be argued that one of the greatest challenges faced by teachers is to cater a great
variety of students’ needs all within the same classroom.
Additionally, as Haring (1985) suggests, learning styles should not be studied in
theoretical isolation but alongside the conditions and context in which learning takes place. There
are cognitive, emotional and physiological factors that influence students’ learning style. Alonso
et al (1994, p48), claim that teachers have to be aware of individual situations in order to improve
the English learning process. For instance, some students learn through different learning styles
such as Audio-lingual method, through processing information imparted verbally, others learn by
moving, Direct method doing, moving, or repeating phrases, and so on. Teachers have to take
into account all these different learning styles in order to improve the learning process of the
students they work with.
Yet it is relevant to remember that students are often highly adaptable and therefore their
learning styles are not necessarily fixed. Indeed, this is the point made by Cornett (1983) who
argues that when a person learns, he/she uses a style that is unique but it is reached making inprocess adjustments based on the nature of the task and the teaching style being used.
Consequently, this is another factor that teachers must not underestimate when selecting their
teaching methods. This point is further supported by Schön (1983,) who describes the need for
practitioners to “turn thought back on action.” Put differently, there is no excuse for teachers to
simply teach without justifying and evaluating their chosen techniques. As Schön (1983)
explains, teachers are obliged to examine the relationship between what they know and what they
do, which should, in turn help them determine which strategies can be applied when teaching (p.
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50). In brief, teachers tend to teach the way they learn, unless they make a conscious effort to
look for the best tools and strategies to better fulfill students’ needs.
Since individuals learn differently, depending on the context, the teaching strategies, their
interests and so on, teaching is a very demanding profession. In classrooms, there is an inevitable
mismatch between students’ learning styles and the teaching style selected by the teacher, which
affects the quality of the knowledge acquired by students. Moreover, this problem is largely
counteracted by the fact that most students are adaptable and will manage their learning process
to suit the particular class and teacher's teaching style (Haring, 1985). An effective teacher will
act as a model, using methodologies that students will follow to encourage a successful learning
process. Nevertheless, a teacher cannot unthinkingly apply a teaching style based on his or her
preferred learning style on the assumption that students’ learning styles are highly flexible.
Instead, a conscious effort must be made to incorporate techniques that reflect students’ natural
learning styles.
In order to achieve what was explained before, the teacher has to reflect on how students
prefer to learn, how they process and organize information and the way in which they feel more
comfortable. Knowing how to recognize the individual’s learning style, provides several options
to develop a class based on different student’s learning styles, intelligence and ability. Thus,
teachers can apply an effective teaching style to fulfill the proposed aims of each class (Gardner,
2004).
To summarize, although students will often adapt to a particular class atmosphere or
teaching style, as individuals, they all have particular learning styles. The challenge for the
teacher is to supply all these preferences simultaneously and the best solution is commitment. To
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do so, a teacher requires to be supported by a well-constructed curriculum that is founded on
relevant pedagogical research. Only if a curriculum recognizes and incorporates multiple learning
styles, teachers can use effective tools to supply various needs.
Teaching and learning processes in pedagogical approaches
Faced with the dilemma of students’ diverse learning styles, teachers should be aware of
how they can apply various pedagogical approaches in order to help learners and facilitate the
teaching and learning process in the curricula framework. The purpose of pedagogical approaches
is to design strategies and methods to provide teachers and learners with tools to improve their
performance in the educational field (Flórez, 1998). These approaches are built upon other
theories, the reality of being in the classroom and the intersection between, theories and reality.
Referring to the importance of an approach, teachers need to be flexible when applying what they
consider relevant, in order to create a beneficial atmosphere for the teaching and learning process
to be successful.
In order to understand how these pedagogical approaches apply to teaching and learning,
Flórez (1998) separates them into five approaches: Traditional approach, Behaviorism,
Romanticism, Constructivism and Comunicative. The traditional and Behaviorism approaches
can be grouped together as examples of teacher-centered rather than student-centered learning:
the traditional approach and behaviorism. In the first, the teacher is the only source of knowledge
which he or she transmits to students through the process of memory. In the latter, the teacher is a
modifier that alters the students’ behavior based on the presentation of stimulus that produces
desired behavioral responses (Gilgen, 1982; Heyduk & Fenigstein, 1984). However, both of these
approaches, are limited in terms of their value as part of a curriculum because the intention of a
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curriculum is to foster the interaction between teaching and learning, encouraging students and
teachers mutually to share their ideas (Castro, 2008). In order to make such an environment
possible, it is essential for a curriculum to include components that encourage student
contribution and respectful treatment of others’ opinions.
Vastly different approaches to teaching and learning are those of Romanticism and
Constructivism. In both cases the teacher is a facilitator, students are active participants and they
construct their own knowledge through experimentation (Piaget, 1955). In other words, students
acquire knowledge when they experiment, assimilate and then incorporate new experiences into
their own lives. Integrating these models into the construction of a modern-day curriculum is
essential. Since, by encouraging students to experiment by themselves, they can construct their
own learning in such a way that is compatible with their natural learning process.
Arguably, the final approach, the socio–critic is an assimilation of the previous four
approaches, in which teachers and students have the same value and knowledge is shared rather
than delivered. In this approach, the teacher encourages students to reflect on real situations
through discussion and analysis so as to stimulate socio-political responsibility (Kemmis, 1988).
This approach is therefore highly relevant to the construction of an effective curriculum since one
of the primary purposes of education is to foster a social awareness, encouraging people to use
their skills to contribute to society as a whole.
In conclusion, the aim of creating a curriculum based on the different theories offered by
various pedagogical approaches is to further improve the provision and quality of education.
However, this will not be achieved by teachers adopting one single approach and applying it
without exception. Rather, the strength in these pedagogical theories lies in observing the
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complete picture. By borrowing a selection of different ideas from the different approaches,
teachers are much better equipped to provide for the diverse learning styles contained within one
class. In this way their teaching will remain dynamic and students will be stimulated.
The concept of teaching and learning in language teaching methods
For many years, education has used different teaching methods in response to student
needs and the requirements of new institutions. Needless to say, all of these methods claim to be
the best option to teach English (Krashen, 1983). For this reason, it is important to analyze some
methods that have had a great influence on teaching English as a foreign language and that still
are highly relevant today when considering curriculum content. There are essentially five key
methods of language teaching: the grammar translation method, the direct method, the audiolingual method, the task-based teaching method, and finally the communicative method. These
methods have been developed largely in response to previous methods, with each one of them
hoping to tackle the weaknesses of the previous one. They have also come in response to
pedagogical research more generally, in particular work regarding how native languages are
learnt and the benefits of peer interaction within the classroom (Alcaraz, 1990).
The first method is the grammar translation method of foreign language teaching which is
one of the most traditional approaches (Howatt, 1984). This method is based on learning the rules
of grammar and vocabulary in the target language and then applying them to passages of a
language that must be translated. Students are supposed to learn through direct translation,
isolated word lists and reading comprehension exercises.
The grammar translation method sees language as a collection of words, therefore placing
little emphasis on speaking and listening skills (Antich, 1986). A great emphasis is also placed on
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memory since students have to repeat all the structural patterns and learn hundreds of words in
order to develop their linguistic skills. Even today, despite being generally considered an obsolete
method, it has not entirely died because some textbooks based on its principals are still in use.
However, most teachers are wary of the method since it can have a negative impact on students’
learning because the mechanical aspect of language learning is emphasized at the expense of
communication (Roulet, 1972).
On the other hand, for language learners, the direct method developed largely in response
to weaknesses in the traditional method. In this case learners are actively involved, using the
language in a real context and thinking in the target language. This method is focused on
speaking so that students can learn in a natural way supported by the idea that a second language
can be learnt in the same way that the mother tongue was acquired as a child.
Arguably, the direct method helps students to learn the target language easily in the same
way that they learned their native language because it establishes a direct connection between the
foreign word and reality. Speech forms are associated with actions and gestures, avoiding the
students’ mother tongue altogether. Rather than relying on translation like the grammar method,
here the teacher repeats a word whilst showing the object it refers to as many times as it is
necessary until students understand it. This method is focused on developing the four skills,
starting with oral expression which becomes the basic skill (Ellis, 1990).
Teaching and learning English as a foreign language requires changes; therefore it
demonstrates that educational methods are in a constant state of evolution. For example, as the
grammar translation method and the direct method were not enough to develop students’ skills,
the audio-lingual method was developed. This method is based on an inductive approach to
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teaching grammar in which rules are acquired and not taught (Richards & Rodgers, 1986). The
method therefore teaches grammatical structures implied in instruction; the teachers present a
correct model of a sentence and students have to follow it and repeat it.
The audio-lingual method helps students to listen attentively since it is based on basic
conversations based on simple vocabulary and structures. Learning is achieved through
mimicking, memorization, visualization, repetition, and listening in groups or individually. Yet as
time passed, this method was criticized for being dull since it is based on a mechanical
methodology and students were not aware of what they are were exactly learning. For this reason,
it is important to bear in mind not only mechanical methodologies but also the different aspects
of a learner so as to facilitate a whole personal learning (Quintero, 2000)

Another method is task-based learning which focuses on activities or tasks that learners
perform both inside and outside the classroom in order to generate meaningful interaction,
creativity, and understanding for the learner. Tasks in which discussion among students is
fostered, leading continuous inquiry (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1994) or unrestrained learning
(Engeström, 1999) where learners acquire knowledge through the completion of tasks and being
aware of their process of learning the second language.

With the Task-based method, the learners have the chance to apply their knowledge
taught in class, through tasks that enable them to develop their critical thinking (Richards
&Rogers, 1986). This method encourages students to be open-minded, paying less attention to
grammatical issues, for them to improve their skills in a general way rather than only
concentrating on a specific and isolated skill.
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In this sense education recognizes that learning has a lot of diversity because all the
students have different learning processes, it means that teachers center their attention in
satisfying students’ needs, which fosters an active communication, and at the same time develops
skills in students such as cooperation, discussion, and negotiation, and this is possible because
this new tasks-based involve students´ views and allows them to develop interpersonal and
intrapersonal responsibility.
The method that varies most from traditional methods is the Communicative Language
Teaching (CLT), (Richards, 2001). It can be said that this method is the result of the work of
unconvinced educators and linguists that find the audio-lingual and grammar-translation methods
unsatisfactory. Since language is used for communication in real life, this is one of the reasons
why communicative language teaching is one of the most used methods nowadays (Scrivener,
1994). Moreover, the communicative approach is highly compatible with the development of a
curriculum based on life experiences because it allows teacher and students to share their
knowledge in an interactive way. It means, the role of teaching and learning emphasizes the
process of communications that reflect the principles of a communicative methodology within a
real communicative context where real information is exchanged, and where the language used is
not totally predictable. In other words, the truly use of CLT should be that students develop the
correct skill in order to apply oral and written English Language to express their own ideas, to
discuss issues. As a result, students can learn grammar structures, while they train their
communicative competence.
The role of the teacher in CLT is quite different in traditional teaching methods because
the latter over the former, the teacher in charge controls learning and the student is passive. In
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CLT, however, the teacher acts more as a facilitator, allowing students to be in charge of their
own learning. Consequently, students practice the target language as much as possible during the
lesson while teachers guide and deal with students’ doubts and questions, ensuring they complete
the activity as required (Johnson, 1981).
CLT recognizes the links between teaching and learning, providing students with the tools
to teach themselves. For this reason communicative language teachers rarely deliver information
directly to students and instead, they choose to elicit as much material as possible from the
students. Thus, peer teaching and peer corrections are encouraged since stronger students can
give examples that will help weaker students. Therefore, it is not the case that teaching is the role
of the teacher and learning the role of the student since both are combined (Piepho, 1981).
Additionally, language is taught in context rather than theoretically isolated so as to
provide of practical help for students. CLT emphasizes the importance of training students in
receptive skills (reading and listening) (Littlewood, 1981). This means that students are taught
how to cope with difficult material, such as the kind they would be confronted with in real life,
extracting the relevant information without feeling overwhelmed.
Finally, CLT facilitates both teaching and learning by creating a good rapport between
teachers and students. This is not only performed in order to make the classroom a pleasant
learning environment but more importantly, to facilitate learning. Students must feel comfortable
making mistakes in front of their teacher and peers if they are willing to make significant
progress. For this reason, games and warmers are not merely a triviality but they contribute in a
genuine way to the learning progress since they are a way to break the ice and encourage shyer
students to speak with more confidence in front of the class. Consequently, the principles CLT
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could be compatible with the design of a sensitive curriculum that recognizes that the students’
wellbeing is the foundation of any successful teaching and learning process.
Classroom procedures
Effective procedures in the classroom are probably one of the most important
responsibilities faced by educators in any learning environment. Classroom procedures may be
defined as “the act of supervising relationships, behaviors, and instructional settings and lessons
for learners” (Iverson, 2003, p. 4). This means, all of the efforts that teachers do to organize
students, space, time, and materials so that learning can take place. This management includes
promoting students’ participation and collaboration in all classroom activities and creating a
constructive environment.
The educator’s role in the society is essential because it is not just about the diffusion of
knowledge; it is a versatile activity with many roles that aims to teach people how to contribute to
society as well as giving people a sense of identity and personal fulfillment (Kumaravadivelu,
2003). In other words, teachers are the support for students and they help them to accomplish
educative goals using different methods. Within the classroom, teachers not only teach, but they
are also researchers who use critical thinking in order to connect theory and practice. Thus, they
should be one of the main factors in curriculum implementation.
On the other hand, Kumaravadivelu (2003, p. 5) states that “educators say that teaching is
both an art and a science”, but not many teachers consider the importance of their experience and
research into the classroom in order to improve the teaching in the classroom and the teaching
process. Teachers’ experience and research in the classroom are aspects that currently contribute
to improving the ways of teaching along with the use of new methodologies and strategies.
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Aspects such as experience and research in classroom procedures should also be
considered to be part of the construction of a curriculum taking into account the relevance of
perceiving teachers as reflective practitioners. According to Kumaravadivelu (2003), teachers are
the actors that adopt different roles and solve the dilemmas presented in the classroom. They
consider cultural contexts and also take part in the curriculum development as the fulfillment of
the cycle between theory and practice. Teachers are also agents of transformative intellectual
processes and researchers. This means that teachers do not only have to carry out theory but they
must also remember other factors that occur during the teaching and learning process such as
social and contextual issues.
These social and contextual issues that teachers have to consider are highlighted by
Richards (2001). The first one includes the school culture, classroom conditions, class size, and
availability of teaching. It can be said that these environments are directly related to teaching and
learning process that teachers and students share daily, as it has been explained in depth along
this document.
The second issue is the teachers since they are vital in the successful implementation of
curriculum development, because they have control over language, skills, use of materials,
teaching style, experience, motivation, and all the tools that can be used in order to design and
apply a curriculum. The third one is learners’ factors which involves learners’ expectations,
proficiency and student group. The teachers' role in the classroom is to facilitate a comfortable
environment where students can obtain the new experiences needed for learning. Yet teachers
also need to act as mediators between students and the learning process, encouraging students to
develop their skills, following the process proposed by a teacher. Nowadays, as education has
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become more flexible, students can participate in their own learning process and the classes are
more dynamic and interactive.
To conclude, teachers are not just people who teach; they go beyond that concept.
Moreover, they have to take into account a great variety of interrelated factors such as the social
context. Besides, classroom procedures facilitate the learning process. A procedure is not a
discipline plan, not a threat or an order. Rather, a procedure is a method or process for
accomplishing the goals in the classroom; for example, how to start the class or how to respond
when students have a question. These are real situations where teachers must apply their own
experience and practice.
Materials
This section is related to materials as part of curriculum. Materials are considered as one
of the most important elements to take into account during the development of a curriculum in an
EFL and ESL classroom. Every day, depending on the students’ objectives, teachers use
materials and adapt them in creative ways. They can be taken from different resources such as
school supplies, multimedia resources, material from new technologies found on the web and
elements taken from real life made or developed by teachers and native speakers. In the
curriculum materials are included the collection of textbooks, teacher's guides, technology-based
materials and ancillary materials that are adopted for using in schools to support teachers and
students learning.
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Perceptions about materials
Tomlinson (1998) described materials as any individual element inside and outside the
classroom which is used by learners and teachers to facilitate the process of teaching-learning a
second language. Tomlinson (1998) also stated that materials are all the tools found which help to
increase knowledge and experiences of students. When comparisons are made with the practice
experience as English teachers, the use of different elements from the classroom as materials to
explain a concrete concept or situation is evident. Those materials include chairs, desks, the
board, and other kind of school implements in order to ease the understanding students have
about a specific subject or for providing examples. Students learn in a better way with these
elements because they associate them with the new knowledge and it is easier for them to
remember vocabulary and language in general. So, undoubtedly according to Tomlinson (1998),
materials are one of the most important aspects to take into account in an EFL classroom and may
be anything we find and use in the right moment to make it useful for explaining or giving an
example about something which fosters learning in the students.
On the other hand, Pineda (2001) stated that current teachers have realized that materials
in an EFL classroom are not the most important resource that accompanies the teaching-learning
process and the methods applied in class. She gave more importance to other elements such as
methods, classroom procedures and evaluation. Therefore, if teachers keep in mind the
importance of taking into account the students’ class objectives, needs and wants, it will be
possible to create and develop good materials for teachers’ class effective results.
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Designing, developing and applying materials: a way to see how curriculum works.
Materials in an EFL classroom might be any element taken from real life such as
newspapers, magazines, documentaries, songs, and videos. Materials also made and developed by
native speakers, EFL, and ESL teachers allow the learners to acquire better development of
competences and skills in the language as Klaus (2002) stated. Materials, in this sense, give the
learners the opportunity to know and recognize more about their own culture and provide them
with the opportunity to understand, share and compare with their peers.
As Núñez& Tellez (2009) stated, English teachers should take into consideration some
relevant strategies when designing effective and authentic materials for having an impact in the
curriculum. Teachers have to prepare meaningful material with familiar and real situations
providing students opportunities for communicative purposes. Also, the implementation of
novelty, variety, and attractive presentations will help learners to feel more motivated and
achieve intended learning. Thus, when students feel a familiar atmosphere and understand the
context of a specific situation, their communicative skills will be effectively developed.
According to Tomlinson (1998), teachers are also able to develop appropriate materials by
themselves, bearing in mind that the development of these materials is the most important
resource that accompanies the teaching-learning process. When teachers design materials by
themselves in an appropriate way, they should follow a specific process which is characterized by
observing and researching about their students’ needs and wants. This means that, teachers do
not ignore their context and it makes easier to reach a successful result in the process. Thus,
teachers will continually attempt to improve the teaching-learning activity with their students and
obtain successful results with effective materials which also make them more effective teachers.
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The development of self-confidence on learners and the fact of trusting the teacher are
other important strategies when designing effective materials as Brown (2000) highlighted.
Participation and dedication of the students with the process of learning in the present time will
leave long-lasting knowledge in the future. Thereby, the strategies in the effective materials’
design will facilitate students’ self-investment and effective results because of their awareness
and participation in the process. In other words, when a person dedicates the necessary time to
learn something, that knowledge is going to be useful for the future which aids the learner in
making efficient use of the resources to facilitate self-discovery.
Another important aspect to consider when designing materials as Núñez& Tellez (2009)
stated is students’ context, which involves aspects such as the language level, age, students’
socio - economic status and so on. All of these elements are taken into consideration in order to
obtain effectiveness in the materials design which helps to make learners feel comfortable and
acquire self-confidence with the language. Thus, the content and the type of activities that are
used in the classes will be perceived by students as meaningful and practical to their lives.
According to Richards (2001),

another relevant aspect to highlight when designing

materials, specifically for students of English is to look for updated materials which are not only
important for the process of experienced English learners but also allow students who do not have
any familiar experience to easily introduce themselves into the language. In this sense, when the
material used in the class is not old-fashion but it is trendy, interesting and motivating, the
teaching-learning results might be more successful.
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Types of materials included in a curriculum
This section concerns the types of materials that are included and taken into consideration
as part of curriculum in an EFL and ESL classroom. In this sense, materials such as text-books, ebooks, internet websites, multimedia resources, school supplies, and so on, will be mentioned and
moved onto discussion.
Textbooks are a type of materials included in the curriculum which are frequently used by
second language teachers in order to guide their classes. As Pagès (2008) affirmed, textbooks
may be defined as the principal tool of instruction used in the classroom. They are printed books
or series of books that contain academic contents. A good textbook which is inappropriately used
cannot create proper teaching nor promote suitable learning. On the contrary, a poor textbook
used properly could generate better learning. According to Donald, Thomas & Randy (2000), the
implementation of textbooks as materials offers a lot of advantages. Textbooks provide specific
objectives in an official curriculum in structured units; they also include abundant materials to
evaluate the student’s knowledge and to determine the selection of texts and the organization of
didactic materials for the classes. Advantages and disadvantages of textbooks may depend on
each teacher’s perspective. According to Richards (2001), in first place, if teachers are interested
in the book, they work easily in the classes. Textbooks may be used flexibly and can be adapted;
and if teachers look at a book in a more critical way in terms of its theoretical orientation and
approach, they will achieve results, as Richards (2001), affirmed. In this sense, some teachers
should avoid seeing text-books as an old-fashion and useless material; they should rather be
regarded as one of the many materials that teachers can draw upon the creation of effective
lessons. Teachers should include them in the development of their classes, paying close and
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permanent attention to their proper use in order to take the most of them. Textbooks will allow
teachers to save time, provide comfort, and guarantee the control during the class. They also will
allow being adapted depending on the teachers’ perspectives and students’ needs and preferences.
Thereby, textbooks are another sort of materials that should be included in the curriculum as long
as teachers use them in a proper way and take advantage of them along with the students.
Another type of material, as Diaz (2007) stated, with the incorporation of new
technologies nowadays in our society, teachers can focus on methods, resources and information
from different internet websites. Checking specialists’ e-books and interactive tools is an
advantage that the Web offers teachers and it is possible to find plenty of the most useful
materials to apply in class. New technologies as tools for learning have gained popularity
between language teachers and their students because they enjoy technology and interactivity.
The application of this tool is a way to look for the learners’ interest and permit them to acquire
competences in the foreign language through their likes and joys. Diaz (2007) also affirmed that
it is essential to be aware about the choice, implementation, context, evaluation and appropriate
use of materials taken from these new technologies. In this sense, teachers have to take into
consideration the increasing importance of these technologies, the appearance of new contents in
official curricula and the new students’ profile with a variety of needs and interests. Therefore, if
teachers keep thinking about how to enrich the curriculum application and how to improve the
effectiveness of the materials in their classes; they have to include sources from the new
technologies in which students will be familiar with and the teaching-learning process will be
increasing noticeably and constantly.
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According to Olejarz (1996), teachers can currently find more interesting and eyecatching materials to include in the development of a curriculum than teachers could find time
before. Since multimedia have different and innovative appearance such as computer games,
stimulating texts, graphics, audio and animations, all of these are holding more and more
everyday students’ attention. Williamson (2004) stated that computer and video games have a
great deal to teach teachers about how to facilitate learning in their students, even when
developing activities outside games. Many of these complex and challenging games are much
better reflected by students that what they do in today’s schools with complex and challenging
topics that teachers ask them to learn.
It is also possible to say that multimedia activities involve a process of learning in which
teachers consider them materials that can be used with curricular purposes. Gee (2007) developed
a study in which he compared video games and curricular decisions based on their theory of
learning. He stated that they both continually try to capture learners and players attention in an
easier way. In some cases, teachers and video game designers think in the same way when
creating new games or curricula that can catch learners’ interest, always thinking in their cultural
world connected with their practices and experiences in life. That is helpful in order to create a
curriculum that will be useful and eye-catching to learners. Teachers need to analyze that
videogame players learn from other players or specialized websites which teach them new
strategies to play and reach their objectives every day. All these aspects should be taken into
account when talking about education, since students can acquire their knowledge from their
partners with simple vocabulary which is more understandable.
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Williamson (2004) also affirmed that computer and video games have a relevant
significance as material for learning because they present players with simulated worlds which, if
are well constructed, embody particular social and academic practices. Thus, computer and video
games make it possible for players to compete with other players and as a result, they can
develop the ways of thinking that organize those practices and competitions. Also, it is a fact that
when designing a curriculum, teachers have to take into account all these multimedia materials
since they are very attractive for learners. Variety, novelty and design, are some of the features
that constantly help students when to catch their attention easily and facilitate the teachinglearning process.
Brandl (2002) also proposed that it is pertinent to include new technologies and
multimedia as materials in the development of a curriculum but he strongly highlighted the
essential aspect of taking into account the previous teachers’ experience and their pedagogical
approaches more than any other resource or material. Therefore, it is important to innovate and
use sophisticated materials in EFL lessons, but keeping in mind that traditional materials as well
as teachers’ perceptions and experiences are the elements that will help them understand
effectively how to give enough relevance and good use to new technologies and multimedia
materials in the teaching-learning process.
The role of materials in a curriculum
Nunan (1991) stated that in the creation and development of a curriculum for an EFL
course, the teachers who design materials for their students should think about the curriculum at
the same time. Materials and curriculum together, help students to carry out the process of
teaching-learning and achieve the final goal of the course with effectiveness. Nunan (1991) also
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set out that teachers and materials’ designers have to ask themselves about grammatical,
phonological and lexical items which must be taught in the lessons. If they solve these aspects,
they can select the appropriate classroom activities and materials that will be driven by the
curriculum goals. In this sense, teachers and curriculum designers must take into account all the
aspects that the role of materials involves and at the same time how this role affects the
curriculum development and its success.

Educational curriculum materials contribute to support the curriculum development since
they help teachers to give direction to the program so as to reach the objectives. Materials may be
modified depending on the context and the teachers’ interaction inside the classroom. They can
be taken as a vehicle for altering tools and transforming the knowledge inside and outside the
school. As Schneider and Krajcik (2000) stated, curriculum materials are the collection of
textbooks, teacher's guides, technology-based materials and ancillary materials that are adopted
for using in schools to support teachers and students learning. These kinds of materials have the
specific role of improving the teaching and learning process in an educative curriculum. Teachers
also are used to work with these materials to plan and structure student activities.

Many studies about the role of materials in a curriculum have been carried out by years
pass. Schneider and Krajcik (2000) performed an investigation in Michigan University with three
teachers in which by the end of the research, and changing some habits, these teachers improved
a lot in their classes as well as their students’ understanding, developing pertinent materials in a
better way. Teachers realized that they needed to assess the group as a whole, to take students’
needs and wishes into account and to modify materials from the curriculum year by year
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according to students’ features. Therefore, teachers should think continually in every aspect that
materials involve: what, how and why to teach it and apply it.

As Carl (2005) stated, the interaction of students and teachers plays an important role
inside and outside the classroom during the whole process of curriculum development. The role
of teachers involves designing and executing the curriculum, and their comments and experiences
have to be taken into consideration since they facilitate the proper assessment and improvement
of the curriculum design before it is implemented. Thus, materials take such an important place
because they are one of the tools that teachers use in order to carry on with their participation of
the curriculum design.
To sum up, materials is one of the most important elements when designing and
developing a curriculum in an EFL and ESL classroom because they are a very relevant aspect
which involves the student and the teacher’s role in order to get better motivation and
understanding with productive results. Teachers must be aware of the importance that materials
have inside their classes, the point is to use them in the right moment to make the most of them.
Materials are also pertinent, when explaining or giving relevant examples about specific topics or
vocabulary which allows students’ learning, without losing the objective of the lesson as Klaus
(2002) proposed. Materials might help teachers to catch students’ attention because when learners
are interested, they dedicate the necessary time to learn something, that knowledge is going to be
useful for future and it aids the learner in making efficient use of the resources to facilitate selfdiscovery. A pertinent curriculum must include materials among its important elements to be
carried out with success and effectiveness.
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Assessment and Evaluation
Most of the times evaluation and assessment are presented as synonyms, but, regarding
the similar elements that each concept has, the most notorious difference could be the measured
and how this measurement is made. Teachers assess students and teachers evaluate instruction,
confused for people to think in the meaning of both terms, however to understand better the
differences are presented in the following table to optimize the meaning (Apple &Krumsieg,
1998) make a comparison between Assessment and Evaluation regarding different dimensions.

Table 1
Comparison between Assessment and Evaluation
Dimension

Assessment

Evaluation

Timing

Formative

Summative

Focus of Measurement

Process-Oriented

Product-Oriented

Reflective

Prescriptive

Findings and Uses

Diagnostic

Judgmental

Modifiability of Criteria, Measures

Flexible

Fixed

Standards of Measurement

Absolute (Individual)

Comparative

Relation Between Objects of A/E

Cooperative

Competitive

Relationship Between Administrator and
Recipient
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Note: Adopted From: Apple & Krumsieg, (1998). Process education teaching institute handbook.
Pacific Crest
The evolution of evaluation and its relevance for curriculum
Evaluation is a concept widely studied through history and from many different
perspectives. In this part of the text, there are some important historical events that show how
evaluation acquires a role into the curriculum. Based on Tyler's perspectives about evaluation
there were five periods: pretylerian, tylerian, innocence, realism and professionalism, those
periods are presented to understand how evaluation has been related to curriculum development.
First of all, the pretylerian period in 1930 in which countries as United States and England
tested the students’ proficiency through the knowledge they had about the social and economical
aspects, aspects that were the main topics of the epoch. Joseph Rice was worried about whether
children's academic situation had established a systematic evaluation in 1987 and 1898 to analyze
the scholar system. He found important inconsistencies in the teaching process but the most
important problem was spelling which was one of the bases of learning.
The second period, the Tyleriana took place from 1930 to 1945, Ralph Tyler founded the
educational evaluation and developed a method in which the main characteristic was the
evaluation of the objectives and how those objectives were achieved. In this sense, this method
provided the basis to elaborate the curriculum. Thus, Tyler’s proposal was well received in order
to include the internal comparison between objectives and results. This method acquired
importance and it was influential for the next decades.
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The third one, the innocence period, was developed between 1946 and 1957. According to
Stufflebeam & Shinkfield this stage was going to be considered as social irresponsibility because
everyone's attention was focused on the Second Civil War. In that period the most important facts
were the squander money, the economic resources and the peak of the industry, so education was
not an important matter. There was no interest in bring up competent teachers or to solve the
scholar problem and, consequently evaluation was affected.
The next period, realism, appeared on 1958 and lasted until 1972. In this stage, some
evaluations of the curriculum were analyzed in order to obtain elements to improve curriculum
design, but the findings were no enough and the idea to increase curriculum function was
discarded. On the other hand, the Sputnik in 1957 showed to Americans a global view and
hegemony which contradicted the concept of traditional curriculum because it gave another view
about evaluation. Due to the needs of society which were focused on the political context,
students' needs were not important. In this sense the evaluation helped to modify the main
objectives of the curriculum. Besides, evaluation did not give information about the procedures to
test students based on their needs and abilities. Thus the National Study Committee on
Evaluation, developed in 1969, suggested that it was very important to create new theories and
Evaluation methods to guarantee a better evaluation performance.
This period was crucial regarding the influence on the evaluation and curriculum
development. Hence, three important aspects appeared to contribute to the improvement of the
evaluation on the curriculum. The first one was the fact that evaluation was focused on how a
student was competent in a social and economical environment before the country’s needs. The
second aspect deal whit evaluation through its process as an element to gather information in
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order to establish objectives which are the basis to elaborate the curriculum, and finally, the third
aspect was that evaluation collected information about the procedures and students' abilities to
fulfill the main objectives of the curriculum. Thus, the process of evaluation was the key to
determine educational objectives regarding multiple social, cultural, economical and political
issues.
Evaluation for curriculum development
Recently, the curriculum in the education system has been an important part of any
teaching and learning process since it can specify the educational contents, the strategies and the
material that has to be selected in Education. Each element contributes to the construction of a
curriculum Posner (2005) bearing in mind the current educational situation, in which the
curriculum is at the heart of all the components of an educative institution because it allows
planning the academic activities to direct the students' performance.
One of the aspects that are essential in a curriculum for language teaching and learning is
the connection of the evaluation process. The task of organizing a curriculum in language
teaching and learning has to deal with the collection of information about different aspects
related to the language program in order to understand how the program works, what their
advantages are and the aspects to change (Richards, 2001). This means that the general objective
of evaluation is to collect information to make decisions that give results during the teaching and
learning process. In other words, evaluation is connected with making decisions because it helps
both, teachers and students to recognize the type of process that they are performing. According
to this, evaluation allows controlling and improving the elements that set up the curriculum and
this is one of the ways to identify the effectiveness of the teaching and learning process.
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Based on Zúñiga& Bernal (2005), evaluation today is taken as an estimate or analysis of
what happens in and out the classroom. More specifically, it is understood as the review process
of students’ performance in one of the many aspects of their learning process. This diagnose can
reveal problems or could be an instrument to check progress in the learning process. In another
sense, evaluation is understood as the consideration of all the factors that influence the learning
process such as course schedules, objectives, materials and methods. The process of evaluation
estimates the relevance and effectiveness of teaching and learning based on an objective and
accurate assessment.
Perspectives of evaluation, impact on curriculum
Evaluation has two basic functions; one of social character and another of pedagogical
character (Cohen, 2004). The first certifies and promotes the selection and classification of
learning in students and its mission is to report the progress to students, families and society, this
report determines if students have acquired the necessary knowledge required by the education
system. This information is provided essentially by standardized tests, as the Colombian State
exam known as ICFES. The second function is to use Evaluation as a regulator of the teaching
and learning process in education, its mission is to correct evaluation process, that gives teacher’s
strategies to provide accurate assessment and to improve student’s learning. An example of this
function is the final academic exam made by the teacher in order to evaluate the students’
performance.
According to Kelly (2004), there are multiple tendencies to evaluate taking into account
some criteria, purposes and agents. Thus, there are three important aspects to explain in order to
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understand how evaluation can be developed. Those three aspects are: the aim and function of the
evaluation, evaluation according to its length and the agents of the evaluation.
The first aspect is the aim and function of the evaluation which involves two main factors:
formative evaluation and summative evaluation. The first factor is focused on procedures, goals
and objectives and it implies gathering data to improve student’s results. The second factor
focuses on precise and measurable results in order to understand how evaluation is achieving the
objectives of the curriculum.
The second aspect is the evaluation according to its length. It is divided into two parts, the
first is global evaluation and the second is partial evaluation. Therefore, Stufflebeam &
Shinkfield (1990) state that global evaluation goes direct to the student’s dimensions, the scholar
needs, and the curriculum. It is important to mention that this kind of evaluation is holistic
because if any aspect is changed, it can modify another aspect of the whole scholar community in
order to comprehend the reality. On the other hand, partial evaluation pays attention to the
curriculum development and the student’s performance.
The third aspects are the agents that participate in the evaluation. In this case, the school
has an internal evaluation which is developed by the members of the institution. At the same
time, this internal evaluation offers different alternatives to be developed: self- evaluation, coevaluation and hetero- evaluation. In the first one, the student is able to evaluate his own role in
the academic context and examines the performance taking into account the program of
curriculum. In the second, the student evaluates the teacher and the teacher evaluates the student
taking into account some specific parameters as responsibility, punctuality, behaviors and
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attitudes. And in the third one, hetero evaluation, the student is able to evaluate the classmates
and this student is going to be evaluated by the rest of the class.
Those kinds of tendencies make evaluation more comprehensive, organized and effective
for both, the students and educational staff to improve the role of the evaluation into curriculum.
One example of this organization between evaluation and curriculum is the result that some
students from Colombian schools get in the State test ICFES. Regarding those roles and
perspectives of evaluation, foreign language teachers can establish parameters to evaluate the
acquisition of a second language using the politics and the elements from the previous evaluation
experiences.
Evaluation and foreign language curriculum
Foreign language evaluation appears instead of the necessity to know what students
already know, what they have learned in the periods they have studied. This is the key element to
have in mind when to design an appropriate evaluation system that provides academic
information to classify students in levels, regarding the Common European Framework standard.
For example, Alderson & Clapham & Wall (1995) defined the diagnosis of foreign language
proficiency test as a source of information about the areas in which students need particular
attention taking into account the four language skills. Then taking this diagnosis into
consideration, evaluation criteria appear to check learning levels and the autonomous
appropriation of the contents that have been studied (Zuñiga& Bernal, 2005).
Hughes (1999) stated four purposes based on what evaluation of a foreign language
should include beyond the evaluation of the linguistic abilities. Reviews, dialogues, texts
production and tests designed have to be included in this categorization, which was designed to
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provide initial information of students’ profile. The categorization of these purposes has the
following structure based on Hughes' (1999) proposal. The first purpose is classification, it
measures the level students have of a foreign language to include them in the appropriate course.
As a second element efficiency appears to establish the achievements that students need to have
in relation to the objectives, responsibilities and standards of a specific course. Following the
structure, the diagnosis has to identify the strengths and weaknesses of a foreign language
student. The final purpose, proficiency, concludes with purposes highlighting the student ability
to speak in a foreign language.
Concluding, when the diagnostic test launches information of the students’ process,
teachers can start designing an academic program not only focusing their attention on the results
but on how those results can improve the development of the language skills into an academic
context.
As it was previously mentioned, evaluation is a tool to analyze the effectiveness of the
educational curriculum and to make changes within all levels. Nevertheless, the evaluation
process involves different subjects in the curriculum because there are relevant aspects between
evaluation and some implications in foreign language teaching and learning.
Since there is a bilingualism plan in Colombia, the acquisition of a foreign language has
an important influence. Economy and Business make English an international language, reason
why people are interested in acquire it to improve the quality of life. With globalization, English
has increased its power, for example there are institutions with high quality and commitment that
have included the teaching of English as a goal, offering courses that invite people to continue
improving the language, beyond the classical way to teach by learning grammatical structures.
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English is combined with technology that plays an important role in the society, the use of the
internet, linking to virtual courses, explores new technologies that enable people to have contact
with foreigners, learners from other places, other cultures, which offer a different vision of how
English can be learned regarding language abilities, etc.
Evaluating skills in a foreign language
According to Cohen (1994) to evaluate the skills: Listening, Speaking, Reading and
Writing involves the description of the abilities that students have at the moment of interchanging
the knowledge with others. Each one of those communication skills are important in all the areas
in the curriculum because they help students to identify the elements that need to be reinforced.
Regarding the skills in listening comprehension, the emphasis goes from the evaluation of
the speech to the communicative production. In the first case the discrimination of the sounds,
vocabulary and grammatical distinctions have to be included. In the second case, the listener has
to identify general and specific information. For example: from conversations, conferences,
documentaries, instructions, etc.
As a second skill, speaking evaluates oral production; it implies comprehension such as
production. The tasks that are executed by the speakers are: to express opinions, make comments,
make complaints, inform, asking for permission, among others communicative functions. In the
classroom it is possible to make some tasks whereby the teacher values oral abilities development
in their students. For example: to describe a map, a picture, a diagram, an image, an object, a
process, among others.
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As a third skill, reading defines different levels of analysis. The first one is macro level
which includes assessment of general understanding (skimming), assessment of the
comprehension of specific information (scanning), identification of the stages in an argument
and finally, the identification of the mechanisms that supports an argument (studies, statistics,
opinions). The second one is micro level skills, where students can identify the pronouns and
referents to use the context in order to understand what they read without focusing on the words
they do not know and, finally understand the relation between the text parts (introduction, body
and conclusion).For example: an essay, a report, an article, a thesis, and summaries, among
others.
As last skill, writing is the last step to conduct a second language because it is the result
of the whole process in terms of the identification of a general idea and how it is supported by
others. This step is one of the most difficult tasks to evaluate by teachers because it is too
subjective, it means that, if student has an idea about some specific topic, the teacher cannot
evaluate the document of the student from his/her perspective but rather the teacher has to take
into account how students express their ideas in a clear and convincing way. For example: letters,
instructions, mails, advertisements, invitations, essays, articles, etc.
As a final point, reading and writing skills are directly related to the language because
students take information from the listening and speaking that they have acquired during a
learning process and how they share that information through speaking and writing. These, help
students and educators to get a better teaching and learning process.
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Concluding it is important to know the evolution of the curriculum design and the role of
evaluation process to understand all the elements that allow teachers to make today’s evaluation
more objective.
Starting from the historical perspective the curriculum has had many weaknesses that
were modified regarding students’ and teachers’ needs, the cultural environment and the
sociopolitical aspects that were significant at some specific time; having those elements, new
theories and evaluation methods appeared as an alternative to solve problems and to improve the
quality of the evaluation process. Then, when those theories made the process more detailed and
focused the attention in the evaluation of a foreign language, the responsibility to make the
evaluation more pedagogical and human, appeared to improve the practice not only from the
academic perspective but from different aspects. Aspects such as starting to check students from
their behavior in the classroom, in their daily and in their social interactions would be part of this
new paradigm.
Based on the evaluation of English as a Foreign Language, the language skills were the
starting point to reinforce student’s knowledge but following a process and including different
activities to facilitate the language acquisition.
To conclude, evaluation is an integral part of teaching and learning process and is one of
the basic components in the curriculum, those aspects allows teachers to think about the quality
of evaluation and the multiple options that they have to optimize the students learning through an
effective evaluation process. On the other hand, the approaches of evaluation discussed in the
theory help teachers to decide which combinations of approaches and dimensions of evaluation
will work best in a curriculum. However, all these decisions must eventually lead to the actual
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gathering of evaluation. However, quantitative and qualitative evaluation should be gathering
periodically on each of the curriculum components so that each can be check and improved.
Further than taking into account evaluation from its theoretical components, teachers can give the
importance to the issues that are not numerical, for example when a student is able to argue an
idea in a foreign language, the communicative ability in this specific student has been improved
and this fact is more important than the ability to memorize information to answer a test. In
contrast, the importance to design a curriculum where the contents suggest different activities to
evaluate students from different perspectives, increases teachers possibilities to check what
students really know and how this knowledge can be applied no matter if they have to use it in
areal context.
Research design
This macro-project followed the qualitative research paradigm. Based on Johnson and
Christensen (2004), this type of research has a naturalistic inquiry and emergent design
flexibility. This paradigm was adapted in the project because the study is centered on how the
ASE community perception about their social and institutional environment integrated in the EFL
curriculum. This concept is linked to the approach of qualitative research as its essence is to
report and describe on the insights offered by sources of the study.

The development of

qualitative research was reflected through the natural exposure of information and the flexibility
in the continuous feedback that the project received. From preliminary ideas, to data analysis and
conclusions, the project reviewed its concepts several times in order to be objective and to be able
to answer the research question(s) with clear evidence and support.
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The research design used the following instruments in order to carry out the data
collection and data analysis processes:
Teachers' journal: this instrument is a record teachers keep of their observations in class
and throughout the data collection process of the research. These data collection mechanism
helped the teacher- researcher to go from a wide range and unstructured process of inspection to
the surveillance of more precise areas of the curriculum such as students, teachers, activities,
lesson plans, behaviors, phenomena and so on.
Surveys and interviews: the survey was used as a descriptive research method that aided
the researcher when data collection could not be direct monitored. The interview was used as a
way to get ideas from the insight of the participants and also provided a more personal encounter
with the same. The interviews used were open-ended and fixed response. These methods were
applied to administrators, students, and teachers.
Teachers' logs (evaluation): these instruments, (see appendix E, appendices section)
helped the study gather information concerning the language proficiency of the students, the
impact of testing, and the impact of teachers in their courses and vice versa.
The project was also founded on the concept of grounded theory. According to Johnson
and Christensen (2004), the procedure used for this theory refers to an inductive method or
“bottom up” method in which the data analysis of the phenomenon offers an emergent
explanation or theory. Therefore, the project used the data analysis as a way to answer how the
community was connected to the EFL curriculum.
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In addition, based on the grounded theory method, the data analysis process followed the
steps below:
Grounded theory focuses on a description of the steps of the process, rather than
formulating a hypothesis and trying to prove its veracity.
a)

Open coding (i.e., reading journals line-by- line and identifying and coding the concepts
found in the data in matrices).

b)

Axial coding (i.e., classifying and organizing the concepts and making them more abstract
though the location of patterns).

c)

Selective coding (i.e., focusing on the main ideas and categories, developing the story, and
finalizing the grounded theory).
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RESULTS
The following categories show in detail the information collected with the
instruments used in this data analysis. These categories are intended a hierarchical
classification to apply in the design of the curriculum. The data is organized based on
the common characteristics found in those instruments which it will form a category and
at the same time sub categories with similar characteristics to reinforce the principal
one.
The information was apply to children, teenagers and adults, where according to
the patterns found between teenagers and adults was necessary to collect the
information given by teenagers and adults in only one. Some parts of the categories are
focus on the relevant aspects in children or adults to take into account at the moment of
the curriculum design. On the other hand, the ages of the students were necessary in the
classification of the categories or subcategories to analyze the impression that they had
in front of the needs of each population. Children: 6-11, teenagers: 12-17 and adults:
18-40 years old.
Curriculum categories
The categories presented below correspond to the data analysis carried out in
order to bridge the gap between students’ social and institutional perceptions on the
EFL curriculum and the reality of the classroom sessions and projections. The
categories reflect what the community perceives in their role as EFL curriculum
constructors. They have offered valuable information that helped teachers reflect on the
fact that students are the cornerstone of curriculum construction. As a result, the
categories are the basis for the project involved in the curricular matrix.
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Furthermore, the categories are related to the main research question, and are
divided into general and specific. The general categories are connected to the broad
perceptions presented by students and the specific categories make up part of the
general categories and respond to a smaller number of the population.
Categories.
Table 2
Relationship between the Main Question, General Categories and Specific

Main question

3.1.1 General
categories
3.1.1.1 The

What elements
from the perception of the
community at ASE should
be included in an

academic and personal
needs?

categories
3.1.2.1 Students

students perceive ASE as a

perceive ASE as a place

place where they can have

that offers different

an opportunity to study

schedules and therefore

based on their budged

benefits a higher number
of populations. (OTHERS)

integrated curriculum in
order to adjust their

3.1.2 Specific

3.1.1.2 Students

3.1.2.2 Students

perceive that course at

consider they have to reach

ASE improve their quality

a level of English that

of life and their personal

allows them to

growth.

communicate with others
and to have access to the
information desired.
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3.1.1.3 Students

3.1.2.3 Students

perceive that they are

perceive ASE as a place

motivated to study English

where they are seen as a

on Saturdays because of

whole in terms of human

the topics covered and

dimensions.

because of the way they
learn.
3.1.1.4 Students

3.1.2.4 Students

consider that

consider that human

communication in English

relationships with teachers

is a matter of confidence.

are important for their
learning process.

After performing the triangulation of the data gathered through the interviews,
journals, archival data, and surveys applied to the population (children, teenagers and
adults), eight preliminary curriculum categories have been identified. These categories
are divided into general (common to all the population) and specific categories:
General categories
The students perceive ASE as a place where they can have an opportunity to
study based on their budget.
Perceptions are individual mental conceptions people have, for this reason they
can vary according to the experiences they have faced. The perceptions that students
and the community have about the place they are taking classes are important because if
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schools or institutions provide an appropriate image, it generates a sense of belonging
towards the institution and a sensation of being comfortable at that place. For instance,
students will feel identified and will complement their studies at the institution. Students
perceive ASE as a place where they have an opportunity to study based on their budget.
This happens because the tuition fee is low and they can easily afford it.

Figure 3. Curriculum interview No. 1, 2010.
The category mentioned above emerged after doing the analysis of the archival
data of ASE’s pre-service teachers’ experiences and thesis interview

done to the

population (adults) at ASE in the second semester of 2010 . These documents report
ASE to be a place where students can share their experiences and acquire new
knowledge at low cost. This means that, ASE, is a social and non-profit institution, in
other words ASE is an institution that is interested in offering services to a community
without obtaining personal economic benefit through the income they receive. The
income coming from the course fees is invested in materials for teachers and students.
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Most of the population is composed of children. In some cases they go to the
institution with their relatives. Firstly, they take the courses as a way to reinforce the
English bases they have received in school and secondly to improve their quality of life.
It means that teenagers and adults see ASE as a place to learn English because they feel
the necessity to grow as individuals and because they think this knowledge is going to
offer them more and better job opportunities.
For this reason, the courses must be affordable and accessible because in this
way they can continue attending the courses with their relatives. This is why the fee
needs to be low. Besides, most of the students belong to a middle-low class of Engativa,
so their income is not enough to cover high costs. This idea is founded on the surveys
done in 2009, which says that most of the students come from a public school that does
not offer enough tools nor time to learn English as they would like to. On the other
hand, teenagers and adults go to ASE because “ASE provides payment aids at low cost
and different schedules, it attracts many people with a desire to study” 1.

Figure 4 Students study English at ASE, Population: 57 people, Ages: 18 to 40 years,
English Adults Level
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The factors mentioned above must be taken into account when an integrated
curriculum is going to be designed because in this way the students are going to be able
to continue studying. If this is not the case, they might drop out because they do not
have enough resources. According to Beane (1993), a truly integrated curriculum is the
one that is designed after asking students about their needs and what they consider
important to develop in the new curriculum and then. Those findings must be| discussed
between teachers and students to make final decisions to be included in the curriculum.

Students perceive that courses at ASE improve their quality of life and their
personal growth.

Based on the analysis of the collected data there are some common results to be
aware of. The similarities found in the triangulation done from interviews, journals and
surveys over the perceptions students have about learning were evident. English learners
from different ages and grades agree that English will fulfill their expectations and also
help them to improve their quality of life in the future. And also they consider that they
will grow in terms of personal development. This perception is supported by a question
applied in a survey:
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Figure 5. Students study English at ASE, Population: 57 people, Ages: 18 to 40 years,
English Adults Level (learning English may improve students quality of life and their
personal growth)
This point of view of students is also supported by some authors who address
this issue. According to Castro, Giraldo, & Alvarez (2010), a curriculum approach
should promote personal growth, creation of identity, and social development in order
to improve the quality of life. This aspect, clearly support what was found during the
analysis of the data previously done by using tools such as interviews, journals and
surveys.
Another aspect to take into account, supported by Johnson (1994), and based on
the evidence found in the triangulation was that the curriculum has to satisfy people’s
needs and the social factor has to be in constant interaction with the curriculum. This
section reemphasizes the satisfaction of needs and also the expectations that students
build during the leaning process to reach a better social status according to the context
and the environment that surrounds them in their daily life. According to Sacristán
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(1988, p. 65) “the curriculum often reflects aspects of culture, personal and social
development given the vital needs of individuals to function in society”. Therefore, the
courses given by ASE help students to shape a practical knowledge, based on their
development and the interaction with other peers. The idea is to construct a better
society in which they can fulfill their own expectations, their family expectations and
the living conditions of the community in which they live.
To summarize, there is an evident joint on the perceptions students have about
the advantages of learning English. It means that if a curriculum is performed looking
forward to fulfill the life of the members of a society, the repercussion of this fact will
be reflected in their satisfaction.
Students perceive that they are motivated to study English on Saturdays
because of the topics covered and because of the way they learn.
The perceptions that students show in an integrated curriculum are the basis for
the curriculum (Beane, 1993). Students were asked about different concepts of the
institution in order to identify their needs. This was done after students and teachers had
had a discussion in order to agree which elements needed to be included.
The motivation that students have in front of the classes is crucial in the teaching
and learning process because this may ease the development of the classes for teachers,
for students, and for institution in general. This category is general because students are
interested in having a teaching-learning process where they can feel comfortable with
the topics and the way they are learning because if they have a positive motivation to
continue taking their classes, it does not represent an effort but a satisfaction as they
have let the researchers know.
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This category was showed through different data resources such as: the
interview that was performed at ASE in the first semester of 2010 which was designed
in two versions: one for the children and the other for teenagers and adults. The surveys
that were done in the first semester of 2009 were also designed in two versions because
we consider that we cannot mix the perceptions of children with the adults and
teenagers. Each population has their own perceptions according to the needs that they
feel.
The other instrument was the journal that each pre- service teacher had to write
during the practicum in where we can get the perceptions of students and how the
classes were developing. In those instruments, students talked about aspects such as:
materials, environment, teachers and methodology that they feel are needed in their
learning process. In one of the surveys, they said that one of the reasons why they liked
the classes are because of the games (42%) and teachers (30%), as it can be seen in the
following graphic – children survey:

Figure 6. Students’ preferences in English classes, Population: 90 people, Ages: 6 to 12
years
English students from ASE, different English Levels
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They also said that they liked to learn English through games (43%) and they
gave other options related to dynamic activities where they can learn through games.

Figure 7. The way students’ like to learn English, Population: 90 people, Ages: 6 to 12
years
English students from ASE, different English Levels

Students point out that they like to use in classes materials such as: games,
songs, pictures and movies due to they feel more interesting and motivated to learn. In
this way, teachers should continue use those kinds of materials because students feel
attracted by them. Teachers need to go beyond to a textbook or worksheets that are
common used in classes; the classes should be more actives using the materials that they
prefer. Those materials also foster a good classroom environment because of the
interaction promoted when students have to share with their classmates.
Furthermore, the authors made some recommendations or observations in the
journals they wrote when referring to the classes they attended as observers:
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……When we work in groups they feel more confident to talk in front of their
classmates
Taken from a dairy of a pre- service teacher that was an observer in the first
semester on 2008 in ASE that work with teenagers.
This comment arose because the teacher made activities where students had
to use the cooperative learning methodology in the class.
At the end of the classes, teachers had to ask students about how they felt
they were doing in the classes. In one of these feedback sessions, one student said that:
“…..if we have to play a game like the game that we played today, it is better to
set the rules at the beginning of the game because it is equal for all. However, the game
is really funny because we can learn in a different way…..”
Taken from a dairy of a pre- service teacher in the second semester of 2009 that
worked with adults.
The perceptions about the motivation that students have regarding their learning
process are greatly significant because that is conditioned by the fact that students can
achieve success in their learning process. Nunan (1988) said that there are key elements
for curriculum development: initial-planning procedures (including data collection),
content selection and gradation; methodology and ongoing monitoring; assessment and
evaluation. However, the key element in this category is the initial planning because it
is necessary to take into account needs of the community in order to fulfill the students’
expectations that students have. In this way, curriculum designers have to bear in mind
that teachers, materials, methodologies and environment are the principal motivation
that students claim to have to attend this institution. Also, Richards (2001) argued that
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the most relevant information had to be collected through learners because they are in
front of the process and they see the results obtained. It is important to consider their
background, expectation, beliefs, preferred learning styles and so on, to have a wider
view of the aspects that they want in their teaching and learning process.
Therefore, the environment that students perceive in the classes is an important
aspect because if students feel taken into account and comfortable in the group, the
classes and the teaching process become more productive and enjoyable. Roeser,
Midgley and Urdan (1996) state that it is important to promote a pleasant environment
to generate a positive perception among students to increase motivation to learn. In this
way, the perceptions that students have about their teacher are significant because
depending on those perceptions, the environment in the classes becomes appropriate
and comfortable for both – teachers and students, improving the teaching-learning
process and the goals of the course.
An integrated curriculum has to take into account the perceptions that students
have about their teachers because this helps to improve the pedagogical styles. Power in
this relationship is implicit, but the power in terms of the teacher being a guide and not
an authority who works by means of imposition. As Foucault (1994) proposed, power is
the relationship of one subject directing the behavior of another; in the perceptions that
the ASE community has, what is proposed either by students or teachers is reached
through an agreement of the rules that will be followed during a certain process.
Thus, the perceptions that students have about ASE provide the curriculum
designers (the authors) a clear view of the way these students like to learn, the
methodologies they enjoy the most and that they find more accurate, the best
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environment, etc. in order to include these and other important aspects into the
curriculum design.
In brief, the perceptions that students have about their teaching and learning
process ease the work of teachers. If they take into account perceptions such as topics,
the way the classes are carried out, the methodology, etc. and they will also make it
possible for students to be interested in learning, making them feel motivated to go and
learn English in a place where they are considered to be important and acknowledged.

Students consider that communicating in English is a matter of confidence
This category emerged from different data collection instruments, where a
variety of sources such as practicum journal, teaching and learning matrix and matrix
materials showed that many students think that communicating in English is a matter of
confidence. The patterns showed that one of the most important aspects for students is
the confidence that they established with the teacher to build a positive environment to
develop skills such speaking and listening.
Base on idea of an "integrated" curriculum (Beane, 1993), it can be said that
when students feel the confidence to talk with their teacher and vice versa in order to
solve problems, supply needs or find a way to develop a better class, there exists a true
experience that supports the development of an integrated curriculum based on
confidence and communication.
During the analysis of different resources, a common pattern identified was the
low confidence that students have to speak or participate in class. The main reason is the
low level of proficiency that they have. Students do not feel confidence because they do
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not many words, they do not have a very good pronunciation, and they do not know
how to apply some grammatical structures. For these reasons, course abandonment and
lack of confidence at the moment of participating in the classroom are the most constant
aspects during the English learning process in ASE.
Journals was one of the most important tools to gather information, its analysis
allowed the authors to reflect about many attitudes or behaviors that students have when
they do not feel comfortable or lack confidence.
For instance: “I could see that one girl had several nervous when she had to
speak, she could not do it;” or “He was very stressing because he could not remember
the names, the words and he could not talk loud.” –
Journals Saturday, August 15th /2009
One of the main causes is the English level which results in lack of confidence at
the moment they have to participate, discuss or speak in English with a partner or the
teacher. Students say that many of them leave the course because they do not feel
comfortable or the level of the group is higher than theirs. Students do not feel the
confidence to speak with people who have a higher level. They feel ashamed and
embarrassed and it causes course abandonment because they feel they do not have the
opportunity to talk about their needs and expectation in the course.
This entire problem is caused by lack of confidence. It is closely linked to
students’ perceptions about school. It is important to promote a pleasant environment to
generate a positive perception on students (Roeser, Midgley & Urdan, 1996).
Accordingly, the most important aspect is to try to make students feel pleasant and in an
environment of confidence. It allows students to explain and show their different points
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of view, talk about their needs and their expectation. Discuss how to develop an
enriched class. That is what Beane called (1993), a truly "integrated" curriculum.
Everything moves around the way the class is constructed. It is necessary for
teachers to be able to recognize their students’ perceptions in order to make the
teaching-learning process more active and accurate. Students can break the paradigm of
lack of confidence in terms of speaking and confidence when communicating through a
communicative approach. It is important to recognize how students perceive the class,
the teacher’s performance, what kind of exercises they like, the way they perceive the
materials used in class, etc. It helps students to develop a certain confidence in front the
teacher, their classmates and the most importantly, themselves (self-confidence).
In brief, the most common feeling in a classroom is lack of confidence at the
moment of communicating according to the patterns showed by the instruments used
during the triangulation of the information. A “truly” integrated curriculum, as Beane
(1.993) stated, must meet all the causes, effects, factors, and variables that the
community have as a heterogeneous population. Confidence and communication must
be two of the most important axes on which the curriculum must be developed based on
the results the data have shown.
Specific categories
Students perceive ASE as a place that offers different schedules and therefore
benefits a higher number of population. (others)
The community at ASE considers that the institution offers benefits to the
different populations by opening classes in morning and afternoon schedules on
weekends. As mentioned by the community, having different schedules is opening new
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opportunities of growth and achieving personal goals. Some students might benefit
more from the morning schedules, and some others will benefit more from the afternoon
classes. The important issue to highlight in this category is that ASE is seen as place
that welcomes students and is prepared to instruct them at their best time convenience.
This category is also directly related to the research question. The question
focuses on how the ASE, community perceives their social and institutional
environment integrated in the EFL curriculum. First, there is an analysis of how
students perceive ASE as a place that has flexible schedules. These flexible schedules
have generated the idea of a positive and social commitment provided by the institution.
More students have access to informal education or “education for life” as named the
Ministry of Education prefers to call it. In return, the EFL curriculum has new tasks to
be carried out. One of them is to maintain the current schedules as well as to bear in
mind the opportunity of offering more schedules.
The second task the EFL curriculum has to accomplish is the innovation and the
agility in which the classes of evening schedules are taught. By doing so, the institution
would be in agreement with Nunan (1988) and Castro (2008), in regards to the
conception of a curriculum that focuses on the community’s needs. In terms of
perceptions, it is also mentioned in the section “students’ perceptions about schools”
(see, p. 63 above), that the institution is in need of creating an appropriate image that
generates motivation for the community to join or continue an academic process. The
combination of different schedules and focus on the quality of evening courses, without
forgetting the other schedules, is evidently giving ASE an image of progress and social
transformation.
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In the archival data it is easy to find different papers that show how the
community is benefited with the schedules offered by ASE, also the quantity of students
included in the classes demonstrating that schedule offer people more admission to
education. These statements show that the institution and its image are also perceived
under the idea of time management and accessible education for more community
members. The EFL curriculum, as perceived by Castro, Giraldo, & Alvarez (2010),
should transform a society by being organized in terms of arranging schedules that
attract a higher number of students, but that, at the same time, is able to cover the
proposed achievements in the time assigned for the courses. In other words, the EFL
curriculum needs to be fair with students in terms of schedule choice and wisely
consumed time in class in order to fulfill their expectations and goals.
In conclusion, it can be stated that the EFL curriculum at ASE is directly
connected to the way the community perceives their social and institutional
environment because the institution is regarded as offering flexible timing to learn
English, as well as other courses, and students believe that this timing leads to more
access to education for more people. The EFL curriculum must therefore respond to the
expectations that the community has generated by keeping diverse schedules open and
available for students, and to ensure a transforming education through the consistency
of time management in the planned sessions of class.
Students consider they have to reach a level of English that allows them to
communicate with others and to have access to the information desired. (adults
category)
Adults are studying English at ASE because they want to practice it in a real
context and to be able to communicate if they travel abroad or if they have the
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opportunity to speak to a native English-speaker. Furthermore, these adults want to
learn English to use it in their environment, either working or at home, trying to obtain a
better job, and also when helping their children with their assignments. Students have
clear goals when learning English; therefore, the institution’s goal is to help them and
provide them with the best tools for them to achieve these goals. As Novak (1998)
stated, a truly meaningful learning process relies on the learner’s impulse and ambition
to learn.

Figure 8. Interview about the population’s perceptions of courses provided by ASE
No. 2, 2010

In the process of developing an integrated curriculum, it is important to take into
account the students’ perceptions to promote a pleasant environment (Roeser, Midgley,
and Urdan, 1996). Bearing this objective in mind, a series of instruments were
developed within the ASE Community, in Adults population (journals, surveys and
interviews) showing that students consider that they need to learn English as Foreign
Language in order to be able to communicate with others and to have access to the
information they want, with the advantages that ASE offers them (teachers, price,
facilities and proximity to their homes).
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Figure 9.Students like ASE´s English Classes. Population: 57 people Ages: 18 to 40
years
English students from ASE, Adults Level
Teachers consider that improving their teaching methods and strategies vary
depending on their objectives and the context they work on (Hustler, 2003). In this case,
ASE students perceive their teachers prepare their classes with the objective to help
them reach their goals. A student with a better perception of the educator is more
focused on his/her academic responsibilities. In this way, those perceptions are
fundamental in the development of a class, a course or a community, but taking into
account that in the case of Adults, they are motivated to learn and to go to ASE
(compared to most kids who affirmed that they took classes because their parents had
enrolled them in ASE).
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Figure 10. Students classify ASE’s classes. Population: 57 people Ages: 18 to 40 years
English students from ASE, Adults Level
The authors were able to observe that in the ASE students’ context, the process
to learn English as a Foreign Language is quite relevant in the process of acquiring an
assertive way to communicate, gaining access to information from other cultures. In
addition, students perceive that their social and institutional environment allows them to
reach their dreams through the teachers’ knowledge and dedication. In addition to the
course fee, this has changed their families’ lives and their community due to the fact
that they consider English provides them tools to get better opportunities.
Therefore, students perceive that they have the necessity to learn English as a
Foreign Language. However, they also perceive that if they study at ASE, they will
have the opportunity to supply their needs and to change the community’s lives.
Summarizing, knowing and recognizing students’ needs is relevant when
constructing the integrated curriculum. This will also lead to effective communication
with others and will grant students the access to the information they desire. The
integrated curriculum has to offer them the environment and required tools to meet their
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actual needs in the process of learning English as a foreign language in a pleasant
ambience.
Students perceive ASE as a place where they are seen as a whole in terms of
human dimensions (others)
This category has a direct impact on the EFL curriculum because it reveals that
students feel that ASE is a place where they can be themselves and they are seen as
individuals and not only as a group of students. Under the conception of the humanistic
view of perceptions, the idea is that human beings go to a higher dimension of
understanding and interpreting reality. Also, perceptions are implicit for every person
and can be transmitted from generation to generation but they can also be modified by
society (Hall, 1990). This means that students have already organized a clear humanistic
perception of ASE as a place where they can see their reality growing in terms of a
community and this perception can go on in a positive way as long as the institution
continues the philosophy of seeing students as human beings.
In addition, according to (Guerra, 2005), one of the tasks education has is to
guide students into understanding that human beings are all different and that as such,
they have to live and coexist in their diversity and individual personalities. The EFL
curriculum at ASE should follow a principle based on students’ respect for each other’s
personalities and differences as a way to promote solidarity and wellbeing for the
community.
There is a section in the archival data based on previous submitted papers that
mentions how ASE helps people develop abilities according to what they like. Under
this statement we can begin finding the links with our research because students have
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perceived that the institution is a place where they can develop their skills according to
their personal styles and ideas of learning. This is referring to the concept that the EFL
curriculum should keep in mind that students are interested in individual development
and that their perception of the institution is positive under the continuation of this
principle. Furthermore, the fact that students have this positive perspective of ASE. will
also generate a better relationship with peers and teachers.
In another paper used as archival data, there is a statement that mentions how
teachers demonstrate human qualities; they are tolerant and forthcoming. Under this
concept, it can be inferred that students feel as human beings, because teachers have
shown human behaviors in the way they understand and guide students in their learning
process. In addition, some studies cited by Sprinkle (2009), take into account authors
like Akdemir & Koszalka (2008); Fearing & Riley (2005); Zhang (2004) who
concluded that the teacher can have a better performance when he/she is perceived as
friendly, worried about the students, or when the teaching style fits with their learning
style (i.e., experiential, lecture, visual, etc.). The EFL curriculum is affected by this
ideal. The students want to continue attending ASE because they see teachers as a guide
and not only as a person who is instructing them and evaluating their knowledge in a
foreign language.
Students consider that human relationships with the teachers are important for
their Learning Process. (adults category)
Adults studying at ASE consider that the relationship they have with their
teachers is essential in their learning process because when it is carried out smoothly, it
makes the environment of the class a relaxed and safe place for them to ask questions,
to clear doubts and to participate without feeling threatened or embarrassed.
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All of these perceptual experiences influence the perception students have about
their teachers, which can be explained from a sociological point of view by taking into
account the relation of power (Focault, 1994) that exists among human beings. In the
classroom environment, power is a matter of control over the situations and not a
struggle for it, and it should be the construction of a relationship of respect,
understanding, and authority.
This idea is also supported by Roeser, Midgley, and Urdan (1996) who stated
that it is vital to work for a satisfying environment in order to make students perceptions
a positive motivation. It is necessary to understand how this environment is built and the
way to do it is by asking students about what they see when interacting with teachers. In
this process teachers and curriculum makers take into account the “internal locus”
(Sprinkle, 2009) students build from their experiences with their previous and current
teachers and they are also able to improve the teaching-learning process basing their
changes and enhancements of curriculum dynamics on students perceptions and not
their personal beliefs.
Teachers’ perceptions according to Snyder (1984) relate to the beliefs they have
about what kind of activities their students like or how they behave within the
classroom. These perceptions should not bias the teachers’ effectiveness by making
them the ones who have the right and power to decide for their students. McCroskey
and Richmond (1996) highlighted the importance of taking into account students
perceptions but it is not only teachers’ or students’ perceptions which offer the
information needed to make the learning process effective. It is the relation there exists
between them which provides the actual data needed to work on and base the
curriculum construction on as well.
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In the journals, there are ideas such as “I am too happy with this group because
they want to learn, they asked a lot of (sic), and this doing (sic) that I as teacher have to
improve my teaching, I have to search the best ways and methodologies to continue with
continuing (sic) with the process.” Or “The lesson plan was adequate to the topic, and
in the closing section they said that they felt very pleasant (sic) because they can work
with others classmates”, which show that the relationship between teachers and students
really make the classroom environment enjoyable.
This affects the construction of an integrated curriculum, according to Beane
(1993), because it is designed by asking students about their needs, what they perceive
inside and outside the school context, and it is designed based on the decisions made
after a clear discussion between students, teachers and administrators, who are the
actors involved in the teaching-learning process and the population directly involved in
the process of this curriculum construction. Regarding curriculum development, Nunan
(1988) states that the learning process must be gradual and increase and grow as
learners’ attitudes (perceptions) are noticed and these have to be taken into account
because learning is an emotional experience and the result of it should be the
development of emotions in students.
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Figure 11. Taken from Paola Calderón’s journal for practicum performed at ASE on
April, 2010 with Adults population (sic).

The data gathered from the surveys showed that students consider the classes at
ASE were excellent because they felt motivated and because the methodology used was
effective and the quality of the teachers and their teaching methods were appropriate. In
the interviews, students expressed they think teachers are well qualified.
Sprinkle (2009) explains how age is a variable that influences students’
perceptions of their teachers and their methodology because the teaching style and
methods used by teachers have to be congruent with students’ learning style and age.
This idea is connected to ASE’s levels; the division of the same according to ages helps
the development of lessons and the planning and projects can be better designed.
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Figure 12. Interview about the population’s perceptions of courses provided by ASE
No. 1, 2010
The internal locus featured by Sprinkle (2009) also has to do with the academic
responsibility students have and what they consider effective in terms of the teaching
style their teachers have. The population of adults attends the classes offered by ASE
because they have made the decision of learning English or because it is a useful tool
for their jobs and studies, they are using their internal locus (Sprinkle, 2009) to take
control over their English learning when they fail or succeed.
All these perceptions are the foundation for the construction of the integrated
curriculum for the English area at ASE. Beane (2005) explained some aspects that an
integrated curriculum comprises and one of these aspects is the integration of
experiences. The perceptions that people have about their own life and the world that
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surrounds them are based on their experiences, beliefs, values, etc. and these are the
basis for the construction of personality. From a humanistic point of view, this
integrated curriculum cannot take into account only the aspects related to formation, but
it also has to include all the perceptions identified in the data analysis process.
Richards (2001, p. 101) reinforces the idea of considering students’ perceptions
when presenting the different factors that have to be taken into account when designing
an integrated curriculum. He calls these students’ perceptions the “learner factors”
which refer to the importance of gathering information from students which are the key
participants (Richards, 2001, p. 101) in the teaching-learning process expressed through
their beliefs, expectations, backgrounds, motivation, etc.
Teaching and learning categories
The analysis of data in this chapter shows several categories that are important
for the development of the integrated curriculum for ASE. The integrated curriculum
takes into account both the needs of students and the perceptions they have, so the data
analysis shows relevant information that should be used when designing the curriculum
at ASE. By making analysis, they results showed that children and adults have different
kinds of perceptions, thus, the do not share the same categories, while some teens share
ideas in common with the three types of population. The following categories are the
most relevant in terms of teaching and learning English:
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Table 3.
Relationship between the Sub Question, General Categories and Specific Categories

Sub-question

General categories

Specific categories

What elements

Students perceive the classroom

Children perceive that through

from the perception

like the only place to study

games they learn better.

of the community

English.

at ASE should be
included in the
vision of teaching

Children perceive audio visual

Students measure their English

strategies as an element that

level taking into account the way

supports their learning process.

they handle English skills

and learning
adopted in the EFL
curriculum?

Students believe that English
language opens new job
opportunities.

General categories
Having in mind the perception that students have about the classes, it can be
stated that according to their views and the work developed by the authors during the
pre-service teaching, there are similarities in their perceptions about English and the
management of the classes. Therefore, and according to information obtained during the
data collection, it is evident that some processes and viewpoints are shared and / or
correspond to the ages of the students in ASE (children, teenagers and adults). The
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following categories focus on common perceptions found after analyzing the
information gathered.

Students perceive the classroom like the only place to study English
According to teaching and learning perceptions, classroom is perceived as a
motivation to join educational processes in an adequate and dynamic work to generate a
positive learning process (Roeser, Midgley, &Urdan, 1996). For many years, the
classroom has been the only place in which students develop all academic activities.
The classroom is important for students to build a good experience and strong
motivation towards learning (Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development, 1989).
This means that the classroom has always been essential in the educational process for
students because it is a place that allows students to gain motivation and ownership; it is
an "enabling environment" in which they can improve their knowledge and attitudes and
work on their weaknesses and flaws.
Taking into account the sub question related to teaching and learning and the
students’ perceptions just presented, it can be said that throughout their life, students
have spent a lot of time studying in a classroom and thus they have created patterns of
study that only occur inside it. For instance, the following chart made up with
information collected from a survey supports student’s perceptions about the time they
spend studying English.
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Figure 13. Time that Adults spend learning English. Population: 57 people Ages: 18 to
40 years
English students from ASE, Adults Level
Teachers and students have a strong connection that makes students feel the
environment where they receive the input from the teacher an important place to interact
(Botas, 2004). Therefore, students do not find an appropriate environment to study
outside the classroom because the teachers’ role is almost exclusive to the classroom in
which they are a guide and bring materials and other motivation sources. Another
question from one of the surveys performed shows that students are connected to
methodologies, teacher activities, etc., all of which are perceived to be performed inside
the classroom exclusively.
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Figure 14. Reasons why Adults prefer English classes. Population: 57 people Ages: 18
to 40 years English students from ASE, Adults Level

Additionally, there are others reasons why most students do not study English
outside the classroom but the most evident is their style life; in general, these students
have many occupations such as their family, their job, their school or university
responsibility, among others. Most of them are professionals with many duties to do and
short time to use. In the following field notes, there is a description about students
which do not take too much time to study and to do their homework.
“In this class some students did not do their homework because they did not
have time, and declare that they have many occupations and the time they have was not
enough to do that”
Taken from Sandra Martinez’ journal for practicum performed at ASE on
September 2009 with adults population.
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Students have stated in several opportunities that they like the classes they
receive at ASE but it is evident that their process outside the classroom is very different.
According to Schwartz (2001) students lack discipline to take responsibility for their
learning processes, they do not know how to study without a guide and they have not
been trained to reach an autonomous learning. This implies a process of adaptation of
the environment, identifying the educational context. With autonomous learning,
students acquire an active role and become the main character of their own
understanding, they feel involved in their learning process, which promotes a higher
level of understanding and a better skills acquisition to improve knowledge (Bruner,
1973).
Brown (2000) argued that the act of acquiring knowledge is continuous but it is
subject to be forgotten. It is necessary to reinforce the learning process with exercises,
tasks and application of real life situations for the students to retain what they have
learned and also to provide them with tools to continue with their practice outside the
classroom.
To summarize, ASE students perceive that the classroom is the best and almost
the only place to learn English where they can improve their English learning process,
they get used to the classroom activities and teacher methodologies, materials, etc.,
disregarding the need to reinforce their learning process outside the classroom. Those
ideas were supported by the data analysis which showed some patterns related to
students’ perception about teaching and learning process in ASE. Therefore, it is
important to support and guide them inside the classroom so they are able to reach an
autonomous learning methodology that allows them to improve their English on their
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own, making them realize the importance of becoming responsible for their own
learning.
Students measure their English level taking into account the way they
handle English skills
As mentioned before, the aim of the categories is to give an answer to the
research sub-question: what the ASE community perception about social and
institutional environment is integrated in the vision of teaching and learning a foreign
language. This category makes emphasis on the different English levels of ASE students
and how they may perceive the process according to the English skills taking into
account the context and students’ needs.
The community at ASE considers the four main skills (listening, speaking,
reading and writing) important regardless of the importance of other aspects such as
grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation, which play a role in successful communication
in English (Harmer, 1998.) The importance of the teaching language and the
communication for training students in the receptive skills (Littlewood, 1981) in which
the teacher should develop all the skills in the classroom and reinforce them in the same
way those who have difficulties in any these skills.
Many times students feel frustrated because they find difficult to develop some
skills and they think that their level is not good enough. The next survey clearly shows
how students perceive their English level and the process according to the English
skills.
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Figure 15. Reasons why Adults prefer English classes. Population: 90 people, Ages: 6
to 12 years English students from ASE, different English Levels

The graph above shows how students perceive having difficulties and strengths
according to the skills (speaking, writing, listening and reading) and most of them
evidence that speaking is the biggest problem for the learning process for ASE students.
This is how education has used different teaching methods in response to student needs
and demands of the new institutions and most of the methods that claim to be the best
choice to teach English (Krashen, 1983)
Furthermore, we find that the methods have emerged in response to educational
research and learning a foreign language including the benefits of peer interaction in the
classroom and the new sources used by the teacher Alcaraz (1990). It is important to
bear in mind in the curriculum some methods that have been influential in teaching
English as a foreign language that are relevant today.
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It means that English skills are associated with different methods and ways of
teaching and learning a foreign language. For this reason, it is important consider the
teachers, students, and administrators in the construction of an integrated curriculum
that provides a positive effect on learning a foreign language and the student needs to
take into account the reality their life, and expectations for the future.
Each student develops his/her skills in a different way and it depends on the
abilities that student has to improve his/her English Level. For example, some students
develop more listening abilities with listening while others improve their speaking.
Each English skill is particular and for each one there are exercises that student can
practice and improve them. Speaking is one of the hardest skills to develop and improve
for some people because of the fact that they do not feel confidence to talk or have
insecurity.
In conclusion, it is necessary to consider each of the categories discussed above
because it leads to process excellence, meeting the needs of teachers and students to
achieve the objective teaching and learning English as a foreign language in an
attractive and effective way. Learning and teaching a foreign language must be
consistent with the students’ needs having in mind the ASE population (students,
teachers and administrators) perceptions to provide an integrated curriculum linked to
the social context.
In the data analysis and categories it is possible to evidence different perceptions
based on ASE population; finding specific and general categories according to the
population; for example, children by means of games and audio visual elements
perceive a better way to learn; the classroom like the only place to study English.
Students think that teaching environment it is comfortable in their learning process.
Students believe that English language open new job opportunities and finally Students
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measure their English level taking into account the way they handle English skills.
Based on these categories can support to develop our integrated curriculum through
ASE’s population perceptions.
Specific categories
Children perceive that through games they learn better
This category aims to answer the first sub-question that is: What elements from
the perception of the community at ASE should be included in the vision of teaching
and learning adopted in the EFL curriculum?
According to the data analysis, children perceive that games provide them with a
better understanding and that the teachers at ASE who work in children level have the
possibility to implement games in their classes in order to improve their students’
learning of a foreign language, and the relationships between classmates and teachers in
order to improve social aspect.
The answer of the surveys shows that a significant percentage of children take
advantage of games into the classroom to learn better, meaning that the use of games in
the teaching process mainly in children, eases the learning process because of the
methodology used and the environment they enjoy in the moment, the lesson is given
through challenging games that improve the competition and make the knowledge
easier to acquire.
Hornby (1995), defined game as an activity performed to have fun. Using games
makes students to focus in learning a foreign language because this type of activity
makes children feel motivated and eager to learn and participate. In other words, games
are used to catch and maintain children’s attention and they participate energetically in
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activities planned by teacher because they enjoy learning; games are a possibility and a
tool to learn English in a fun and active way.

Figure 16. Children’s English classes preferences. Population: 90 people, Ages: 6 to 12
years English students from ASE, different English Levels
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Figure 17. Materials that Children prefer to learn English. Population: 90 people, Ages:
6 to 12 years English students from ASE, different English Levels
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Figure 18. Children’s likes at ASE English classes. Population: 90 people, Ages: 6 to
12 years English students from ASE, different English Levels
Journal matrix is another instrument that supports this category; it shows that
Children like English classes because of the implementation of games, the way teachers
teach their classes and the interaction with friends. In other words, children hope that
their English classes have games; they want their teacher to plan activities to play with
their friends while they learn a foreign language.
For instance, a game where children ask questions and others answer them,
singing and jumping around a circle. This is a kind of activity where children learn in a
significant way because they connect both learning a foreign language and sharing
social interests as experiences, lifestyles, behaviors, points of views, advices, etc.
through communicative activities.
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The use of games increases the students’ wishes to learn English because they
are fun and make them want to experiment, discover and interact with their environment
(Lewis, 1999). In other words, children acquire new experiences with foreign language
but it is not always possible during a typical class; instead, games are resources that
provide many advantages for both the teacher and students.
MacAulay (1990) stated that the classroom should be adapted for the teacher to
be able to handle the academic, social, and emotional needs students have. The social
aspects have to be taken into account in order to maintain an appropriate environment
and games are tools with which students are able to learn social conditions and respect
and also have fun while learning.
In conclusion, games have to be taken into account in curriculum because
children love learning through them and teachers have a great tool to teach a foreign
language and a tool to involve social aspects to ensure a proper environment in the
classroom.
“For the warm up the activity was a game “Lest go to the forest”. First, I wrote
the song on the board, and then students had to copy in their notebooks, when all
students took notes, I read for students and they listened to the pronunciation and
repeated after me several times. Then we went to the park and organized a circle; I
gave them a mask of wolf, children wanted to use the mask for the role of the wolf. I felt
that the children enjoyed the activity because they learned a song in English, sang a
song; they practiced the clothes vocabulary, played and shared. They looked happy and
ready to continue with the next section of the class and that was my intention”.
Taken from Claudia Vargas’ journal for practicum performed at ASE on March
2010 with children population.
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Children perceive audio visual strategies as an element that supports their
learning process

Perceptions are individual mental conceptions. For this reason, teaching and
learning perceptions vary depending on the contexts they appear on. Perceptions can be
positive or negative, depending on the experiences that teachers, students and parents
have faced (Cooper and Hyland, 2000). This category aims to answer how the ASE
community perception about social and institutional environment is integrated in the
vision of teaching and learning a foreign language and how students perceive audio
visual strategies as an element that supports their learning process.
According to the data gathered, the authors were able to establish that the
participants of this study showed that they like to study or learn by means of audio
visual strategies. Audio visual elements help them to improve their English level and
learn in an easier way. Wang and Nagy (2007) stated that a learning style is a method
learners use to facilitate their own learning process. In this sense, students will achieve
their goals in different ways, since each individual has their own behavior and learning
process. Audio visual elements facilitate children’s learning and allow them to learn in a
dynamic and fun way.
Cornett (1983) stated that when people learn, they use a particular learning style
depending on the task and process to be carried out. This led the authors to think that
children have unique learning styles and that they are closely related to the needs and
the way they prefer to learn. Taking into account this analysis, it can be stated that most
of the students are visual and prefer to use visual strategies to facilitate the learning.
Haring (1985) explained that most students are adaptable to the class and teacher's
teaching style. Teachers have to notice how students prefer to learn, how they process
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and organize information and the way in which they feel more comfortable. This means,
teachers at ASE have to develop their classes according to the way in which their
students prefer to learn and that catches their attention.
In this category, children expressed their own conceptions about how they prefer
to learn through the audio visual elements where the purpose was to identify and
recognize some of the main characteristics of the different classroom activities. Figure
19 below shows how survey children answered to the question related to this issue.

Figure 19. Materials that Children prefer to learn English. Population: 90 people, Ages:
6 to 12 years English students from ASE, different English Levels
According to this results, one of the most relevant tools are the pictures with a
percentage of 25% and 22 children for over a range of 90 participants. The results
obtained in the data analysis shows that children learn easier by means of pictures or
attractive elements that catch their attention. Thus the results are more effective and
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students can remember in an easier way what they have learned in the English class. In
the following sample, a teacher described how the class was and how his children
preferred to learn according to what he observed and experienced:
“For this class I prepared a game where children had to interact with their
classmates and participated in a “bingo game” on seasons and clothes. Students
enjoyed and learned the vocabulary in an easier and associated the word with the
picture”
Taken from Carolina Hernandez’ journal for practicum performed at ASE on
May 2nd, 2009 with children taking part in the study.
There is an evident relationship between children and audio visual strategies in
terms of learning. Nowadays, students have more visual sources than years ago because
they have different resources like the television, Internet and video games, which are
very attractive for them and allow learning in a different way.
Besides, it is possible to evidence that by means of the pictures, children acquire
concepts in an easier way and teachers can make their teaching more appealing. When
the class is planned according to the student’s age and it is attractive for them, children
are interested to learn and can easily remember the issues learned in the class.
To conclude, children perceive audio visual strategies as an element that
supports their learning process taking into account their different learning styles. For
example, pictures allow them to easily remember and relate the information received to
understand it and to facilitate their English learning. Audio visual strategies catch
students ‘attention and teachers can obtain better results at the learning of a foreign
language.
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Students believe that English language open new job opportunities
Bearing students’ perceptions in mind, the educational process is based on
knowledge construction that could help in the conformation and transformation of the
society and the world (Hall, 1990). That is why students identify English as a tool to get
better opportunities.
Nowadays, it is essential to learn English. Every day, it is used in almost all
areas of knowledge and human development and it has become a requirement in most
professional fields. English is a requirement for many companies, and it is no longer
seen as a luxury but as an obvious need. Motivation and the awareness of the young
people and their families about the big importance of acquiring this language are
growing up (Tanaka y Ellis, 2003).
English is the tool that allows information exchange in the current globalized
world. English has grown to be the language of communication worldwide because it
allows companies to open markets, thus requiring qualified personnel with a high
English level to contribute to their growth. (See journal, August 2009).
That is why adults studying at ASE have as a primary motivation the fact of
meeting the requirements of their companies or prerequisites to continue or achieve
better paid jobs. Since the classes started, some students have considered studying
English because it is a job requirement or because they believe English will help them
find better job opportunities. In this sense, the journal shows how the category is
reflected in ASE adults level I.
“In the first class, teachers asked students, why are they going to study English?
Most of them answered that is an important language that could help them to get new
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and well paid job because. In some cases, it is a company or university requirement.
Additionally, they believe that they will get a higher position if they know English”
Taken from Sandra Martinez’ journal for practicum performed at ASE on
August 2009 with Adults population.
According to this, most of students attend the courses because it is affordable,
near their houses and because of the importance of learning English for their jobs. These
are elements that influence students’ knowledge and behavior but it is also evident that
some students learn English as an obligation and their motivation towards English is not
enough and their reality is to carry out an instruction and obtain high grades.
There is a notion of power or control in some of the journals which show an
implicit acceptation from the students’ side about their English believes. It is common
that students take English courses because they provide with better opportunities to find
better jobs. During the pre-service teaching at ASE, the authors could analyze that some
adults studying at ASE were, in fact, able to find better jobs or maintain a high level
position. Students showed the importance English had for them and the reasons that
supported this believe:
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Figure 20. Importance of the learning English in Adults life. Population: 57 people
Ages: 18 to 40 years English students from ASE, Adults Level

Figure 21. Reasons why adults decide to study English at ASE. Population: 57 people
Ages: 18 to 40 years English students from ASE, Adults Level
According to Brown, (2000) it is necessary to learn and reinforce knowledge
focused in real life. As a result, learning transforms the way a person thinks and at the
same time it transforms actions, behavior and knowledge (Kimble &Garmezy, 1963).
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For this reason, a learning process based on real expectations and real situations is
essential to improve students’ skills and to provide them with the opportunities to deal
with English requirements.
In conclusion, English is one of the most important languages in the world that
increases the job opportunities and that provides students with the necessary tools to
manage situations in which they are required to speak a second language which will be
English in most of the cases.
Materials categories
Materials have been an important tool to harmonize language teaching. Since
the last years, they have become an essential tool to use in class and have helped
teachers to complement the learning-teaching process inside and outside the classroom.
Nowadays, materials should be innovative resources in order to catch students’ attention
and facilitate the acquisition of topics into a socio-cultural learning process.
The observation performed by pre-service teachers and the materials used in
classes at ASE showed how important they are for students learning a second language
and the advantages that they brought when teachers chose suitable materials helping in
the development of the students’ skills.
In order to formulate meaningful categories and strengthen the curriculum, the
materials categories have determined the needs and the interest of the population
regarding the most appropriate materials to use in an English class.
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Table 4.
Relationship between sub questions, question, general categories and specific categories

Sub-question

General categories

Specific categories

Students perceive materials

Students determine that

used in ASE as a source

interact with materials

for learning.

improve the way to learn

What elements from
the perception of
the community at
ASE should be
included in the
development of
materials adopted in
the EFL
curriculum?

Students perceive variety

English.

in materials as a way to

Students perceive the

increase their motivation to

materials as a

learn English at ASE.

fundamental tool to learn
Students consider that
materials help to improve
the motivation and the
acquisition of knowledge

G
General categories
Students perceive materials used in ASE as a source of learning
This category attempts to show the influence materials have in the teachinglearning process at ASE and how students perceive them as an important aspect in the
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process of acquiring a second language. However, students interact with materials in
English like a program that should be aligned with the general philosophy of ASE, the
curriculum goals and objectives of the English language program, and the learning
outcomes of the particular course or grade level. Moreover, materials are another
perspective to bear in mind about curriculum, since they help to orientate the
pedagogical purposes on it.
Tomlinson (1998) described materials as anything inside and outside the
classroom which is used by learners and teachers to facilitate the process of teachinglearning in a second language. He also states that materials are tools which help to
increase knowledge and experiences of students in the class. Klaus (2002) also stated
that materials give students the opportunity to know, learn and recognize more about
their own culture and compare it with the others. In this case, some materials may be
included because they reflect the ASE philosophy of encouraging critical thinking in
relation to controversial situations and points of view.
It is evident that using different elements from the classroom is very useful to
make comparisons and to provide examples to students.

That, in order to make

understanding easier for students about specific topics based on real contexts. Students
definitely learn more because they associate all these elements with the new knowledge
and it is easier for them to remember.
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Figure 22. Preferences to learn English. Population: 90 people, Ages: 7 to 12 years old

Figure 23. Materials preferences in ASE classes. Population: 24 people, Ages: 13 to 17
years old
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In this sense, materials make up a significant space for the curriculum that will
be constructed for ASE, when the community of students is assisted in their social and
institutional environment integrating contextualized and useful materials in their
English lessons.
Students perceive variety in materials as a way to increase their motivation to
learn English at ASE
Considering Núñez and Tellez (2009) statements about materials, according to
which teachers must design effective materials in order to have an impact in the
students’ learning process, it is mandatory to take into account ASE student’s
perceptions about the kind of materials they enjoy using and that they feel are effective
in their learning process. Núñez and Tellez (2009) stated that the use of novel, varied,
and attractive presentations may bring to the classroom an active way to deal with
students’ needs to learn and understand in order to complete a particular task or activity,
seek new experiences to perfect their skills. Also students require obtaining challenges
to become competent and interact with other people.

Do you consider that the use of materials is important in English classes´
developing?
Answers
Student 1= Yes , because they help us to learn
Student 2 = yes, because they reinforce the topics we learn
Student 3 = Yes, because it is a good way to learn easily and amusingly.
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Figure 24. Opinions about the materials´ use in class.
Based on the analysis performed, it can be stated that students perceive that a
variety of materials is a way to increase their interest and confidence to learn English at
ASE community because they find that this variety catches their attention and
stimulates them to learn in different, participative and dynamic ways.
In order to create useful and creative materials for students taking the English
course at ASE, the role of the teacher is extremely important when designing and
applying materials as Núñez and Tellez (2009) state because they need to have a clear
understanding of the students´ needs as well as the class objectives according to the
curriculum. It is crucial for them to keep in mind students’ institutional and social
environment, as well as the teacher’s interaction at all times.
For this reason is important take into consideration the aspects such as students’
context, language level, age, among others to the design and development of materials
according to the curriculum. It can help to the students feeling comfortable and acquire
self-assurance with the language. Thus, the content and the type of activities that are
used in the classes will be perceived by students as meaningful and practical to their
lives.
To sum up, the perception about the social and institutional environment
integrated with the materials development has a great relevance because it helps
students from ASE community to feel confidence when learning a foreign language.
Elements such as their context, the variety, and novelty in materials, help to increase
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students’ interest and achieve a good motivation in their learning process through fun
and meaningful tools.
Evaluation categories
Evaluation methods in education, especially in English teaching, have changed
considerably taking into account students’, teachers’ and administrators’ perceptions.
New evaluation methods are developed because of the need to improve the quality of
education and to obtain what students really deserve for their efforts. In the experience
lived in ASE and regarding the perception the population has about the acquisition of a
second language, the information collected was processed to obtain results in order to
improve the quality of evaluation at ASE.

Taking into account social aspects such as economic position, level of education,
environments and some others from ASE’s community, we applied the methods to
collect information in order to improve evaluation process in this institution and to
obtain the necessary information to make the analysis concrete. The research method to
support this analysis was taken from the student population in ASE thanks to the
observation diaries, surveys, interviews and our own experience. This information was
processed with the intention to find the elements that affect and benefit evaluation in
students and administrators.
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Table 5
Relationship between sub questions question, general categories and specific categories.

Sub-question

General Categories

What elements
from the
perception of the
community at

Students like alternative evaluation
Students perceive alternative
evaluation as a whole part of the
learning process.

ASE should be
included in the
evaluation
process adopted

Specific categories

Students perceive their
autonomous work as an important
aspect of the evaluation process.

in the EFL

Students perceive evaluation as a

curriculum?

synonym of test but not as a
process.

because they have more possibilities
to pass the English course.
Students like alternative evaluation
because they feel comfortable and
calm doing the activities.
Students consider that it is necessary
to evaluate different assignments
given by the teacher to reinforce the
topic seen in the class.
Students determinate the
independent work as an assessment
that promotes student’s motivation.
Students perceive the evaluation as a
difficult and stressful part of the
process.
Students are more familiar with
summative assessment.
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Students perceive the final exam as

The use of skill to evaluate a process

the measurement of language skills.

in the test.
Evaluate abilities through exercises.

The results we obtained showed a common opinion by most of the students with
the evaluation system used by ASE. However we found some social and academic
characteristics which were repetitive and that give us information to design the
categories described and explained below. An important fact to underline was the
similarity in the information, it is not relevant the population age and the clear concept
that student had about the use of skills to evaluate the acquisition of a second language,
the impact of use of the test as an important way to evaluate the learning and the
necessity to create strategies to control stress when students have to present an exam.

In order to have the complete mechanism to design the curriculum for ASE and
to establish an evaluation system according to the needs of academic population, those
categories attempt to make an approach of ASE's necessities regarding the perception of
the population right now and the achievements we have with the design of the
curriculum and the evaluation system for ASE.

General categories

Students perceive alternative evaluation as a whole part of the learning process
This category attempts to show two aspects about alternative evaluation. The first
one is that students prefer be evaluated through class activities because they have more
possibilities to pass the English course and to obtain better grades at the final exam.
This aspect is relevant because the students can show their learning process with other
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kind of activities in class. The second one is that students like alternative evaluation
because they feel comfortable and calmed doing the activities, these aspect are going to
be explained according to the data gathered and the triangulation process taken as part
of this project.
First of all it is important to explain what alternative evaluation is in order to
understand the importance of this category. According to Rios (1999), Alternative
evaluation is an evaluation system that has a set of informal recommendations and
procedures to evaluate learning process favoring the students’ process into the class.
That means that it is providing other strategy to evaluate through activities such as
workshops, tasks, role plays, posters, guides, videos, games, and student’s participation
that help the students to take other ways to be evaluated and it helps the teachers to
understand how is the student learning and improving their English level.
As stated, students like alternative evaluation because they have more possibilities
to pass the English course, It means that students develop activities at class and at home
because they know that these activities are going to be evaluated and these grades are
going to help them to get more opportunities to pass the English course. Also, they take
into account that these activities are based on the assessment of each skill in which the
teacher can notice how the student’s performance is so that it is going be useful for the
final exam. For this reason, it is important to state that alternative evaluation is
connected to the objective because is demonstrating through the results the student’s
advance in the language learning process.
Moreover, alternative evaluation has a social aspect that focus on the different
kind of class activities that help the student to get the language and to have contact with
other people. Then, the students have the necessity to communicate and use the
language depending on the social context. In this sense, Zuñiga and Bernal (2005) states
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that students have to use the language in different contexts, showing they have really
developed language skills. For this reason, the teacher must evaluate the use of each
skill in most of the class activities to take into consideration the communicative needs
because if the students are able each skill, she /he to use properly is going to acquire
more tools to cope in a pragmatic and social use of language so that this will be able to
be an effective user of the foreign language. This aspect is useful because, through
alternative evaluation, students are involved in the development of activities. The
knowledge of their own learning process focuses on their performance and on the use of
the foreign language in a socio-cultural environment.
On the other hand, students like alternative evaluation because it provides a
different evaluation system. This system is related to giving the possibilities to students
to be evaluated by different agents, and these are the evaluation by themselves, by their
classmates and by their teacher. This is important for students because they obtain other
perspectives about their own class process and their own English performance. In this
way, it is significant to mention Kelly (2004), who stated two kinds of evaluation that
involves: formative evaluation and summative evaluation.
The first kind is focused on procedures, goals and objectives and it is gathering
data to improve the student’s results. The second factor is focused on precise and
measurable results in order to understand how evaluation is achieving the objectives in
the curriculum. At this point, it is important to mention that alternative evaluation is
involving the formative and summative evaluation because, through the tasks,
workshops, role plays and other kind of activities the teacher is evaluating the student’s
process, the student’s needs and the teacher is measuring the students’ performance in a
quantitative way taking into account the curriculum development.
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According to Harris and McCamm (1994) alternative evaluation is way to collect
information about the student’s process in the classroom in a normal way different to
present a formal exam. It means that in terms of learning process, alternative evaluation
is a feedback tool through which the teacher is informing the students, about their
performance in each task and the teacher is giving opportunities to the students learn
constantly about the own process, for students the weaknesses or the areas to improve
their performance and obtain a better English level when they are going to make the
final exam. This is a relevant aspect to take into consideration to understand why the
students like that kind of evaluation because alternative evaluation is helping them to
obtain grades that being not only are added to their learning process.
In this sense, it is going to be shown how the category is reflected on two different
kinds of instruments which helped us considered how this category emerged.
Do you think is important that ASE’S teacher take into account Works,
workshops, presentations and activities develop in class as points to the last term
exam?
“I think that this is important to get higher grade. For example if we do not get a
good grade in the exams, it will help us to score point for the grades”.
“Yes, it is important because in those activities we can evaluate the work that we
do and it will help to get higher grade in the final exam”.
“Yes, because all those grades are added and it will get the percentage at the end
of the course”.
Figure 25. Activities to take into account by the teacher for the final exam.
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The majority of the students believe that teacher in ASE must take into account
class activities.
What do you take into account to evaluate?
“Student’s learning process through different skills (writing, reading, listening
and speaking) to get a critical feedback take into account student’s weaknesses and
strength to further improvements”.
“I included in assessing important aspects that would work in class and tasks for
example, tried to include exercises similar to the work in class with the intention that
students identify the issues and have more confidence to respond”.
“ I took into consideration the student’s process, it means, that I evaluate the
task, workshops, role plays and other class activities because I believe that these
activities help to the students to improve his/her English level and reinforce topics when
they are going to present the exam”.

Figure 26. Aspects to take into account in evaluation process.
Most of the teachers believe that it is important to assess all the students learning
process. The chart is taken from information gathered through the teacher log and it is
showing the aspects that teachers at ASE take into consideration to evaluate the
students. In this sense, the teachers are evaluating the language skills through different
activities that can be developed at class or at home. It is important to mention that each
one of those activities are related to the topics learned in class, the skills and each one of
them is demonstrating the result of a teaching process.
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According to Kelly (2004), it could interpret that the alternative evaluation helps
students to learn and to be evaluated in multiple ways taking into consideration each
skill and topics taught during the class. At the same time, alternative evaluation is
helping teachers understand the measurement of these activities as a result of the
student’s performance and these activities which help them when they take the final
exam. In addition, this evidence shows us that alternative evaluation is not only helping
the students but it is providing useful information for teachers to examine the activities
that students need to focused in each skill, student’s interaction and the language use in
a pragmatic way. It means that the student is able to communicate in a correct way
taking into account the context and the meaning of the words and the social and cultural
aspects.
Furthermore this category shows that students like to be evaluated through
workshops, tasks, role plays, posters, guides, videos, games, and student’s participation
because they feel comfortable and calmed doing the activities because they know that if
they do not understand any exercise or topic, they can ask the teacher or to some
classmates. Then, students feel peaceful because they know that these activities are
going to support the final exam and they have many chances to acquire or improve their
grades and in this way they can pass the English course.
Another reason why students feel comfortable developing different kinds of
alternative evaluation is because the teacher is constantly evaluating the process and the
student feel supported by the classmates because they are participating in this English
learning process. In addition, it is important to mention Eisner (1993) when he states
that alternative evaluation has to promote team work. In this view, students feel calmed
and relaxed doing exercises because they have many tools to work on the topics learned
in class and they feel comfortable because they can work with other people and they can
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solve some doubts. Kalgan’s (2007) state that cooperative learning is a successful
strategy in which the students can work by teams during the class and the students have
a variety of levels of the English levels and they have to develop learning activities to
improve their understanding of a topic. Then, each member of the group is responsible
for their own learning process and it is helping their classmates to understand the
activities or topics in order to create an atmosphere of achievement. For this reason,
students at ASE feel comfortable doing the activities because they have a support by the
classmates and the teacher is guiding the activities and helping in the student’s
difficulties in order to satisfy the student’s needs.
Furthermore, alternative evaluation supports other ways to evaluate that
promotes the student’s comfort and peaceful because it has different resources to
understand how he is advancing in an English learning process through activities and
how these activities are evaluated by all the participants of the class. In this way, Kelly
(2004) mentions, that evaluation offers different alternatives in: self- evaluation, coevaluation and hetero- evaluation. The first one, the students is able to evaluate his own
role in the academic context, it means that student through the self-evaluation is
conscious of his learning process and is able to recognize his strengths and weaknesses,
the second one, the student evaluates his teacher and teacher evaluates his student taking
into account some specific parameters as knowledge, punctuality, and skills
performance. And the third one is peer- evaluation where the student is able to evaluate
his classmates and he is going to be evaluated by them.
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Do you think important that ASE’s teachers assess aspects like: behavior, effort,
responsibility and dedication?
“I think that teachers have to take into account the process of each one of us. If
we are studying English, it is because we want to learn. Next to this, teachers have to
see that we really want to learn and the effort that we do to learn after many years of not
seeing it”.
“Yes because sometimes some children do not behave well in class and they do
not follow the instruction given by the teacher”.
“Yes because it is the work that we had done during all the term and it has to be
the program of our level that have to be evaluated”.
“Yes because it is necessary to observe the interest that each student has when
they come and learn”.

Figure 27. Aspects to take into account by the teacher to asses.

The majority of the students appreciate when ASE teachers evaluate aspects
different to academics process. This chart illustrates how the students perceive that
they are evaluated based on the teachers and classmates points of view, taking into
account self- evaluation, co- evaluation and hetero – evaluation in order to understand
how the students are learning taking into consideration different opinions about the own
class work.
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In our minds, the alternative evaluation offers self – evaluation, co- evaluation
and hetero- evaluation because there are much kind of activities that are evaluated in
multiple ways, then students are constantly involved in these kinds of evaluation. For
this reason, students like alternative evaluation because they know moments how he is
learning and he is recognizing his own process looking for new strategies to improve
their final results.

Students perceive their autonomous work is an important aspect of the
evaluation process.
In this category students show they feel the necessity to have an autonomous
learning to provide them an opportunity to extend the knowledge that they are
acquiring. It supports the chance to learn something else in detail by giving them the
chance to do more than they could do in class and also to get what they want to learn.
This category was obtained from the results given by the data collection like
teacher´s logs, surveys and interviews designed by the research project. The examples
below show the results of some instruments used in the compilation. The information
demonstrates the perception of the students in front of the learning and evaluation
process. Based on this information, this research will take into account these results in
the designing of the evaluation process inside the curriculum.
Little (1999) defined an autonomous learner as owner of his behavior,
responsibility, control and autonomy of the knowledge that they want to improve. In
this sense, students assume their responsibility with the help of others or perhaps with
their own responsibility according to their learning necessities, the objectives that they
have with the course and the implication of the evaluation in their learning results.
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Based on this, working by them implies having the personal responsibility to know what
their own learning style is. In this sense, teachers have to guide them through basic tools
that they have in hand like innovation, variety and the use of different learning
resources that help them to stay with the students through the process for finally
students can find the meaning of learning.
The implications of this information in this category help evaluation to have a
resource to design strategies that help students feel comfortable when facing the
evaluation process. It makes them be active learners in a natural environment which will
generate disposition and motivation in the class. In this category the students expressed
that with this type of assessment that they like to know if they are learning or not to
have learning initiative to act in the pursuit of knowledge. In the interview they talk
about the perception that they have in terms of evaluation and the following results
focus on autonomous learning. They talked about how they feel that evaluation process
must be developed and with which one they feel comfortable. This is one of the answers
of the interviews that focus the attention in terms of autonomy:

When and how do you think that teacher must assess the contents that you have
seen in class?
In all the activities that we develop in class.
It is important to evaluate all the activities; in this sense, we can reinforce the
topic that we did not understand.

Figure 28. Results of interviews made for students in ASE.
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Students give an importance place to the activities developed in class to support the fact
to be evaluated by the teacher and also because evaluation is a continuous process. In
both answers, students underline the activities as a technique that they would like to
have in evaluation process.
In this sense, most students expressed that they must have an independent
process to work by themselves as autonomous learners to improve the contents viewed
in class. This information was also proved by the survey which was organized as
follows:

Figure 29. The way that teenagers like to be evaluated. Population: 24 people Ages: 12
to 17 years English students from ASE, different English Level
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Figure 30. The way that adults like to be evaluated. Population: 57 people Ages: 18 to
40 years English students from ASE, different English Levels

The first figure shows that 21% of teenagers answered that they like to be
evaluated through language skill. It implies that one of the advantages of working by
themselves is to identify the ability each student has. In the second figure, 21% of adults
expressed the same feeling according to this way of evaluation.

To conclude, the perceptions of students in relation to evaluation focus on the
abilities that each one of them has and how they use these in an autonomous learning.
Consequently, students center their attention in terms of how they can use those skills
from an autonomous learning directed by the teacher who is the person that advises and
evaluates the training process. Thus, students assume the learning process as a
permanent academic participation.
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Students perceive evaluation as a synonym of test but not as a process
This category attempts to show how ASE community understands the evaluation
process made by teachers. During the English course, all ASE students must take two
final tests to demonstrate their understanding of the topics learned. The data analysis
showed that most of the students do not have a clear understanding of the differences
between evaluations and testing; and they use them interchangeably.
In addition, some students express their own opinion about evaluation and
compare their experiences from schools and institutes and they believe that many
teachers only use test to evaluate their knowledge but with tests. All of these situations
influence the perceptions students have about the test.
In this questionnaire, students where asked about the evaluation in a class:
Results of interviews made for students in ASE.

When and how do you think that teacher have to evaluate the contents that
you have seen in class?

I think that in the evaluations

When we present something that the teacher asks. Evaluations.

Figure 31. Results of interviews made for students in ASE. Population: 24 people Ages:

12 to 17 years English students from ASE, different English Levels
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Otherwise, students like to show evidences to the teacher to identify the process
that each one is carrying. In these excerpts, students make reference to “test” because it
is the tool that teachers usually use to evaluate the students learning process. And it is
almost the only way they perceive the evaluation process.

In this main category, there are two subcategories focused on students’
perceptions: students perceive the evaluation as a difficult and stressful part of the
process and students are more familiar with summative assessment. The first
subcategory is focused on the students’ feeling at the moment when the test is applied.
Most of students believe that evaluation is really difficult for them because of the
number of questions to be answered; they make the test under pressure thinking about
passing the exam and the English course. Students usually forget some topics, get
confused and consider the time is really short. This situation happens when students
apply an oral exam with the teacher, they mention that this part of the test is the worst
moment because they think they do not have enough resources to practice on this skill.
The second subcategory shows the impact of quantitative evaluation on students;
they believe that the teacher only uses this tool to evaluate their learning process, giving
more importance and percentage to it during the course. Most students do not
understand the reasons why most teachers do this. For students, this situation has some
implications such as few motivation and interest during the course, which is why they
suggest that teacher keep in mind other activities developed in class.
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Do you think that is important that teachers in ASE take into account the
homework, workshops, presentations and activities developed in class as points in
the final exam?
Yes off course. Sometimes we feel nervous in the exams and we do not answer
the questions very well.

Figure 32. Results of interviews made for students in ASE. Population: 24 people
Ages: 12 to 17 years English students from ASE, different English Levels

Students like that the teachers take into account all the process including the
material that they produce through different activities developed for the class. Some
students expresses here, evaluation is a difficult process for many students too,
sometimes the process, the aspects and the ways that teachers use to evaluate are not
clear for them.
To conclude, the perception that students have about evaluation is created due to
their experiences at ASE and at their educational contexts, for them evaluation is a hard
process because sometimes they feel very uncomfortable with aspects such as time,
topics and the teacher because those can affect their confidence in front of the learning
process in the second language. Students mentioned in the interviews and surveys that
teachers should evaluate all aspects and activities during the course; in other words, they
should evaluate the process instead of evaluating only quantitative results. According to
Shaw (2003), in all teaching and learning process, teachers evaluate students from other
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perspectives such as their performance and interests and other aspects involved in the
learning process.
Students perceive the final exam as the measurement of language skills

This category attempts to show the interest students have in language abilities
and how teachers can take advantage of this interest designing different ways to
evaluate students into the classroom. Usually, the perception of evaluation attempts to
design a test that can support the contents studied in a level or a course. In addition, and
regarding the theoretical sources, Cohen (2004) established that students have a certain
level of skills development when they start to study, that is why the use of skills is a
familiar topic for them. The goal of this section is to find strategies to get better
students' perception of exams based on the use of skills.
As Cohen (2004), English learners have the ability to develop skills in different
levels depending on their academic performance, academic background, and their social
environment, elements used as the basis to find information about the way to develop
the evaluation process at ASE. Based on the data analysis, it was evident that for
students, the use of skills to make evaluation consistent is a major issue. For example, in
the case of children and teenagers, the use of didactic activities that involve activities
such as listening to a song, reading a story, or make a role-play, could be strategies to
evaluate their performance without the pressure of a test. The surveys and the teachers’
log show these preferences.
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How do you like to be evaluated?
In speaking and writing way and also through the abilities of the language.

Figure 33. Results of interviews made for students in ASE. Population: 24 people
Ages: 12 to 17 years English students from ASE, different English Levels
Students are focus on the abilities because those make them to explore the
capacities in each one of them.

Figure 34. The way that teenagers like to be evaluated. Population: 24 people Ages: 12
to 17 years English students from ASE, different English Levels
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Figure 35. The way that adults like to be evaluated. Population: 57 people Ages: 18 to
40 years English students from ASE, different English Levels

People who answered these questions make reference to skills even without
having a great knowledge of what evaluation through skills is the term remains in the
minds of students regardless the fact that they are not experts in evaluation. However, it
is important to mention that the question was made with the purpose of identifying
different evaluation styles that can be applied in the classroom.
It is also important to highlight that evaluation skills allow students to identify
their strengths and weaknesses, this statement is reinforced by Cohen (2004) when he
affirm that students are conscious of their learning process when they have to face the
writing and oral skills. Any activity concerned to knowledge is the development of a
skill that is why the results obtained in this research show abilities as an effective way
to teach, learn and evaluate. This statement can be reinforced by making a comparison
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with the theory of Condemarín, Galdames and Medina (1994) about the main
limitations of traditional evaluation in which learners were evaluated with restrictions.
For example, they had to give an answer which had the purpose to give a qualification
instead of contributing to the construction of the learning; another important fact was
that evaluation generally assessed a terminal academic period confusing the evaluation
process with the final grade. The evaluation processes applied before or during the work
period, was only a grade that was valid for the final average. In this context, students
felt under a permanent state of stress about the possibility of being controlled, so they
avoid making mistakes that could lower the grade.
Taking into account those theoretical statements, the importance of the use of
skills in the exams applied at ASE can be evidenced. The elements that surrounded this
category are not only academic but also social because the exams in which they have to
solve complicated grammatical structures produce a lot of feelings that can contribute to
the failure. Thus, the introduction of specific exercises in which students can
demonstrate their skills and in which they feel stronger about or taking into account the
ones students feel weak provide teachers with elements to construct a more accurate
model taking into account all the possible aspects of teaching and evaluating through
skills.
Taking into consideration all these students´ perceptions and the information
taken from the evidences like teachers’ logs, interviews and surveys, it was identified
that there are four main perceptions of evaluation that will help in the design of a new
evaluation proposal for ASE, which considers socio cultural aspects like needs,
expectations and challenges. First of all, students perceive alternative assessment as a
way to show their knowledge through classroom activities and homework assignments
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that are designed by the teacher to achieve the objectives set during the course of
English. For students, it is important to know how the learning process is developed
according to their interests. In this way, students spend self-directed time developing the
proposed activities and thus they can reach the accomplishments they have proposed.
The second perception is that students believe that working by them is an
effective way to learn and identify their strengths and weaknesses facing a second
language. On the other hand, they feel that by doing this, they make sense in what they
are learning and how they like to be evaluated. In this way, students learn to give
meaning to the knowledge that is acquired in the course.
The third perception is that students think of evaluation as a synonym of test.
This happens because it is difficult for them to have a clear understanding about what
evaluation is as a whole in a learning process. In addition, students consider that the test
is very stressful because it determines how much they know and in this sense they feel
afraid to face it.
The last perception is that students consider evaluation as the measurement of
skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing. For each one of these skills, students
show how they acquire and develop the language abilities in order to demonstrate their
performance in the English learning with the topics learned in class that are related to
social and cultural factors.

To conclude, it is important to mention two main aspects that show why
evaluation is important in the curriculum design. The first one is that evaluation is
acquiring information given by the students and the teachers according to their
perceptions and results about the academic process and the services the institution is
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providing. In this sense the evaluation is relevant due to the information gathered and it
helps curriculum design because it is going to have data that helps to think, plan and
design objectives and axis that obey the needs of the community. The second one is
that, according to the perceptions, it is coherent to design an evaluation proposal that
fulfill the students´ and teacher’s needs, in this sense the evaluation is going to acquire a
better effectiveness with the results given through the process. For this reason, the
evaluation performs an indispensable role into the ASE community because it is
working for the welfare of each member of the community, taking into account their
needs and expectations for the society request.

Curriculum Design
Pedagogical proposal
This pedagogical proposal for English teaching aimed at children, teenagers and
adults related to non-formal education program "Alianza Social Educativa" is a
compendium of content, methodologies, materials and system of evaluation to guide the
practice of teaching in this educational institution. This proposal is certainly the tool
that determines the assumptions and goals to be achieved and the steps to gain them.
The proposal was developed based on the research, categorization and data analysis of
the needs recognized at Alianza Social Educativa for the English language courses
offered.
Theoretically, this pedagogical proposal is based on the constructs of
constructivism (Coll & et al, 1993) and collaborative learning (Kagan, 1994) which
points out that student must acquire potentially significant knowledge that serves their
needs. Likewise, cooperative learning is one of the fundamental basis because it allows
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the development of a foreign language in an inclusive context and also develops the
individual's autonomy through the development and awareness of learning strategies
that make emphasis on the student as the center of the process.
The methodology proposed in this curriculum is founded on project work. This
methodology states the commitment of the school with the challenges of society that
requires the search for theoretical and methodological conceptions, flexible and
workable in the classroom; and thus, to support the institutional goals with the
individual students’ needs and the information gathered in the categories. The
methodology is also based on the concept of autonomous learning (Benson & Voller,
1997) according to which the teacher acts as a guide, directs and strengthens the
thematic content suggested for each level. The English levels are determined based on
the Common European Framework and supported by project work for developing of the
levels each semester. This means that each level will develop projects along the course
to be presented in the closing day. Regarding the number of hours that students must
take, the curriculum states that there should be a total of 300 hours. The levels and sublevels chosen for the English program at ASE are stated as follows:
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Table 6.
Levels and sublevels of English courses at ASE.

Basic

A
1

Basic

A
1+

Intermediat
e

A
2

Advanced

A
2+

Conversatio
nal

B
1

The age ranges are divided by groups. The first division represents the first three
levels: basic 1, basic 2 and intermediate.
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Table 7.
Range of ages to the levels of basic 1, basic 2 and intermediates English courses at
ASE.

Children

From 6 to 11 years

Teenagers

From 12 to 18 years

Adults

19 and older

The second division for the other two levels represents the advanced and
conversational levels:

Table 8.
Range of ages to the levels of advanced and conversational English courses at ASE.

Children

From 6 to 12 years

Adults

(which includes teenagers) 13 years and older
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The goal of these courses and levels is that students get a B1certificate so, at the
last level (conversational), the test should be performed as PET. The Preliminary
English Test (PET) is one of the Cambridge ESOL exams that evaluate in a general way
all four language skills: reading, writing, listening and speaking. According to the
pedagogical proposal, it is important to bear in mind some aspects such as language,
learning, and teaching theory that support the proposal of teaching and learning a
foreign language and its contributions to the integrated curriculum.
Language theory
While Piaget (1952) stated that children make sense through their actions on
their environment, Vygotsky (1978) highlighted the value of culture and social context,
during the learning process. In this sense, some ASE students developed workshops
easily. However they worked better when they performed the tasks in groups because
they felt more confident and encouraged to learn.
According to Dunlap and Grabinger (1996, p. 242), scaffolding involves
providing adequate support and guide according to age and experience level. It also
involves guiding through tips, questions and materials that address the child while
solving problems. But leading does not mean explaining. Teachers need to prepare the
ground for students, to identify what they need to do, instead of explaining the steps to
follow. Hence, the lesson plans where one of the most important tools when developing
the practicum because well planned actions helped students to learn and understand
through different activities specifically created for each level.
Vygotsky (1991) also stressed the importance of language in cognitive
development, showing that if children acquire and understand words and symbols, they
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are able to build concepts easily. Therefore, students demand to learn new strategies and
methodologies because they expect to gain positive results in short time. Nowadays, the
world requires competitive people in all fields; therefore, teachers have the big
responsibility of maintaining continuous learning in order to implement pertinent
teaching.
Learning theory
Following the line of the pedagogical proposal presented in the curriculum
design, and according to the theories like learning styles (Wang & Nagy, 2007) and
meaningful learning, it is essential to determine the role of students at ASE. They must
be encouraged by the teacher in a social context (Richards, 2001), where they learn to
discover how to apply and use the English language in real situations. Making a brief
relationship in the context lived in class and taking into account how the students prefer
to learn, teachers at ASE have to bear in mind that students are the core of the class and,
for this reason; the teaching must be focused on their needs and personal processes in
the development of the class. This means that when teachers design a lesson plan, they
have to be aware of the different ways in which each student learns (Wang & Nagy,
2007) and what they like to learn.
Teachers must think that students are the main character at the moment they are
designing a class. Therefore, the teacher`s success depends on how his/her brings
together concepts and task related activities that students prefer, for instance, the kind of
music they enjoy the most, favorites TV shows and all the situations that they are living,
to which they are able to feel related. When an English class is more flexible, students
are able to participate in their own learning process and the classes become more
dynamic and interactive. Thus, the teachers' role in the classroom is vital because he is
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like the conductor of a band, who guides every student and encourages them to obtain
new experiences needed for learning and at the same time, provides learners with the
opportunity to develop their skills.
Teaching theory
It is important for the modern world, and of course, for students of the new
century to have excellent knowledge and communication skills. Some countries are
facing a crisis of opportunity for access and ownership of knowledge due to lack of
communicative competence. It necessary makes foreign languages a way of peace,
harmony and cooperation among people as expressed in the conclusions of the Forum
for UNESCO (1993): The development of interdisciplinary science of linguistics and
modern thought has placed increased reveal the intimate relationship between language,
society and culture. Teachers in the English area should promote the rapprochement of
different languages from the perspective of respect for diversity and cultural identity.
The community at ASE understands that this is the access to other world views in a
peaceful coexistence in a multicultural world looking for reciprocal enrichment and
contributes to the cultures do not fall into isolation.
Moreover, the acquisition of another language with English brings benefits to
individuals not only social, economic and cultural, but also contributes to the
development of mental processes that in turn positively influence the development of
other areas of knowledge. The main purpose of this proposal is provide an English
program that contributes to improve the English level in the students and allow them the
learning a foreign language for professional performance in the world of work.
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Teaching is an important tool. According to Kumaravadivelu (2003) teachers are
elements that adopt different roles and solve the dilemmas presented in the classroom.
This means that teachers do not only have to carry out theory but they must also
remember other factors that occur during the teaching and learning process such as
social and contextual issues. These social and contextual issues that teachers have to
consider are highlighted by Richards (2001). The first one includes the school culture,
classroom conditions, class size, and availability of teaching. So, these environments are
directly related to the teaching and learning process that teachers and students share
daily.
Taking to account the community at ASE, the curriculum is going to implement
the project work methodology “as an alternative for language learning and teaching at
all levels and in all type of educational programs” (Cardenas, 2003

p. 72). This

methodology can help students to take into account a constructivist approach to learning
that emphasizes the cooperative learning and individual autonomy carried out through
the development and awareness of learning strategies that takes the learner as the center
of the process.
Traditionally, projects have been highlighted as a flexible, malleable and ductile,
with a great capacity to adapt to conditions, objects and goals (Anderman & Midgley,
1998; Lumsden, 1994). Although some argue that they are flexible means and
instruments, but that this flexibility depends on the attitude taken by the teacher in each
case and the use of these media. There exists no doubt that the project work method is a
very useful tool in the learning field. Flexible training is a broad concept that involves a
fundamental change in educational practices, focusing on the teacher and the contents of
the practices, and the learner.
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Following the viewpoints proposed in this theory, meaningful tasks were applied
for some reasons supported by Freinet (1996)
Encouragement and development of group work, collective and cooperative.
Interaction and fellowship between teacher and student teaching.
Autonomy and independence of the student during the process of building
knowledge.
Development of a rapid creation and research that seeks, on inquiry, discovery
and experimentation, the way to the apprehension of knowledge.
Planning and implementing collective action and the curricular projects.
Strategic Teaching and formula to identify the nature of what is taught, the skills
of the students, the media used and the evaluation criteria.
Flexibility to suit curricular requirements, needs, interests and concerns of
students and context. A close link with external reality and cumin to link theory with
practice and academic with the social reality.
Project work is a collaborative instructional approach that provides ASE projects
that are real life extensions of the curriculum, where students could develop autonomy
and carry out their work without involving the teacher or thinking the teacher is the
only “tool” (Kagan & Kagan, 1998 p. 20); that could help them in their learning process
providing learners whit opportunities to express their viewpoints, this making them
responsible and suitable to working individually, in groups or as a class integrating all
skills. Also topics should be related to real life (Fried-Booth, 1986) and are going to
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work at different levels because this methodology allows teachers to develop a variety
of activities and skills using different levels
Pedagogy is a pedagogical strategy and a way that allows organizing and
implementing all available means and resources to serve the student's education in the
teaching-learning process; the teacher is who teaches and the student who learns.
However, the current paradigms lead to believe that these roles have exchanged during
this process, the student may be autonomous in his/her learning process relying on the
teacher as facilitator of this process.
Methodology
The development of this curriculum proposal has required a structured work in
order to collect all necessary and relevant information that contributes to the
development of the project, creating the integrated curriculum for "Alianza Social
Educativa." The first step is to work in the institution to find the problems in this
context both academically and social aspect and the needs of the population such as
students, teachers and administrators to identify the priorities.
Therefore, the priorities of this project are focus on all aspects of teaching and
learning a foreign language such as processes, evaluation, materials and socio-cultural
aspects that are relevant to the development of an integrated curriculum and involving
human being with a permanent and disciplined work. The information was collected
through field notes, interviews and surveys that provided relevant data. Carefully
selecting and analyzing data to get the categories from perception of students. The
methodology of project is always looking at the perceptions of students as they play the
main role in ASE and for this reason the work is permanently focused on them.
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By having the most relevant information and literature review carefully selected,
the first step is to begin with the design of integrated curriculum establishing or making
decisions about teaching and learning theories, language theory and pedagogical
proposal that apply in this curriculum.

Curriculum design
Mission
The Alianza Social Educativa foundation (ASE) is an independent, autonomous
and non-profit organization that offers low cost courses in different schedules with the
integration not only in knowledge subjects but diverse areas like social, communicative
and human among others.

ASE offers education with social, creative and labor

approach in order to improve the quality of life and students’ personal growth,
contributing to the development of the country in this way. ASE brings a complete
English course, divided in different levels according to the Common European
Framework with excellent environment and methodology that allows flexible learning.

Vision
Alianza Social Educativa (ASE) will be an option for the community to access
and satisfy the demand of professional profiles that the society requires. Teaching a
foreign language will be our leader project training the population which assists to
improve their English level.
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Our English courses will be certified by Ministerio de Educacion Nacional
(MEN) and our testing endorsed by the European common framework to provide
education according to standards and to improve life quality of the community.

Students´ profile
Every single student that wants to be prepared in ASE should have the following
characteristics:
First of all, all the students have to be aware of their human condition which
makes them vulnerable. Additionally, students should be respectful of the differences
among other peers and their opinions to foster harmony and calmness during the
classes. At the same time, students have to be citizens and agents prepared to transform
the context in which they live in order to improve social aspects. Therefore, students
must show good attitude toward the learning process, the activities, teachers, and their
peers by being open minded to the process. Secondly, the students must be selfconfident when expressing their ideas and also eager to accomplish the tasks assigned
by the teacher. They will have to be willing to reach and build autonomous learning to
improve the learning process and to express their ideas in the language target based on
skills such as reading, writing, and speaking.
Teacher’s profile
Teacher working for ASE should meet the following requirements:
On one hand, teachers must be conscious and aware of the fact that education is
a tool to transform the world and to provide students with opportunities. Therefore,
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teachers have to share their knowledge and experience with the students in order to gain
their reliance to help them in the learning process based on a trustful relationship.
Hence, teachers have to be willing to listen, guide and solve students’ problems not only
in the academic environment but also in their personal development. Additionally,
teachers have to be aware that external factors may affect the performance inside the
institution. Thus, teachers must create spaces where students could express their
feelings and ideas about education and life itself. Finally, the teachers’ profile should
take into account that every single student has a unique way to learn based on his/her
cognitive capabilities and teachers must be respectful and an open minded toward the
new trends and subcultures and how students think or dress based on those new
tendencies.
Context
Alianza Social Educativa is a nonprofit foundation that is located in Engativa.
This foundation offers different kind of courses such as English, French, accountancy,
cooking among others that are classified as non–formal education. Moreover, the
courses bring great help to the community because some of the people living there do
not have access to the formal education, thus, the institution wants to improve the
quality of life of the community through courses that will provide them with new
opportunities. The teachers leading these courses are pre–service teachers that come
from different universities of the city due to the alliance the institution has with
different universities in Bogota.

In brief, ASE wants to prepare students for a

successful life and job opportunities in a changeable world plenty of opportunities.
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Matrix descriptions
The following matrices show the proposal of contents in the English classes at
ASE, those matrices are designed for all the levels offered in the institution, according
to the Common European Framework, the levels are located from A1 to B1- and
distributed in children, teenagers and adults. Every single matrix has a project, this is
the axis of the course, the project is presented at the end of the semester to the
community in the closing section that ASE has. All the classes are related and help the
student in the design of the project.
Also, the matrices show the objectives that the classes want to reach and the
different contents to develop, supported by different materials designed to use in the
classrooms. The contents are flexible, the teachers can modify, organize, integrate it,
etc. according to the students’ needs or the development of the classes.
The matrices are accompanied of the corresponding competence that the
students will achieve at the end of the course, as well as the abilities that the students
have to develop during the classes.
Children
Children basic 1 – A1 age (6 to 11 years)

Competence
Students can understand and use familiar everyday expressions and basic
phrases aimed at the satisfaction of needs of a concrete type. Students can introduce
themselves and others, also they can ask and answer questions about personal details
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such as where they live, people they know and things they have. Finally, students can
interact in a simple way providing information to other person in a slow and clear way.

Abilities

•

To read structurally basic sentences regarding daily life (introducing people, countries,
nationalities and family vocabulary).

•

To write basic sentences with the verb to be.

•

To read text about special jobs.

•

To construct dialogues about daily routines.

•

To write about personal free time activities.

•

To describe the family the house and different environments.
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Table. 9.
Matrix children basic 1 – A1 age (6 to 11 years)
Week

1-2

3-4

Project

General

Communicate

Linguistic

Objective

Objective

Objective

The world.

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Personal

At the end of

able to

able to ask and

be able to use

information.

the course the understand and

give basic

the verb to be

Nationalities.

students will

use familiar

personal

in order to give Countries

be able to

everyday

information

their personal

present a

expressions and

about their

information.

dialogue as

basic phrases to

home,

an interview.

acquire

possessions and

They could

immediate

people they

ask question

information.

know.

about names,

Students will be

Students will

nationalities,

able to describe

be able to use in

likes, dislikes

the school

a proper way the express

and describe

environment

vocabulary

feelings and

countries

using short

given to express

describe

with its

words and

characteristics,

objects with

different

isolated

figures and

basic

characteristic

sentences.

feelings.

characteristics.

s.

Students
will be able to

Students
will be able to
use the

Contents

Colors.
Numbers
Moods.
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numbers from
one until one
thousand.
5-6

Students will be

Students will

Students

Family

able to express

be able to

will be able to

Members.

their ideas about

identify the

describe their

The

their families,

different parts of family

homes and

their houses,

people physical
appearance.

Students will

house.

members.
Students

be able to

will be able to

identify the

describe their

Body
parts

different parts of houses parts.
their bodies and
their families.

Students
will be able to
name the
different parts
of the body.

7-8

Students will be

Student will

Student

able to

be able to

will be able to

understand the

identify the

talk with their

basic language

vocabulary used

classmates

of the

to describe the

about the

environment, the environment and different
weather of their

the weather

environments

Animals
Environm
ent
Weather.
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city and the
animals that live
in them.

where they live.

and whether

Students will characteristics.
be able to

Students

mention the

will be able to

animals they

make short

identify.

conversations
using the
environment
and animals’
vocabulary.

9-10

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

The days of

able to infer the

able to use the

be able to

the week.

basic language

days of the week make short

Months of

of the time like

and the months

dialogues

the year.

days, moths and

of the year in

using the days

Special dates.

special dates.

their daily lives

of the week

activities.

and the months

Students will be

of the year

able to ask and

vocabulary in a

give information fluent way.
about

The students

international

will be able to

special dates.

share their
knowledge
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about their
favorite special
date like
Halloween or
Christmas.
11-12

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Media.

able to identify

able to define

be able to talk

Technology.

the

the main

about the

characteristics

characteristic of

technology and

of the

media like radio, its uses in the

technology and

television,

its uses in the

newspapers, and

society.

its uses in the

world.

society.

Children basic 2 – A1+ age (6 to 11 years)

Competence
Students can understand short dialogues using the vocabulary seen in class.
Also, they can develop strategies that help them to understand words, expressions and
sentences they read. Students can understand the vocabulary about food, family
members and transport. They can answer questions that are asked in a clearly and
slowly language. They can participate in conversations and mini debates. Finally, they
can speak with a little fluency.
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Abilities
•

To understand new vocabulary about food, family members and transport.

•

To understand and express short sentences.

•

To write a description about the city and things included in it.

•

To share information with the class about vacations.

•

To express what the students do in their free time.

Table 10

Matrix children basic 2 – A1+ age (6 to 11 years)

Week

Project

General
Objective

1– 2

Communicative Linguistic
objective

Contents

Objective

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be Cardinal

able to

able to express

able to use

numbers

At the end of understand

vocabulary and

adverbs of

countable and

the course,

sentences related quantity inside

My Life.

countable and

students will uncountable
organize a

nouns inside

complete

some

with shopping.

the construction advertisement
of short

Students will be

role play, by advertisements.

able to express

groups. They

quantity in the

will have to

advertisement

represent

they read.

uncountable ,

dialogues.

s
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3–4

real

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be Food and

situations

able to use the

able to express

able to express

drink

using all the

vocabulary

ideas about

their likes and

Music and

vocabulary

related to food,

dishes and

dislikes using

cinema

and

music and

desserts.

the vocabulary

expressions

movies to

Students will be

about food,

learned

express their

able to employ

music and

through the

ideas.

music and

movies.

course.

cinema
vocabulary.

5–6

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be Family

able to identify

able to talk about able to use the

the family

the members of

House

simple present

members and the the family.

tense to talk

parts of the

Students will be

about their

home.

able to talk about family daily
the parts of their

routines and the

houses.

parts of their
houses.

7–8

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be Town

able to identify

able to

able to use the

the city and the

communicate the simple present

different

places of the city tense to

Transport
Jobs
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elements

and how they get describe the

included in it like transport in it.

daily routine in

transport,

Students will be

the city.

professions and

able to describe

jobs.

the professions
and jobs they
find in the city.

9 – 10

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be Free time

able to recognize able to talk about able to express

activities

different kind of

activities to do in abilities and

(hobbies)

sports and

their free time

Sports

disabilities

activities they do like hobbies and

using the modal

in their free time. sports.

verb Can and
Cannot.

11 – 12

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be Holydays

able to recognize able to share

able to use the

different

information

future simple

holydays around

about important

will to express

the world,

holidays around

immediately

activities and

the world,

decisions and

places to visit on Students will be
vacations

able to talk about
activities and
places to visit on

promises

Vacations.
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vacations.

Children intermediate – A2 age (6 to 11 years)

Competence
Students can understand sentences and frequent expression related with basic
personal information. Students can describe simple and famous past events. Students
can refer to future issues and plans in a proper way. Finally, students can describe
people life experiences and preferences.

Abilities

• To read texts on things people like or dislike.
• To write short biographies
• To write future personal plans.
• To write descriptions of people preferences.
• To understand texts about different travelling and trip experiences
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Table 11
Children intermediate - A2 age (6 to 11 years)

Week

1– 2

3–4

Project

General

Communicative

Linguistic

Objective

objective

Objective

My first

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be

English

able to describe

able to realize

able to use past

book.

what their

their preferences continuous tense

At the end of hobbies were

when they were

to describe the

the course,

kids.

activities they did

when they were

students will kids.

when they were

have to

younger.

present a

Students will be

short book

able to talk about able to express

able to use the

that will

their past habits.

their and other

verb used to, to

habits.

talk about habits

include

Students will be

biographies
5–6

Students will be

Contents

Hobbies.

Habits

in past tense.

and people

Students will be

life

able to recognize able to follow the able to use the

and

experiences

vocabulary

irregular

with all

allowing them to stories told in the to create their

topics seen

understand and

class during

produce their

the semester. biographies.

Students will be

sequence of

past

Students will be

simple past tense

biographies.

Regular

verbs
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7–8

9 – 10

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be

Will and

able to recognize able to recognize able to recognize

going to.

promises,

the vocabulary

structures to

Plans and

immediately

and structures

express plans and decisions.

decisions and

necessary to

activities in future

plans.

write a letter.

tense.

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be

Past

able to express

able to express

able to recognize

participle

experiences

ideas and

the right structure verbs

using structures

experiences to

to express actions Frequency

in present perfect their classmates

and experiences

simple tense.

in present perfect My

and family.

tense

adverbs

Experienc
es.

11 – 12

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be

People

able to identify

able to write

able to recognize

Objects

the adjectives of

short texts which the structure to

appearance in the describe people,

make

description of

objects and

comparisons with

persons, objects

animals.

short and long

and animals

adjectives.

Animals.
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Children advanced – A2+ age (6 to 11 years)

Competence
Students can understand the main points of clear texts in a standard language
related to known topics, either in job, study or spare time situations. Student can learn
how to behave in most part of the situations that might rise during a trip in areas where
English is used. Student can produce simple coherent texts about topics that are familiar
to them or in which they have personal interests. Students can write about experiences,
events, wishes and aspirations, as well as briefly justify opinions and explain plans.

Abilities
• To read texts about different topics that express personal interests and different
topics.
• To write texts that express plans in a certain or uncertain future.
• To write letters to express predictions.
• To use vocabulary to express plans and predictions in future tense.
• To write a description using countable, uncountable, and quantifiers.
• To read texts about different travelling experiences and places around the world
where English is the first language.

Table 12

Matrix children advanced – A2+ age (6 to 11 years)
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Week

1-2

3-4

Project

General

Communicate

Linguistic

Objective

Objective

Objective

Journal.

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Holidays

Students

able to

able to express

be able to tell

Trips and

will write a

understand the

plans for

their

travels

journal in

basic difference

traveling and

classmates

which they

between

plans for a trip.

what their

will be

something that

plans are.

planning

is planned for

Students will

their

the future (use

be able to take

vacations

of 'going to') and

decisions in

after

a spontaneous

front of

finishing

decision (use of

immediate

the course.

'will)

actions that

They will

will affect the

have to

future.

Contents

describe the

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Food,

place where

able to

able to express

be able to

drink and

they want to recognize the

language used

recognize the

restaurant

go, the hotel difference

for shopping and

appropriate

s

they will

between

the language

quantifiers

stay, the

countable and

needed for

used to

kind of plan

uncountable

complaining.

describe

they would

nouns and the

countable and
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5-6

7-8

like to take

appropriate

uncountable.

(i.e. the

expressions to

number of

describe them.

days they

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Clauses if,

will spend

able to express

able to write a

be able to

when and

there, the

possibilities or

small journal to

recognize

whether

type of food conditions using

express

structures to

Zero

they will

present simple

warnings, threats express the

conditiona

eat, the

tense to state

and promises

real facts and

l

activities

warning,

they expect in

its

they will

expectations,

their lives.

consequences.

perform,

etc.

etc.), the

Students will be

Students will be

Students will Real

routines

able to express

able to

be able to situations.

they will

opinions or

participate in a

use

have to

make

round table

comparative

follow

comparative

expressing

s

during the

judgments.

opinions using

superlatives

trip, and by

comparatives

to

the end of

and superlatives.

two

and

compare
real

the

situations

semester,

and express

they will be

the

presenting a

viewpoint.
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9-10

11-12

collage with Students will be

Students will be

Students will

My

pictures,

able to express

able to describe

be able to

duties.

examples,

responsibilities

the daily

express actions

drawings,

using modal

responsibilities

and

etc. that

verbs in daily

and duties they

experiences

show what

life activities.

have.

with the modal

are the

verbs have to

expectations

and must.

they wrote

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

during the

able to identify

able to write a

be able to

course. The

the verb forms

short text telling

express

journal has

that express

an important

passive voice

to be

passive voice

event or news.

using past

checked

about a situation

participle of

weekly.

or an object in

verbs in the

present tense.

correct form.

The news.

Children conversational – B1 age (6 to 11 years)

Competence
Students can understand main ideas of texts related about concrete subjects;
Students can relate with enough fluency and in a natural way. Students’ communication
is performed almost with no effort. Student can produce clear texts about diverse topics
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as well as support a viewpoint about general topics stating pros and cons of different
choices.

Abilities

• To find out about classmates’ personal stories and experiences.
• To express solutions and advices in order to solve problems.
• To ask for specific information needed in order to solve a crime or a difficult
situation.
• To use comparatives and superlatives to compare stereotypes from different
English speaking countries.
• To use passive voice to ask for and express information about a famous
character.

Table 13
Children conversational – B1 age (6 to 11 years)
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Week

1-2

3-4

Project

General

Communicate

Linguistic

Contents

Objective

Objective

Objective

Solving a

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Subjects,

Crime.

able to ask for

able to use the

be able to use

adjectives,

Students

personal

knowledge

WH questions,

verbs in

will

information in

acquired to find

verbal tenses,

all tenses

participate

an oral way

out classmates’

subjects and

viewed,

in a role

using previous

personal stories

adjectives to

WH

play in

knowledge to

and experiences.

ask for and

questions

which they

ask about and

express

are going to

express personal

personal

be solving a

information.

information

crime of a

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

past tenses

famous

able to review

able to use of

be able to use

modal

character.

and use past

past forms of

modal verbs in

verbs in

Each

forms of modal

modal verbs of

past tenses in

past.

student will

verbs of

probability and

order to

have a

probability and

advice,

express

famous role

advice.

reasoning to

solutions to

and they

discuss difficult

solve

will have to

issues and

problems.

ask and

possible

answer

solutions to

questions

them.
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5-6

regarding

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Advices/S

personal

able to express

able to

be able to use

hould

information, advices by using

participate in a

verbal tenses,

verbal

circumstanc

the modal verbs

role play

WH questions

tenses

es, facts,

in order to find

providing

and modal

WH

evidences,

solutions to

solutions to

verbs to ask

questions.

etc.

children

problems

for and express

problems.

children might

advices.

face.

7-8

Students will be

Students will be

Student will be

Comparati

able to express

able to

able to use

ves and

opinion or make

participate in a

comparatives

superlative

comparative

role play

and

s.

judgments about

showing the

superlatives to

WH

stereotypes in

differences and

compare

questions

different

similarities of

stereotypes.

Adjectives

countries

stereotypes from

and

English

adverbs.

speaking
countries.
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9-10

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

All verbal

able to reinforce

able to use

be able to

tenses and

their questioning verbal tenses

recognize the

WH

and answering

and WH

structure to ask questions

abilities.

questions to

and answer

interrogate

questions

classmates about related to
a crime.

personal
information
and
experiences.

11-12

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Verbal

able to identify

able to ask and

be able to

tenses

and express a

answer

express and

Adjectives

character using

questions related ask questions

.

descriptions and

to a famous

related to

Superlativ

questions.

character.

personal

es and

Students will be

information,

comparati

able to use

comparisons

ves

passive voice

and way of life

WH

when answering

of different

questions

questions in

characters.

Passive

order to elicit
the answer.

voice.
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Teenagers

Teenagers basic 1– A1 age (12 to 17 years)
Competence
Students can introduce themselves and others using greetings, verb to be and
short expressions that let others know new personal information: also they can describe
the activities they develop during their daily lives and their likes and dislikes using the
present simple tense, the hours and the adverbs of frequency, at the same time they can
describe the activities that they are developing at the moment. Also, students can
express their abilities and disabilities using the modal verb can and the prepositions of
place to describe situations that happen around them.

Abilities
•

To know greetings used in the English classes

•

To use some common verbs to describe their daily routines.

•

To describe the weather and the clothes they are using at the moment.

•

To express their likes and dislikes regarding the locality of Engativa.

•

To identify their abilities and disabilities when speaking in a foreign language.

•

To describe the placement of objects or places using the prepositions of place
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Table 14.
Matrix teenagers basic 1– A1 age (12 to 17 years)

Week

1– 2

Project

General

Communicative

Linguistic

objective

objective

objective

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Introducin

the major of able to introduce

able to talk

be able to use

g yourself

Engativá.

themselves as

about their

the verb to be

Possessive

candidates.

personal

in order to

adjectives

At the end

information as a

give their

Pronouns

of the

candidate for the personal

Nationaliti

course,

mayoralty of

es

students

Engativa using

Profession

will be able

the verb to be.

s and

to present

Students will be

occupation

their

able to identify

s

curriculum

the

Verb to be

vitae as

characteristics

candidates

of the citizens

for the

professions in

mayoralty

Engativa´s

of Engativa

Locality.

I want to be

using the
topics

information.

Contents
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viewed
during the
whole
semester.
3–4

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Daily

able to talk in

able to express

be able to use

routines

present simple

their ideas of

the present

Frequency

about their daily

their daily

simple in

adverbs

routines as a

routines

order to talk

Hours

major.

promoting their

about their

Days of

candidatures,

daily routines.

the week

using the

Months

frequency
adverbs and the
hours.
5–6

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Weather

able to talk about able to express

be able to tell

Clothing

the weather and

in a

the actions

the clothes they

conversation

they are doing

are using as

how the weather

as candidates

candidates for

is in their

using the

the mayoralty of

locality

present

Engativa.

Students will be

continuous

able to describe

tense.
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the clothing they
are wearing in
their locality,
according to the
weather
7–8

Students will

Students will be

Student will

Verbs

express the

able to express

use the present

Likes and

things they like

in a presentation

simple to

dislikes

and the things

what they like

construct

they do not like

about being a

sentences

about their

citizen of

using likes and

locality

Engativa.

dislikes.

Students will be
able to express
in a presentation
the actions as
citizens of
Engativa they do
not like.
9 – 10

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Abilities

able to use the

able to give

be able to use

Disabilities

modal verb can

information

the modal verb

to express the

about their

can in order to

abilities to speak

abilities and

talk about
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in other

disabilities that

their abilities

language.

they have in the

and disabilities

English learning

about being a

process.

major.

Students will be
able to give
information
about abilities
and disabilities
as candidates for
the mayoralty of
Engativa.
11 –

Student will be

Students will be

Students will

places

12

able to use the

able to describe

be able to

Preposition

prepositions of

the main

construct

s of place

place through

interesting

sentences in

There is/

the description

places of their

simple present

are

of the different

locality.

using

Some/ any

places of their

prepositions of Demonstra

locality.

place to give

tive

information

pronouns

about their
locality.
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Teenagers basic 2 – A1+ age (12 to 17 years)

Competence
Students can understand short dialogues to talk about past and future events,
developing strategies that help them to understand words, expressions and sentences
that they read. Students can understand the vocabulary about food, biographies, and
adjectives. They can answer questions that are asked in a clearly and slowly language.
They can use short sentences to express their abilities, duties and personal
characteristics. They participate in conversations and mini debates. They can speak with
a little fluency.

Abilities
•

To use comparatives and Superlatives with the locality statistics

•

To say events in past simple and continuous about anecdotes.

•

To make comparisons about places and friends.

•

To use have to and must about obligations.

•

To make decisions about the near future using will.

Table 15.

Matrix teenagers basic 2 – A1+ age (12 to 17 years)

Week

1– 2

Project

Candidates’

General

Communicati

Linguistic

objective

ve objective

objective

Students will be

Students will

Students will be

Contents

Adverbs of
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3–4

debate.

able to express

be able to use

able to use

quantity

At the end

and recognize

the quantity

quantifiers,

Countable

of the

quantity

expressions

countable and

and

course,

expressions

explaining

uncountable

uncountabl

students

according to the

some social

nouns to talk

e nouns

will be able

different social

problems of

about the social

to present

issues of their

their Locality

problems of

their

city.

as leaving

their Locality.

candidature

school before

ideas for the

the legal age,

mayoralty

addiction,

of the city

juvenile

through a

delinquency

video

and public

showing the

services

samples and

Students will be

Students will

Students will be

Biographie

interviews

able to tell

be able to tell

able to use

s

they did.

anecdotes or

an anecdote of

regular and

Anecdotes

biographies of

their locality

irregular verbs

past mayors to

when they

in past simple in

their city.

were children

order to talk

and tell to the

about their or

others why it

the others past

was important

experiences.
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and if it had
relation with
their
candidature.
Students will
be able to make
an interview to
the others
candidate in
order to get
information for
improving their
candidature.
5–6

Students will be

Students will

Students as

Past

able to talk

be able to

candidates will

continuous

about local past

narrate the past

be able to

clauses

events after an

experiences

maintain a

Irregular

interruption of

that other

conversation in

and regular

other news

candidates had.

TV news, using

verbs

the past
continuous
tense to
describe the
activities they
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were doing in
the past but they
did not finish.

7–8

Students will be

Students will

Students will be

Places

able to compare

be able to make able to use

Adjectives

two places to

comparisons

adjectives in

Comparati

visit in their

between two

order to make

ves and

city.

places of their

comparisons

superlative

locality where

and exaltations

s.

they had been.

giving their
points of view.

9–

Students will be

Students will

Students will

City

10

able to use the

be able to

use the modal

obligations

modal verbs:

participate in a

verb must and

Duties

must and have

debate, telling

have in past,

to, for talking

about which

present and

about their

are the

future according

obligations as

obligations that

to their use.

candidates and

they have using

as mayors of the

must and have

city.

to.

11 –

Students will be

Students will

Students will be

Immediate

12

able to produce

be able to talk

able to use the

decisions
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in oral and

about their

future simple

writing way

future promises

will to do their

their promises

and actions if

promises as

to be elected

they win.

candidates.

Promises

Teenagers intermediate – A2 age (12 to 17 years)

Competence.
Students can differentiate between the uses of the future simple “will” and the
form “be going to” to express predictions and plans. Also, they are going to be able to
express recommendations, abilities, suggestions and permissions through the use of the
modal verbs, according with the function of each one of them. At the end they are going
to be able to talk about their present and past experiences using the present and past
perfect simple tenses and the verb patterns to acquire fluency to express their ideas.

Abilities

•

To differentiate between plans and predictions.

•

To give advices and recommendations using the modal verb should.

•

To express past abilities, suggestions and possibilities using the modal verb could.

•

To ask and give permission using the modal verb may.

•

To express abilities and suggestions using the modal verb might.

•

To talk about experiences and accomplishments.

•

To narrate past experiences.
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•

To acquire fluency using the verb patterns

Table 16
Matrix teenagers intermediate – A2 age (12 to 17 years)

Week

1– 2

3–4

Project

General

Communicative

Linguistic

objective

objective

objective

I will

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be

Plans

accomplish

able to produce

able to talk

able to use

Promises

my

in oral and

about their

future simple be

promises

writing way

future promises.

going to and

Students

some future

Students will be

will to express

will do a

plans, promises,

able to express

future

performanc

predictions and

their future

arrangements.

e assuming

voluntary

plans.

the role of

actions.

the new

Students will

Students will be

Students will be

Recomme

major of

express advices

able to give

able to construct

ndations

Engativa

and possibilities

advices about

sentences using

And

using the modal

social issues

the modal verbs

advices

verbs should

using the modal

should and

Past

and could.

verb should

could

abilities/

Students will be

Contents

suggestion
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able to make

s and

suggestions and

possibilitie

express

s

possibilities
using the modal
verb could
5–6

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be

Give/requ

able to express

able to ask and

able to express

est

permissions,

give permissions short sentences

permission

possibilities and

in situations that

that refer to

Possibiliti

suggestions

require the use

permissions,

es/

using the modal

of the modal

possibilities and

suggestion

verbs may and

verb may

suggestions.

s

might.

Students will be
able to use in
conversations
the modal verb
might to refer to
possibilities and
suggestions.

7–8

Students will be

Students will be

Student will be

Experienc

able to talk

able to talk

able to describe

es

about their life

about the

experiences and

Accomplis
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experiences

activities they

accomplishment

using present

have done using

s using the

perfect simple

time expressions present perfect

tense.

and adverbs.

hments

simple tense,
adverbs and
time
expressions.

9 – 10

Students will

Students will be

Students will be

Past

describe their

able to describe

able to narrate

completed

past activities

the activities

the activities

actions/ex

using the past

they had done

others had done

periences

perfect simple

when they were

before/after

before

tense.

younger.

something.

something

Students will be

in the past

able to use the
adverbs and
time
expressions.
11 –

Student will use

Students will be

Students will

12

the verb patterns

able to write and communicate

type I and II to

talk with fluency their ideas

acquire fluency

using the

using verb

in English skills.

specific groups

patterns type I

of verbs and the

and II

Gerund
Infinitive
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gerund to
construct
sentences with
verb patterns
type I.
Students will be
able to write and
talk with fluency
using the
infinitive of the
verbs to
construct
sentences with
verb patterns
type II.

Teenagers advanced – A2+ age (18 and up)

Competence
Students can use adjectives and adverbs correctly in order to describe actions
and other elements. The use of linkers is fundamental to enhance writing and speaking
abilities. Students can also work on the use of future perfect and other perfect
continuous forms in order to be able to express ideas in a more accurate manner.

Abilities
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•

To express description accurately

•

To organize ideas correctly through the use of linkers

•

To express conditions through the use of different conditional forms

•

To describe completed actions before something in the future

•

To express situations that started in the past and have continued up until the present

•

To express situations that started in the past and continued up until another time in the
past

Table 17
Matrix teenagers advanced – A2+ age (18 and up)

Week

1– 2

Project

General

Communicative

Linguistic

objective

objective

objective

Contents

Project:

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Adjectives

Creating a

able to generate

able to describe

be able to use

Business

Company.

precise and

situations and

adjectives and

vocabulary

At the end accurate

other elements of

adverbs

of

the descriptions of

their future

correctly

course

the type of

company.

students

company they

will be able plan to create.
to create a
company
based

on
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real
3–4

life

facts.

This Students will

company
will

express ideas
be cohesively and

presented in coherently in

Students will be

Students will

Although,

able to express

be able to use

in spite of,

ideas correctly

linkers

despite,

through the use of appropriately.

the closing order to describe linkers in order
activity

as the mission,

way the company

of

thinks about

English

their company.

doing business.

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Future

s and ideas able to express

able to describe

be able to use

perfect

for

completed actions

the future

simple

offers
5–6

new

opportunitie

future the results

entrepreneu

expected for the

of their company

perfect simple

Future

rs.

company after

in certain time in

tense in oral

perfect

the first year of

the future.

and written

continuous

foundation.
7–8

etc.

to describe the

an example vision and
how philosophy of

however,

ways.

Students will

Students will be

Students will

Duration of

describe the

able to

be able to use

the past

activities that

express situations

the present

until now

the company has that been

perfect

Time

been doing

happening in the

continuous

expressions

during the first

company

tense correctly

and adverbs
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year of creation

(recently,
lately, etc.)

9– 10

11 -12

Students will

Students will be

Students will

Duration

describe

able to express

be able to use

before

activities that

situations that had the past perfect

something

had happened in

taken place before continuous

in the past

the company

the company

before it began

opened its

something

to grow.

business.

in the past

Students will

Students will be

Student will be

Zero and

express the

able to express

able to

first

possible

different

describe

conditionals

difficulties that

conditions that

situations

the company

could generate

through the use

may present in

problems for the

of zero and

the first year of

company in the

first

foundation.

first year.

conditionals.

tense correctly

Cause of

Teenagers conversational – B1 age (18 and up)

Competence
In this conversation module, students can have the opportunity to check
grammar and sentence structure, improving pronunciation, intonation and fluency,
enrich vocabulary and idiom. Students can learn more about English expressions and
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proverbs, becoming aware of cultural differences, among other procedures. Finally,
students can review topics such as films, books and literature, news, lifestyles and
current affairs, media, arts.

Abilities
•

To use collocations

•

To use colloquial language

•

To describe general situations

•

To express ideas

•

To identify speaker’s role

•

To express abstract ideas

•

To express critical analysis

•

To express reaction

Table 18

Matrix teenagers conversational – B1 age (18 and up)

Week

1– 2

Project

General

Communicative

Linguistic

objective

objective

objective

Contents

Communit

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Experiences

y

able to describe

able to acquire

be able to

Feelings

spokespers

experiences,

fluency talking

express their

and

on.

feelings,

about their

feelings,

emotions
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3–4

5–6

In this

emotions, hopes

feelings,

emotions,

Hopes and

project

and plans related

emotions, hopes

hopes and

plans

students

to their life plans. and plans

plans.

will

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Agreement

elaborate a

able express

able to acquire

be able to

and

speech

agreement-

fluency and

express

disagreeme

directed to

disagreement,

security when

agreement,

nt

the

opinions,

expressing

interest,

Opinions

community

interest,

agreement,

sympathy and

Interest

with the

sympathy and

disagreement,

opinions.

Sympathy

idea of

speculation

opinions,

Students will

Speculating

offering

related to their

interest,

be able to

solutions to

view of

sympathy and

express

social

humanity.

speculations.

disagreement,

problems

and

found in

speculations

their

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Taking

context.

able to take the

able to acquire

be able to

initiative in

Students

initiative in a

self-confidence

initiate a

interaction

will express

conversation,

when developing

conversation in Encouragin

their ideas

encourage and

a conversation

a proper way.

g and

and to

invite another

Students will

inviting

understand

speaker to join in

be able to join

another

the role of a

it and moderate a

or end a

speaker to
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7–8

9 – 10

speaker

speaking task.

conversation.

continue

when taking

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Expressing

turns. Also

able to express

able to acquire

be able to use

abstract

they will

abstract ideas

self-confidence

their previous

ideas

describe

such social

expressing about

knowledge to

abstract

interest that can

their daily life

refer to the

ideas, use

bond ASE with

situations.

context around

critical

the improvement

analysis and

of their quality of

express

life.

their

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Synthesizin

reactions.

able to

able to express

be able to

g,

synthesize,

accurately their

gloss and

evaluating,

evaluate and

ideas in oral and

synthesize

glossing

information.

info

them.

gloss information written ways
coming from

synthesizing and

Students will

texts related to

glossing texts

be able to

the importance of

show

confidence when

confidence

speaking a

when

foreign language.

communicatin
g in a foreign
language

11 – 12

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Expressing
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able express

able to express

be able to

reaction

reactions,

their perceptions

express their

(indifferenc

complains,

about the context

opinions about

e, critiquing

perceptions,

around them.

unfair facts in

and

their society.

reviewing)

related to the
unfair
distribution
goods in our
context.

Adults

Adults basic 1 – A1 age (18 and up)
Competence
Students can introduce themselves and others using greetings, verb to be and
short expressions that let others know new personal information: also they can describe
the activities they develop during their daily lives and their likes and dislikes using the
present simple tense, the hours and the adverbs of frequency, at the same time they can
describe the activities that they are developing at the moment. Also, students can
express their abilities and disabilities using the modal verb can and the prepositions of
place to describe situations that happen around them.

Abilities
•

To know greetings used in the English classes

•

To use some common verbs to describe their daily routines.
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•

To describe the weather and the clothes they are using at the moment.

•

To express their likes and dislikes regarding the locality of Engativa.

•

To identify their abilities and disabilities when speaking in a foreign language.

•

To describe the placement of objects or places using the prepositions of place

Table 19
Adults basic 1 – A1 age (18 and up)

Project

1-2

General

Communicative

Linguistic

Objective

objective

Objective

Beautiful

Students will be

camping.

Students will be

Contents

Students will

Introducing

able to introduce able to talk about

be able to use

yourself

At the end

themselves by

their personal

the verb to be

Possessive

of the

an interview.

information in an

in order to give adjectives

course,

interview.

their personal

Pronouns

students

Students will be

information.

Nationalitie

will present

able to identify

s

a sketch in

the characteristics

Professions

where they

of the professions

and
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can talk

of their

occupations

about how

classmates.

Verb to be

is an
3-4

adventure in Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Camping

a camping

able to talk in

able to express

be able to use

daily

where they

present simple

their ideas of a

the present

routine

doing by an

about camping

camping daily

simple in order

Frequency

interview.

daily routines.

routine using the

to talk about

adverbs

frequency adverbs their daily

Hours

and the hours by a routines.

Days of the

presentation.

week
Months

5-6

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Clothing for

able to talk

able to express in

be able to tell

a camping.

about the

a conversation

the actions

Weather at

weather and the

how the weather

they are doing

the camping

clothes they are

is at the camping

in the camping

using at the

Students will be

using the

camping.

able to describe

present

the clothing they

continuous

are using at the

tense.

camping.
7-8

Students will be

Students will be

Student will

Camping
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9-10

able to express

able to express in

use the present

the things they

a presentation the

simple to

like and the

activities that they construct

things they do

like and don’t like sentences

not like at the

to do at the

using likes and

camping.

camping.

dislikes.

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Abilities

able to use the

able to give

be able to use

Disabilities

modal verb can

information about

the modal verb

Instruments

to express the

abilities and

can in order to

Sports

abilities to play

disabilities they

talk about their

instruments and

have in practicing

abilities and

practice sports

some sports and

disabilities

during the

play instruments.

about sports

camping.

activities

and play
instruments.

11-12

Student will able Students will be

Students will

Camping.

to use the

able to describe

be able to

There is/ are

prepositions of

the place where

construct

Some/ any

place through

they go in the

sentences in

Demonstrati

the description

camping.

simple present

ve pronouns

of the camping

using

place.

prepositions of
place to give
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information
about camping
routine.
Adults basic 2 – A1+ age (18 and up)

Competence
Students can understand short dialogues to talk about past and future events,
developing strategies that help them to understand words, expressions and sentences
that they read. Students can understand the vocabulary about food, biographies, and
adjectives. They can answer questions that are asked in a clearly and slowly language.
They can use short sentences to express their abilities, duties and personal
characteristics. They participate in conversations and mini debates. They can speak with
a little fluency

Abilities
•

To use comparatives and Superlatives with the city vocabulary

•

To say events in past simple and continuous about anecdotes.

•

To make comparisons about places and friends.

•

To use have to and must about obligations.

•

To make decisions about the near future using will.

Table 20
Adults basic 2 – A1+ age (18 and up)
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Week

1-2

Project

General

Communicate

Linguistic

Objective

Objective

Objective

Contents

My city

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be

City

lifestyle.

able to express

able to describe

able to use the

vocabulary

At the end of and recognize

their social

quantifiers and

Adverbs of

the course

quantity

environment using

countable and

quantity

the students

expressions.

the quantity

uncountable

Countable

expressions.

nouns to

and

a video

describe their

uncountable

where they

city.

Nouns

will present

show a news
program and
the different
transmission
s they are
doing around
the city that
are related
with the city
changes.

3-4

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be

Biographies

able to use the

able to present an

able to use

Anecdotes

past simple to

anecdote when

regular and

Irregular and

talk about

they or their

irregular verbs

regular verbs
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citizens past

neighbors were

in past simple

anecdotes or

children.

in order to talk

important people

Students will be

about their or

biography.

able to interview to the others past
their neighbors in

experiences.

order to get
biography data of a
died person.
5-6

7-8

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be

Past

able to talk about

able to narrate past

able to make a

continuous

events or projects

events that were

script in order

clauses

that started some

important in the

to use the past

Verbs in

years ago and

city when they

continuous for

gerund

were interrupted.

were younger.

interview.

Students will be

Students will be

Student will use

Places

able to compare

able to make

adjectives in

Adjectives

how the places of

comparisons

order to make

Comparative

their city were in

between two city

comparisons

s and

the past and how

places.

and exaltations

superlatives.

they are now.

Students will be

giving their

able to use

point of view.

adjectives to
compare and make
exaltations of city
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places.

9-10

11-12

Students will use

Students will be

Students will

Abilities

the modal verb

able to participate

use the modal

Disabilities

must and have to

in a debate, telling

verb must and

Home duties

for talk about

about which are

have in past,

and

their obligations

the obligations that

present and

obligations

as citizens.

they have, using

future

City duties

must and have to.

according to

and

their use.

obligations

Students will be

Students will be

Students will be

Immediate

able to produce

able to talk about

able to

decisions

in oral and

the future promises

construct a

writing way some and actions that

composition in

future promises

they will do to

which they

and voluntary

change their

describe the

actions that will

society.

actions that they

affect the city

will do to

progress

change the
society.
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Adults intermediate– A2 age (18 and up)

Competence
Students can differentiate between the uses of the future simple “will” and the
form be going to express predictions and plans. Also, they are going to be able to
express recommendations, abilities, suggestions and permissions through the use of the
modal verbs, according with the
function of each one of them. At the end they are going to be able to talk about their
present and past experiences using the present and past perfect simple tenses and the
verb patterns to acquire fluency to express their ideas.

Abilities
•

To differentiate between plans and predictions.

•

To give advices and recommendations using the modal verb should.

•

To express past abilities, suggestions and possibilities using the modal verb could.

•

To ask and give permission using the modal verb may.

•

To express abilities and suggestions using the modal verb might.

•

To talk about experiences and accomplishments.

•

To narrate past experiences.

•

To acquire fluency using the verb patterns.
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Table 21

Adults intermediate– A2 age (18 and up)

Week

1-2

Project

General

Communicate

Linguistic

Objective

Objective

Objective

Contents

Environmen Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Plans

t

able to talk about

be able to use

Promises

Preservation in oral and

their future plans

future simple

.

writing way

and promises to

be going to

At the end

some future

care the

and will to

of the

plans and

environment.

express future

course, the

promises that

students

will help to the

able to produce

arrangements.

will develop environment

3-4

a short

preservation.

presentation

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Recommen

where they

able to express

able to give

be able to

dations/advi

show

advices and

advices about

construct

ces

interviews

possibilities

environmental

sentences

Past

and images

using the modal

problems using

using the

abilities/

of the past,

verbs should and the modal verb

modal verbs

suggestions

present and

could to express

should

should and

and

future

advices and

Students will be

could

possibilities

situation of

suggestions to

able to make
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the

care the

suggestions and

environmen

environment.

express

t.

possibilities to
care the
environment
using the modal
verb could

5-6

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Give/reques

able to express

able to ask and

be able to

t permission

permissions,

give permissions

construct short

Possibilities

possibilities and

to make

sentences that

/

suggestions to

campaigns that

express

suggestions

make actions to

help the

permissions,

care the

environment

possibilities

environment

preservation using and

using the modal

the modal verb

verbs may and

may

might.

Students will be
able to use in
conversations the
modal verb might
to refer to
possibilities and
suggestions to

suggestions.
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help to the
environment
preservation

7-8

Students will be

Students will be

Student will

Experiences

able to talk

able to talk about

be able to

Accomplish

about their life

the changes the

describe

ments

experiences

environment has

experiences

using present

had during the

and

perfect simple

time using the

accomplishme

tense.

present perfect

nts using the

simple tense

present perfect

Students will be

simple tense,

able to talk about

adverbs and

activities they

time

have done to help

expressions

the environment
preservation using
time expressions
and adverbs.
9-10

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Past

able to describe

able to describe

be able to use

completed

the past

the activities the

the past perfect

actions/expe

activities people people had done

simple tense to

riences
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did to cause

with the

express the

before

damages to the

environment until

activities they

something

environment

it started to

had done

in the past

using the past

disappear.

before another

perfect simple

action.

tense
11-12

Student will be

Students will be

Students will

Gerund

able to use the

able to write and

be able to

Infinitive

verb patterns

talk with fluency

construct short

type I and II to

about

sentence using

acquire fluency

environment

verb patterns

in English skills

problems using

type I and II

to talk about any the specific
topic.

groups of verbs
and the gerund to
construct
sentences with
verb patterns type
I and II.
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Adults advanced – A2+ age (18 and up)

Competence
Students can use adjectives and adverbs correctly in order to describe actions
and other elements. The use of linkers is fundamental to enhance writing and speaking
abilities. Students can also work on the use of future perfect and other perfect
continuous forms in order to be able to express ideas in a more accurate manner.

Abilities
•

To express description accurately

•

To organize ideas correctly through the use of linkers

•

To express conditions through the use of different conditional forms

•

To describe completed actions before something in the future

•

To express situations that started in the past and has continued up until the present

•

To express situations that started in the past and continued up until another time in the
past

Table 22.
Matrix adults advanced – A2+ age (18 and up)

Week

1– 2

Project

Creating a

General

Communicative

Linguistic

objective

objective

objective

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Contents

Adjectives
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Company.

able to generate

able to describe

be able to use

Business

At the end

precise and

situations and other

adjectives

vocabulary

of the

accurate

elements of their

and adverbs

course

descriptions of

future company.

correctly

students

the type of

will be able company they
to create a

plan to create.

company
based on
real life
facts. This
3–4

company

Students will

Students will be

Students will

Although,

will be

express ideas

able to express

be able to use

in spite of,

presented

cohesively and

ideas correctly and

linkers

despite,

in the

coherently in

organized through

appropriately

however,

closing

order to describe the use of linkers in

activity as

the mission,

order to describe

an example

vision and

the way the

of how

philosophy of

company thinks

English

their company.

about doing

offers new
5–6

etc.

business.

opportuniti

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Future

es and

able to express

able to describe

be able to use

perfect

ideas for

the results

completed actions

the future

simple
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future

expected for the

of their company in

perfect

Future

entrepreneu company after

certain time in the

simple tense

perfect

rs.

future.

in oral and

continuous

the first year of
foundation.

7–8

written ways.

Students will

Students will be

Students will

Duration of

describe the

able to

be able to use

the past

activities that

express situations

the present

until now

the company has that been

perfect

Time

been doing

happening in the

continuous

expressions

during the first

company

tense

and adverbs

correctly.

(recently,

year of creation

lately, etc.)
9– 10

11 -12

Students will

Students will be

Students will

Duration

describe

able to express

be able to use

before

activities that

situations that had

the past

something

had happened in

taken place before

perfect

in the past

the company

the company

continuous

Cause of

before it began

opened its

tense

something

to grow.

business.

correctly

in the past

Students will

Students will be

Student will

Zero and

express the

able to express

be able to

first

possible

different conditions describe

difficulties that

that could generate

situations

the company

problems for the

through the

conditionals
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may present in

company in the

use of zero

the first year of

first year.

and first

foundation.

conditionals.

Adults conversational – B1 age (18 and up)

Competence
In this conversation module, students can have the opportunity to check
grammar and sentence structure, improving pronunciation, intonation and fluency,
enrich vocabulary and idiom. Students can learn more about English expressions and
proverbs, becoming aware of cultural differences, among other procedures. Finally,
students can review topics such as films, books and literature, news, lifestyles and
current affairs, media, arts.

Abilities
•

To use collocations

•

To use colloquial language

•

To describe general situations

•

To express ideas

•

To identify speaker’s role

•

To express abstract ideas

•

To express critical analysis

•

To express reactions
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Table 23
Matrix adults conversational – B1 age (18 and up)

Week

1– 2

3–4

Project

General

Communicative

Linguistic

objective

objective

objective

Contents

Communit

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Experiences

y

able to describe

able to acquire

be able to

Feelings

spokespers

experiences,

fluency talking

express their

and

on.

feelings,

about their

feelings,

emotions

In this

emotions, hopes

feelings, emotions,

emotions,

Hopes and

project

and plans related hopes and plans

hopes and

plans

students

to their life

plans.

will

plans.

elaborate a

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Agreement

speech

able express

able to acquire

be able to

and

directed to

agreement-

fluency and

express

disagreeme

the

disagreement,

security when

agreement,

nt

community

opinions,

expressing

interest,

Opinions

with the

interest,

agreement,

sympathy and Interest

idea of

sympathy and

disagreement,

opinions.

Sympathy

offering

speculation

opinions, interest,

Students will

Speculating

solutions to related to their

sympathy and

be able to

social

view of

speculations.

express

problems

humanity.

disagreement,
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5–6

7–8

found in

and

their

speculations

context.

Students will be

Students will be

Students

able to take the

able to acquire self- be able to

initiative in

will

initiative in a

confidence when

initiate a

interaction

express

conversation,

developing a

conversation

Encouragin

their ideas

encourage and

conversation

in a proper

g and

and to

invite another

way.

inviting

understand

speaker to join

Students will

another

the role of

in it and

be able to

speaker to

a speaker

moderate a

join or end a

continue

when

speaking task.

conversation.

taking

Students will be

Students will be

turns. Also

able to express

able to acquire self- be able to use

they will

abstract ideas

confidence

their previous ideas

describe

such social

expressing about

knowledge to

abstract

interest that can

their daily life

refer to the

ideas, use

bond ASE with

situations.

context

critical

the

analysis

improvement of

Students will

Students will

Taking

Expressing
abstract

around them.

and express their quality of

9 – 10

their

life.

reactions.

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Synthesizin

able to

able to express

be able to

g,
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synthesize,

accurately their

gloss and

evaluating,

evaluate and

ideas in oral and

synthesize

glossing

gloss

written ways

information.

info

information

synthesizing and

Students will

coming from

glossing texts

be able to

texts related to

show

the importance

confidence

of confidence

when

when speaking a

communicati

foreign

ng in a

language.

foreign
language

11 – 12

Students will be

Students will be

Students will

Expressing

able express

able to express

be able to

reaction

reactions,

their perceptions

express their

(indifferenc

complains,

about the context

opinions

e, critiquing

perceptions,

around them.

about unfair

and

related to the

facts in their

reviewing)

unfair

society.

distribution
goods in our
context.
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Designing materials

According to the social and institutional factors that describe ASE, teachers have to
bear on mind that these kinds of students are simple and modest, as well as the
institution. They do not have enough resources to get the best quality of materials and
the highest technology to count on when studying. That is why; it is pertinent to propose
specific materials for each type of population of students that belong to this institution.
In this sense, these materials will be divided according to their ages and English level.
That is in order to obtain successful results with the development of the proper
curriculum and with students’ learning.
Gathering all type of materials and resources that ASE can offer to students, they
actually have just a few: T.Vs, VCR and recorders that have to be shared by all the
teachers to use in all courses which are very important and necessary in any language
class. There is not any library or resources center in the institution, therefore, the
practitioners must have their own material for each class. There are neither media nor
technological resources for working and implementing interesting and new activities
and for putting some strategies into practice. Moreover, there are no computers for the
use of the community and teachers to work on.
As mentioned above, when taking into account ASE management, and the benefit of
students learning, the courses are organized into groups according to their age and
English level since there are differences among behaviors, attitudes, attention interests
and ways of learning of children, teenagers, and adults when teachers use materials and
resources in the lessons.
Brown (2000) stated that what a person learns can be maintained or it will be
forgotten. It is necessary to reinforce students learning with exercises, tasks and
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applications, to focus on real life in order to obtain meaningful learning. Hence, this
proposal is based on the implementation of didactic guides and workshops with colors
and images about real life for children and teenagers, and with current subjects of
interest for adults. A common case of this is when students attend to class and they feel
that they have understood and learnt everything that teacher explained during the lesson,
however, in the next class they will probably forget a lot of concepts or part of the
lesson if they do not do tasks or activities related to the topic with subjects of their
interest.
Additionally, as Haring (1985) suggested, learning styles should not be studied in
isolation but with the conditions and context in which the learning is carried out. There
are cognitive, emotional and physiological factors that influence students’ learning
style. Dunn and Dunn (1978), Alonso et al (1994, p48), Keefe (1982) and Guild and
Garger (1998) claimed that teachers have to be aware of these individual situations in
order to improve the learning process. For instance, some students learn through
listening, in other words through processing information imparted verbally, others learn
by moving, doing or touching and so on. In this sense, they have to take into account all
these different learning styles to best help students. The proposal is to set up activities
such as role plays, dialogues, listening activities, songs and games and resources such as
websites where students can record and listen to their own voices, as well as develop
activities and check their own score, to play while learning, and watch videos, films,
and so on.
A factor that needs significant relevance is the implementation of the communicative
English language teaching that facilitates both teaching and learning by creating a good
rapport between teachers and students, as Brown, H. (2000) stated. This is not only in
order to make the classroom a pleasant learning environment, but more importantly to
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ease learning. Students must feel comfortable making mistakes in front of their teacher
and peers for them to make significant progress. For this reason, the proposal involves
games and warmers, which are not merely a triviality but genuinely, contribute to the
learning progress since they are an excellent way to break the ice and encourage shyer
students to speak with more confidence in front of the class.
To sum up, it is important to include the resources and materials mentioned above for
the three types of population (children, teenagers and adults), in some cases, with more
frequency than others for specific population. The point is to divide them according to
the grade of difficulty which depends on students’ English level, that teachers must
have clear from the beginning in order to offer students the right material and resources.

Didactic ideas

As Diker (2009) stated, the greater the amount of materials used in lessons, the better
the results and success on students learning process. Teachers should include a large
variety of materials and resources looking for effectiveness in their teaching. Avoiding
boredom and discouragement in students is the clue for improving learning. Keeping in
mind the profiles of the students at ASE helps the authors to realize that they present
differences of context such as English level, age, gender, socio-economical status,
among others. That is why, it is of significant importance to take care of these aspects
when designing, choosing, and applying materials for the classes. Remembering the
aforementioned matter, teachers should bear in mind some didactic ideas of materials
and resources to apply in their lessons:
Role plays

Videos

Dialogues

Songs
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Workshops

Guides

Games

Magazines

Flash cards

News papers

Films

Computer games

Presentations

Textbooks

E-books

Wikis

Forums

Blogs

Video beam

Topics discussion

Competitions

Special days’ celebrations

Contests

English show cases

As Brown (2000) affirmed, the students’ learning should be kept or it will be forgotten.
It is necessary to reinforce students’ knowledge and skills already acquired with
exercises, tasks and applications, to focus on real life in order to gain meaningful
learning. The materials can be used in class and at home, and they may be taken from
virtual and physical sources, always chosen by ages and levels of difficulty in a
pertinent way. It is possible that specific and useful information of the topics that
students have already worked in class becomes reinforced and improved.

Evaluation system description
Evaluation in English is a process that has to deal with legislation and rules
given by Colombian Government and the Common European Framework, which
establish certain parameters to evaluate the acquisition of a second language in
Colombia. In order to contextualize this evaluation description for ASE, an evaluation
proposal has been designed. The objective is to cover ASES’s population needs,
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regarding the teaching of English as a foreign language and the institutional philosophy.
This system is defined as a systematic and continuous effort to gather information about
the learning achieved by students in order to guide and promote the process of building
knowledge, skills, and reorient the pedagogical processes. (See appendices)
Taking into account the results found thanks to the data analysis and regarding
the theories included in the literature review, this evaluation system was designed with
the idea to enhance the elements that were weak in the ASE evaluation system and to
reinforce the ones that could be improved.
First of all, evaluation should be formative, open and a reliable process that
promotes the understanding of the language, which allows students to incorporate the
advance in the acquisition of English as a second language, in other words, to expand
the ability to understand the concepts and give another point of view about error. In
order to achieve these purposes, it was necessary to incorporate self-evaluation
processes that allow students to reflect on their own performance and set goals in order
to improve and to stimulate reflection on the process of building knowledge, skills and
ethical values or attitudes.
It is important to say that evaluation should also reflect different ways of
learning; teachers have to be able to apply strategies based on students' different
learning styles. They cannot be evaluated in the same way; evaluation should allow
students to demonstrate their strengths and the process they follow to learn.
A description of the proposed Evaluation system designed for ASE is described below:
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Types of Evaluation

Formative evaluation
To obtain information about the progress made by students in the learning
process, this information is going to benefit teachers and students from ASE’s
community because they provide guidelines for adjusting or enriching the teaching and
learning process.

Summative Evaluation
Summative evaluation has as a goal of qualifying through a conceptual or
numerical scale the students’ learning process and the results in the exams to obtain the
learning outcomes for promotional purposes.

Diagnostic Evaluation

It determines intellectual, emotional, physical, or environmental elements in the
learning process for students; also, It will be the first step to start the English course in
this institution. It was designed to obtain information about the knowledge and skills
that students have acquired during their experience as English learners, they are going to
take the diagnostic test at the beginning of their academic life in ASE in order to be
classified by levels.

This exam is going to have 3 sections: reading, writing and grammar, and will be
standardized for the people who aspire to start an English course at ASE (See
appendices)
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Evaluation Scale
Since the learning of a language is a process, the evaluation has to be
continuous, evaluating at any time by a systematic observation of students daily work,
attitude, participation and interest it in class. In this daily work, teachers will also
evaluate how students make use of the language, both oral and written and also how
they develop the different language skills, regarding the results obtained from the data
analysis. This analysis provides the opportunity to notice the use of skills as an
important element to improve the evaluation methods for ASE. Therefore, teachers are
going to design activities such as readings, listening, dictation, speaking, and writing,
among others.

Evaluation Scale for ASE
A scale from 1 to 5 has been proposed giving to each evaluation procedure a
percentage to complete the final qualification; the elements to evaluate during the
English level are going to be:
Work in class that includes the final project and activities such as readings,
listening, dictations, speaking and writing activities and others, proposed by teacher.
First exam, that includes the contents studied at that time
Final exam, that includes the contents studied throughout the level.

Evaluation methods
Description of the evaluation methods
Teacher should consider these methods to evaluate students in ASE.
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• Observation Dialogue Self Evaluation
• Projects performance process (Assimilation and practice of the different
language skills)
• Exams to evaluate the skills.
• Teacher self-Evaluation to improve the techniques and methods used in class.
Exams

These are questions and exercises focused on the contents studied. The exam
evaluates the language skills through this structure:

It will be divided into 5 sections (Grammar, speaking, listening, reading and
writing) with a value of 10 points each to complete 50 as a total. The exam will be
designed by teachers, using the contents studied during the semester.

Projects
Projects are challenges that reflect real situations. Tasks include short, medium
or long term projects and require a production or performance. At ASE, this project will
be an opportunity to show what students learn by making a performance at the end of
each level, these projects are going to be developed during the level in order to show the
result in the closing event.

Self-Evaluation
Evaluation is a collaborative process that is more effective when it involves selfevaluation and evaluation by the teacher. In this sense, the evaluation is done with the
students and teachers but not only on their performance.
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Students' Self-evaluation
It has the purpose to judge students work by their own criteria, the goal in this
evaluation is for students to do better in the future base on questions and information
related to their punctuality, work in class, behaviors, responsibility, respect among
others. Self-evaluation is a tool to measure the impact on student performance during a
learning level, the formats are going to be provided by the institution and designed
based on the research results. (See appendices).

Teacher self-Evaluation
It has the purpose to judge teachers’ performance by their own criteria; the goal
is to improve the professional practices in ASE regarding the population they have in
terms of social and academicals issues. Through this evaluation, teachers will be able to
support their teaching methodology and to establish changes if required, the formats are
going to be provided by the institution and designed based on the research results. (See
appendices

Teachers' performance evaluation
The foundation has engaged a teacher performance evaluation in order to make
improvements in teachers’ performance thanks to the students' opinion, this mechanism
was created and designed by ASE to recognize achievements, identify challenges and
reorient the teaching process. (See appendices)
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Evaluation of the institution
This assessment was also designed by ASE to have a clear concept of what they
offer as an institution and how they can improve taking into account their strengths and
weaknesses and off course the suggestions made by teachers. The populations who
answer this evaluation are the teachers. (See appendices

Preliminary English Test (PET)
Regarding the parameters established by the Common European Framework, the
acquisition of a second language has to be evaluated through an international exam that
can measure students’ proficiency. In the case of ASE and taking into account the
results of the examinations, the authors’ professional practice and the time intensity,
students complete their cycle in ASE with a B1 level of English acquisition. Hence, the
international exam proposed is the Preliminary English Test (PET) with the reference of
the University of Cambridge ESOL examinations, this exam will be mandatory for the
people who finish the English course in ASE, at B1 level. Students are expected to:

• Understand public announcements
• Face situations as a tourist
• Be involved in a conversation with basic vocabulary, ask and answer simple
questions.
• Write simple communications

The preparation for PET provides these kinds of practical language skills. (See
appendices
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PET test
PET has three parts

Reading and Writing: 1 hour 30 minutes
Basically students have to read text taken from magazines, journals, and understand the
main ideas, they have to write short paragraphs and a story of 100 words, and complete
an

exercise

that

involves

reading

and

writing.

Listening: 30 minutes (approx.)
Students have to understand a recording with information related to
announcements and simple discussions about everyday life.

Speaking: 10 -12 minutes
Students have to take this part of the test by pairs. They have to prepare a
conversation involving topics such as likes and dislikes.

Evaluation proposal
Taking into account students perceptions, this evaluation proposal will be
helpful and practical for children, teens and adults because they need clear and specific
parameters to understand the whole process. In this part, it is essential to explain the
evaluation system in the English course for three main reasons: Organization,
effectiveness and equality that at the end and during the course have been the benefits
for all students, teachers and administrators.
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In the curriculum designed, it was convenient to make an organization according
to the students’ level based on the common European Framework, because it is an
international classification with specific profile in each level. (See appendices)

Table 24.
English course division

Basic 1
Basic 2
Intermediate
Advanced
Conversational

A1
A1 +
A2
A2+
B1

Basic speaker

Independent speaker

According to this chart, the evaluation system and some parameters for each
English course have been proposed.

The English course for all levels and ages are divided in two terms; first and
final term each term has a percentage of 50 %, in each term the teacher must include:
final test for each term 30%, class work 15% that includes: developing project for the
closing session, tasks and worksheets. On the other hand, one self-evaluation over 5%;
students evaluate their commitment in aspects like: responsibility, motivation,
participation etc. At the end, percentage is 50% in total for each term.

Table 25.
General percentage for each term
Term

Level

Population

Percentage

Total
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First Term

Second
Term

Basic 1
Basic 2
Intermediate
Advance
Conversational

Children

15% Class work

Teens

30% Final test

Adults

5% Self evaluation

Basic 1
Basic 2
Intermediate
Advance
Conversational

Children

15% Class work

Teens

30% Final test

Adults

5% Self evaluation

Total

50%

50%

100%

Figure 36. General percentage for each term.

Rating scale for tests
All aspects in the evaluation process are important in ASE, but with the tests
teachers can analyze one part of the learning in the students’ process in specific skills.
All ASE students have to take the test in each term where they can demonstrate their
strengths and weaknesses acquired during the course. This is the rating scale for the
first and final test; in this step of the evaluation process, teachers must be fair and
specific on each skill assessed.
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All the children, teens and adults tests have to include all the skills in this order:
Vocabulary, grammar, listening, reading, writing and speaking for two reasons: first,
because it is easier for them to star with those skills and second, because when the
students carry out the listening section in first place, they can control the time to answer
the others skills.
• Vocabulary section is going to be evaluated over 5 points
• Grammar section is going to be evaluated over 5 points.
• Listening section is going to be evaluated over 10 points.
• Reading section is going to be evaluated over 10 points.
• Writing section is going to be evaluated over 10 points.
• Speaking section is going to be evaluated over 10 points

The headline has to specify the percentage of each skill in a small chart at the top of
the test. It is important to mention that ASE students pass the test with a grade over 3.0
and the English course over 3.0 evaluating all aspects mentioned before.
ASSESSMENT CHART
Vocabulary: _________
Grammar: __________
Listening: ___________
Reading: ___________
Writing: ____________
Speaking: __________
Total ___________

Figure 37. Assessment chart for tests.
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Table 26.
Assessment chart for tests

SKILLS

POINTS

Vocabulary

0.5

Grammar

0.5

Listening

10

Reading

10

Writing

10

Speaking

10

Total

5.0

In each English course, there is a director of practicum, who has the
responsibility to check the entire test and decide if the test designed by teachers is
suitable to be applied taking to account different elements. For instance, the headline,
the coherence of the questions, the grammar, the percentage of each exercise and skill,
etc. It is important to send the exam to the person in charge on time that is two weeks
before the application.
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Test guidelines for all levels (children, teens and adults)

Headline
All the exams have to include the same headline that appears at the end of this
information.

• ASE Logo
• Academic English level
• Teacher’s name
• A space for Student’s name and date
• The purpose
• Time estimated
• A small chart (assessment) that explains students in an easy way what the
percentage is for each skill.

The Skills
The tests have to include vocabulary, grammar and the four skills with the points for
each skill.

Body Exam Layout
All teachers must use only one column in an exam paper with two or three pages
maximum.

• FONT TYPE AND SIZE: Arial 12
• THE TITLES: Arial 14 on bold
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• SPACING: 1.5
• PAPER: Should be legal size paper
• IMAGES: Use very clear and sharp images.

Exercises instruction
This is one of the most important things to keep in mind, because with clear
instructions, students will get better and real results.

• Instructions must be contextualized.
• The vocabulary and activities should be chosen according to the topic previously
taught in the classes.
• It is important to write an easy example for each exercise, specifically for
children.
• The topics for adults have to be about social, cultural, media, technology,
economy, psychology or topics according to their age.
• Each exercise has to evaluate only one skill.

Example:

Grammar
Especially for teens and adults, teachers have to include exercises that involve
grammar skills such as: conjugation of verbs, sentence completion, organize words,
prepositions, modal verbs, etc.
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Listening
Exercises such as short conversations or situations where they can complete gaps
with words, numbers or sentences that they listen to.

Reading
In this section, it is important to include topics for this skill, something related to
their likes. The questions must be about the reading comprehension for example asking
for details, yes or no, true or false, inference information and multiple choices.
Vocabulary
Exercises such as fill in the gaps, organize the words, match pictures with the proper
words taking into consideration the correct spelling and the use of the words in a
communicative context.

Writing
Teachers have to specify a topic and how many words the student has to write,
the coherence, the cohesion, the use of the connectors, punctuation and spelling.

Speaking
In this exercise, students can interact in communicative situations taking into
consideration interesting topics focused on pragmatic use of language. For example
postmodern topics such as: music, television, entertainment and technology.
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CONCLUSIONS

As a conclusion, the building of an integrated curriculum is based on the ASE
students’ needs in order to fulfill their expectations and also to help them reach the
growth they desire in their personal development. In this sense, the curriculum approach
promotes personal growth and social development to achieve an improvement the
quality of life. Also, the EFL integrated curriculum at ASE is promoting a constant
interaction between all the members of the institution such as students, teachers and
administrators because through the data collection analysis it was recognized that
students consider that ASE provides the possibility to know a diversity of personalities
and promotes solidarity and wealth for the community. Moreover, the teachers not only
provide knowledge but they guide and instruct the class work focused on the
cooperative learning in the foreign language.
According to the results of the triangulation of information, the EFL integrated
curriculum takes into account the community’s background, needs and perspectives
based on curriculum development which includes a set of procedures related to
methodologies, materials, content and evaluation that students and teachers have chosen
in common agreement. All of these aspects work together in order to fulfill the
expectations students have.
Based on the data analysis, most of the students prefer strategies to facilitate
the EFL learning, this aspect contributes to the integrated curriculum because students
feel comfortable and motivated being able to organize class information that help them
to understand the topics learned in class. Besides, students have new resources that
emphasize the visual method such as internet, web sites focused on listening activities
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or movies, and didactic games that reinforce the visual memory and that students can
access outside the classroom when developing their autonomous learning.
In addition, it is important to state that alternative evaluation contributes to
EFL integrated curriculum because students are affected by the development of the
activities and the teacher evaluates not only the final result, but the whole English
learning process. Moreover, the alternative evaluation promotes a socio-cultural
atmosphere because it provides different environments to work with the students’ and
teachers’ participation in order to ease the English learning in a comfortable way. Also,
EFL evaluation evaluates the students’ process and the final exam is based on the
measurement of the following skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, vocabulary
and grammar. Then, students are able to show their proficiency level in the English
learning.
Another aspect recognized was that students prefer the alternative evaluation
because they feel comfortable due of the fact that they can improve their process
according the teachers’ observations, exercises or classmates’ points of view, thus
students have more chances to think and reflect about their own learning process. In
contrast, they do not like to face up the final exam because they consider that it is very
stressful and it makes them feel afraid because it determines how much they know.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A. Carta de autorización para participación en investigación

Dirigida
Padres de familia

Estimado Padre o Tutor, escribimos para informarle sobre un nuevo proyecto en
Alianza Social Educativa diseñado para mejorar la metodología de enseñanza del
Idioma Inglés en alumnos de todos los niveles que ofrece la Institución.
El propósito de este proyecto es ayudar a los maestros a proveer enseñanza de mejor
calidad a sus alumnos.
Agradeceríamos su participación firmando la autorización para que su hijo nos brinde
información con respecto los procedimientos de clase y sus perspectivas de la
institución en relación con la enseñanza del inglés. Esto ocurrirá de una manera
periódica para hacer el seguimiento de los procesos.

Lo que a su hijo(a) se le pedirá hacer:
Se le pedirá a sus hijos que completen una encuesta breve sobre prácticas que se
deben llevar para mejorar el aprendizaje del idioma Inglés. No estamos buscando
respuestas individuales de los alumnos, sino cómo información promedio. Es
importante mencionar que si la autorización no se nos regresa asumiremos que no hay
oposición de su parte.
SI ______ NO _______
AUTORIZO LA PARTICIPACION DE MI HIJO (A) EN ESTA INVESTIGACION.
____________________________
Firma del Padre/ Tutor
__________________________________
Nombre del niño (a)
__________________________
Firma del investigador Nombre del investigador
Nombre de la Institución:________________________________________
Nombre del maestro/a de su hijo/a:___________________________
Universidad de la Salle
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Carta de autorización para participación en investigación
Estimado estudiante

Usted esta invitado a participar en una investigación cuyo objetivo principal es mejorar
la metodología en la enseñanza del Idioma Inglés en alumnos de todos los niveles
que ofrece la Institución.

Si usted esta dispuesto(a) a participar, por favor fírmela y regrésela a el maestro(a).
Es importante mencionar que si la autorización no se nos regresa asumiremos que no
hay oposición de su parte.
Lo que se le pedirá hacer:
Se le pedirá completar encuestas breves sobre prácticas que se deben llevar para
mejorar el aprendizaje del idioma Inglés.

SI ______ NO _______
DOY MI CONSENTIMIENTO PARA PARTICIPAR EN ESTA INVESTIGACION
____________________________
Firma del Estudiante
__________________________________
Nombre del Estudiante
__________________________
Firma del investigador Nombre del investigador
Nombre de la Institución:________________________________________
Nombre del maestro/a de su hijo/a:___________________________
Universidad de la Salle
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Appendix C. Survey

ALIANZA SOCIAL EDUCATIVA
ENCUESTA

Esta encuesta es realizada a los estudiantes que se encuentran estudiando ingles en la FUNDACION
ALIANZA SOCIAL EDUCATIVA EN CONVENIO DE LA UNIVERSIDA DE LA SALLE.

1.

sexo: masculino….. femenino……..

2.

edad: …………..

3.

¿Con quién vive actualmente?

Padres…………. Esposo…….

Independiente…………. Otros……………..

4.

¿Dónde vive? ………………………..

5.

¿nivel de educación?

a.

primaria

b.

bachiller

c.

profesional

d.

otros: ……………………………………

6.

¿Cual es su ocupación o profesión? …………………………….

RESPONDA LAS SIGUIENTES PREGUNTAS DE ACUERDO A LOS PROGRAMAS DE INGLES QUE OFRECE
ASE.
1.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

¿Por qué decidió estudiar inglés en ASE?
oportunidades laborales
aprender otro idioma
por gusto
superación personal
otros: ………………………………………………………….

2.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

¿Cómo se enteró de los programas de ASE?
periódico
Internet
Amigo
Colegio
Otro: ……………………………………………………

3. ¿Recomendaría los programas de inglés que ofrece ASE a otras personas?
a. Si
b. No

¿por qué?
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PROCEDIMIENTOS DE CLASE
4.
a.
b.

¿Considera usted que el aprendizaje del inglés es importante para su vida? ¿por qué?
si
no

5.
a.
b.
c.
d.

¿Cómo califica usted las clases de ASE? ¿por qué?
excelentes
buenas
regulares
malas

6. ¿Qué es lo que le gusta de las clases de inglés de ASE? ¿Por qué?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

metodología
los profesores
las instalaciones
el precio
todas las anteriores

7. ¿Qué parte del aprendizaje del inglés le resulta más difícil? ¿Por qué?
a.
b.
c.
d.

hablarlo
escribirlo
escucharlo
leer

8. ¿Cuántas horas dedica al aprendizaje del inglés?
a.
b.
c.

cuatro horas a la semana
solo las horas de clase
menos de dos horas
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MATERIALES
9. ¿Con cuál de estos materiales le gusta trabajar en las horas de clase de ASE? ¿Por qué?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

canciones
guías
juegos
fotocopias
imágenes
otros: ………………………………………………………………………..

10. ¿Qué material le gustaría incluir en las clases de ASE?

EXAMENES
11. ¿Está de acuerdo con el sistema de evaluación empleado en ASE?
f. si
g. no
h. no lo conoce
15 ¿Cómo le gustaría ser evaluado?
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Appendix D. Survey analysis

SURVEY ANALYSIS
Eres niño ó niña?
grafico sexo
niño
5
niña

5

The sample was 50% girls and 50% boys, although the classroom had a major number of girl.
¿Cuántos años tienes?
edad
diez
once
doce

1
1
8

Most of the sample’s age is 12, it shows the real situation in the classroom where most of the
students where 12 years old.
¿Con quién vives?
hogar
padres
Abuelos
otros

9
0
1

Most of the children in the simple live with their parents, only 10% specified living with other
relatives.
¿Dónde vives?
barrio
La Riviera
La española
Los cerezos
La florida
Garcés navas

1
1
1
1
1
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Ferias
Villas de
granadas
Villas del
dorado

1

Bogotá

1

1
1

Most of students live near ASE in different sectors of the city.
¿qué curso haces en el colegio?
curso
quinto
sexto
séptimo

2
5
3

Most of students were making 6th grade back then, the age is an important factor because it’s
a way to check how advanced or behind students are from one to another

¿Por qué estudias inglés?
interés
te gusta
para mejorar en el colegio
para aprovechar el tiempo
porque tus familiares
también vienen
otros

5
3
1

1

Students attend English classes because they like it according to the 50% but they also mention
a lot the fact that they are obliged by their parents to go on Saturdays.
¿Cómo supiste del lugar donde estudias inglés los sábados?
cómo se enteró de ASE
por tus papas
2
por tus amigos
4
por tu colegio
4
Most students get the information from ASE from their friends who happen to be most of the
times their classmates. Only a few of the sample mentioned they were told by their parents
about ASE.
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PROCEDIMIENTOS DE CLASE
¿Cómo te parecen las clases de Inglés en ASE?
cómo le parecen las
clases
excelentes
buenas
regulares
malas

6
4

Most of students enjoy their classes and they think they are excelent or good.
¿Qué es lo que te gusta de las clases de inglés de ASE?
qué le gusta de las clases
los juegos
el- la profesor(a)
los salones
los amigos
otros

6
3

1

Most students are motivated by games and activities which they have fun with. The other
important factor for them to feel comfortable in their English class is the fact they like their
teachers. Only one children mentioned the fact that s/he learned to be important.
¿Qué es lo que te parece más difícil de inglés?
lo más difícil
hablar
5
escribir
2
escuchar
3
leer
Half of the simple thinks it is more difficult to speak than the other skills, 30% thinks listening is
also difficult and 20% thins writing is what they find the hardest. 0% mentioned reading.
MATERIALES
¿Cómo te gusta aprender inglés?
cómo le gusta aprender inglés
dibujos
juegos
canciones
otros

3
3
3
1
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The activities that students enjoy the most when learning are games, drawings, and songs.
Only one subject mentioned s/he would like different topics to be discussed in class.
12. ¿Qué te gustaría hacer en las clases de Inglés en ASE?
qué le gustaría
hacer en clase
canciones
3
actividades
1
traducciones
1
Obras
1
juegos
3
nada
1
Dibujar
2
Salir al parque
1
The most interesting activities are related to games and drawings, among the favorite
activities, songs are also important. Some of the students mentioned one or more activities
they would like to do but none of these is closely related to any normal curricular activity. Kids
expect their classes to be always active and to learn by playing most of the time.

¿Te gustan las evaluaciones que te hacen en ASE?
evaluaciones
difícil (no le gusta)
fácil (si le gusta)
prueba conocimiento (si le
gusta)
nr (si le gusta)

2
5
1
2

Only 20% of the simple said they did not like the evaluations they received because they are
difficult for them, 50 % explained they liked the evaluations because they were easy and only
one subject specified that s/he liked it because it tested his/her knowledge.
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Appendix E. Teacher’s log
Criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What did I evaluate?
What did I think was important to include?
What process did I follow in the evaluation?
What were my objectives?
What references did I research?
What aspects did I evaluate? (structure, guidelines, contents)

Description:
The evaluation process that my partner and I performed at ASE was a process
of recognizing the needs students had regarding lack of understanding or
reinforcement in previous subjects and the introduction of new topics. What we
evaluated was the level of English students had at first, their strengths and
weaknesses, and then, each midterm we evaluated the topics studied. We
thought it was important to include all the topics studied along with easy and
motivating exercises in order to make students feel comfortable with the exam.
We followed each guideline provided by the evaluation group regarding the four
skills, grammar, we followed the standards of size, spaces, etc. and regarding
the topics, each exercise was thought to be the same or similar to the ones
used in class. Our objectives were to check the understanding of the topics, the
difficulties students had, the effort put in preparing for the exam. The sources
used were Internet mainly but we also used material for the classes and the
exam from the book Grammar English in Use from Cambridge University.
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Appendix F. Matrix for evaluation
ASE skills rubric for all levels and ages

LEVEL

A1

A1+

A2

LISTENING

READING

SPOKEN
INTERACTION

SPOKEN

WRITING

PRODUCTION

I can
understand
familiar
words and
Basic
phrases
related to
myself, my
family and I
can
understand
some words
when people
speak slowly
about these
topics

I can
understan
d some
words
and
simple
structures
related to
names
and
posters in
short
passages

I can ask and
answer simple
questions using
familiar topics, I
can repeat
things slowly

I can describe
my family and
the place I live
using simple
structures

I can write
sentences
using simple
structures for
example my
personal
details.

I can
understand
vocabulary
related to my
family, likes
and dislikes,
personal
information
and daily
routines

I can
understan
d some
words and
simple
structures
in short
passages,
I can read
longer
passages
like a
letter.

I can interact
whit others
using simple
structures
related to my
family and
personal
information

I can talk
about places,
likes and
dislikes, and
professions
using simple
structures

I can write
short
paragraphs
for example a
holiday
postcard or a
short
description

I can
understand
different kind
of phrases
and specific
vocabulary
related to
personal

I can read
short
passages
from news
and find
relevant
informatio
n related

I can talk about
my daily routine
and exchange
information
related to
familiar topics
and activities.
However, I

I can use
simple
sentences to
describe my
family and my
personal
environment
like living

I can write
simple
messages
that help me
to
communicate
immediate
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A2+

B1

information
like family
information,
shopping,
local area,
employment.

on
everyday
informatio
n such as
advertise
ments and
prospectu
ses.

cannot keep the
conversation
going myself.

conditions and
last job.

needs.

I can
understand
clearly
information
related to
specific
personal
information
like hobbies,
dates, and I
can
understand
announceme
nts.

I can
understan
d
informatio
n related
to menus
and
timetables
, in
addition I
am able to
understan
d relevant
informatio
n from a
personal
letter.

I can exchange
information
about social life.
I can interact
with other
people and start
the conversation
related to social
and cultural
topics.

I can connect
my personal
information to
my personal
expectations
and ambitious.

I can write
simple letters
to appreciate
to someone.
In addition I
can write
letters
describing
facts of my
personal life.

I can
understand
exchange of
ideas and
lecturers and
follow even
complex
paragraphs
with familiar
topics.

I can read
articles
related to
the current
issues
where the
writers
adopt
particular
attitudes
or
viewpoints
and
express
their
feeling in
front of
those. I
can read
some

I can talk
fluently and
communicate a
message with
coherence and
cohesion.

I can present
clear
descriptions in
relation to my
tastes and
areas of
interest.
I can explain a
viewpoint on a
topical issue
giving the
advantages
and
disadvantages.
Abstract
books,
magazines,
articles and
other basic
texts.

I can
understand
some TV
news and
current
affairs
programs. I
can
understand
some

I can interact
with others in a
spontaneous
way.
I can take an
active part in a
discussion with
a familiar
context,
accounting for
and sustaining
my views.

I am able to
argue ideas
taking into
account my
point of view.

I can write
short texts on
a wide
range of
subjects
related to my
interests.
I can write
reports in
which
forward
information
or where
there is a
debate on a
specific topic.
I can write
postcards
and letters
that stand the
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dialogues in
the films in a
standard
dialect.

short
stories
and give a
report
about
them.

I can talk and
understand a
conversation
with native
speakers.

significance
of events and
experiences
of my life or
the lives of
others.
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Appendix G. Children Exam Clasification

FUNDACIÓN ALIANZA SOCIAL EDUCATIVA – ASE
CHILDREN EXAM CLASSIFICATION

Name: ____________________________ Date: ________________
This test has the purpose to

assess prepositions of place, personal pronouns,
vocabulary, numbers, verbs, members of the family, the verb to be, the animals and
personal information.

Part 1 Grammar Section. (20 points)

1. Read and choose
1. Hello! What’s your
name? It’s
________
a. School
b.
Wendy
2. Can you help me do
_____
Homework?
a. Her
b. My
3. The pencil is ____ the
desk.

a. On

b. in

4. _____ are magic lamps.
a. These
b. this
5. I ______ a cat named
Robin.
a. Am
b. have
6. What’s your phone
________?
a. Numbers
b.
Number.
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7. This is _________
brother.
a. Eddy’s
b. Eddy.
8. Genie, this ____ your
magic
Carpet?
a. Is
b. are
9. Does Kelly have black
hair?
No, she _______.
a. Doesn’t
b. Don’t

10.

Can elephants fly?

No they _______
a. Can

b. can’t.

a. Want

b. wants

15.
_____ You like hot
chocolate?
a. Do
b. does.
16.
He ____ playing
soccer.
a. Is
b. are
17.
They are _______ to
music.
a. Listen
b.
listening
18.
Where do you
study?
a. At the school b. twelve
o’clock.

11.
_____ Wendy
drinking soda?
a. Are
b. is

19.
You_____
swimming in the pool.
a. Were
b. was

12.
_______ that? It’s
sally
a. Who’s
b.
what’s

20.
I was _____ at the
park.
a. Running
b. run

13.
a. An

This is ____ egg.
b. a

14.
Lin _______ a doll
for her
Birthday?
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Part 2 Reading section. (20 points)

2. Read and circle
Dear Annie,
This is a photo of our new
year’s eve party! My family
celebrating
is 0.

Sleeping at home, Mom and
dad are 1. Watching TV/
dancing. My brother Tom is

2. Playing soccer/ eating
some cheese cake. He
looks happy! Look at Uncle
William he is 3. Sleeping/ jumping on the sofa. In this
moment 4. I am writing a card / taking a photo.

3. Read and write true or false.
1. Mom and dad are listening to music _____________
2. Bobby is eating some chocolate cake ______________
3. I am sleeping _____________
4. My uncle Fred is sleeping on the sofa __________
5. I am taking a photo _______________
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Part 3 vocabulary section. (20 points)
4. Read and write the name of the member of the family.

I’m sophie. Meet my

0. Family! This is my

________ And this is my

__________.

My dad’s name is Bob and my mom’s name is Janet. This is my

____________ his name is Tom.

This is my

_______ her name is Lucy. Look at my

_______________ and my

_______________. I love my
family!
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5. Write the names of the animals.

SNAKE

6. Look at the example and write the numbers
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Draw your picture
and your age here.

I am__________
years old.

7. Match the correct answer.

Dance

Hear

Jump

Fish
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Part 4 Writing section. (20 points)
8. Write and complete the gaps using:
Yes, I Can

/

1. Can you write your name?

No, I cannot
______________________

2. Can you fly? _______________________
3. Can you cook? ____________________
4. Can you draw a picture? _______________
5. Can you watch a movie? ______________

9. Look at the example and write the sentences

Part 5 Oral section. (20 points)
Answer the following questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is your name?
How old are you?
What is your favorite food?
What do you like to do?
Do you live with?
What is your favorite color?
What is your favorite sport?
Appendix H. Teenagers and Adults Exam Classification
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ASSESSMENT
Grammar __________
Reading ___________
Writing ____________
Vocabulary_________

FUNDACIÓN ALIANZA SOCIAL EDUCATIVA – ASE

Speaking __________

TEENAGERS AND ADULTS EXAM CLASSIFICATION

Total ___________

Name: _____________________________ Date: ________________
Part 1 Grammar Section. (20 points)

Read the text and write in front of each one of the sentences in which tense each
one is conjugated. You can use some tenses from the box.

Present continuous

Present perfect

Simple present
Simple past

Past continuous
Future

Passive voice

Example:

My father is in the hospital. Simple Present.

1. I'm thinking of going to live in France._____________________
2. Sue and Jim are getting married next month._____________________
3. I haven't seen Bill for a while.________________________
4. I've been playing tennis a lot lately.__________________
5. Barbara has had a baby._________________________
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6. I don't know what Fred is doing.___________________
7. I hardly ever go out these days.___________________
8. I work 14 hours a day.___________________________
9. I'll tell Jim I saw you.____________________________
10. You can come and stay with me if you are ever in
Toronto.________________________
Part 2 Reading section. (20 points)

Read the following passage and choose the best option that completes or
answers each question:

Lupita’s Day
Hello. My name is Lupita Gonzalez. I work in a large company in Monterrey, Mexico. We
make bottles and cans for soft drinks. I am a secretary. I answer the telephone and take
messages. I also use a fax machine and a computer. My first language is Spanish but
sometimes I speak English. Many of our clients are from the United States. My
supervisor is Mr. Torres. He is an engineer. I start work at 8:00. I usually drive to work. I
have lunch from 1:00 to 2:00. I finish work at 5:30. I go home and help my mother prepare
dinner. We have dinner at 9:00. After dinner I usually watch television a while. I usually go
to bed at 11:00.
1. Where does Lupita Live:
a)
b)
c)
d)

She starts work at 8:00.
She lives in Monterrey, Mexico.
She lives in a company.
She is a secretary.

3. What does Lupita do?
a)
b)
c)
d)

She answers the telephone.
She is an engineer.
She starts work at 8:00.
She is a secretary.

5. What time does Lupita have lunch?

2. Where does Lupita work?
a) She is a secretary.
b) She starts work at 8:00.
c) She works in a company that makes
bottles and cans.
d) She answers the telephone.
4. What languages does Lupita speak?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Spanish.
English.
Mexican.
Spanish and English.

6. Lupita can cook.
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a)
b)
c)
d)

At 8:00.
From 1:00 to 2:00.
At 5:30.
At 9:00.

7. Lupita and her family have dinner
before 9:00.
• False
• True
9. Mr. Torres is Lupita's supervisor.
•
•

•
•

True
False

8. Lupita does not use a computer.
•
•

True
False

10. Lupita likes to watch television in the
evening.

True
False

Part 3 vocabulary section (20 points)
Choose the correct verb according to the picture:

•
•

False
True
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Part 4 Writing section. (20 points)
Write your daily routine (Minimum 10 sentences)
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ .
Part 5 Speaking section. (20 points)

You will give some reasons to the teacher about the importance of studying
English.
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Appendix I. Self evaluation children

SELF EVALUATION CHILDREN
FUNDACIÓN ALIANZA SOCIAL EDUCATIVA ASE
ENGLISH COURSE
AUTOEVALUACION DE ESTUDIANTES NIÑOS
Nombre: ________________________________________________________
Nivel del curso: ___________________Fecha: ____________________

CRITERIO
1. Soy puntual y asisto a
todas las clases con mi
material de trabajo.
2. Participo contantemente
en las actividades
propuestas.
3. Relazó con calidad y
esmero mis tareas, trabajos
y proyecto final.
4. Escucho a mi profesor y
a mis compañeros
respetando la palabra de
los demás.
5. Soy organizado y cuido
las instalaciones y
materiales de la institución
ASE.
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Observe detalladamente el cuadro, asígnese una nota apreciativa de 1.0 a 5.0, teniendo
en cuanta los aspectos de la tabla.
NOTA FINAL ____________________

Appendix J. Teenagers and Adults sef evaluation

TEENAGERS AND ADULTS SELF EVALUATION

FUNDACIÓN ALIANZA SOCIAL EDUCATIVA ASE
ENGLISH COURSE
AUTOEVALUACION DE ESTUDIANTES ADULTOS Y ADOLECENTES
Nombre: ________________________________________________________
Nivel del curso: ___________________Fecha: ____________________
Escriba una X dependiendo al grado que usted haya cumplido con los parámetros
establecidos a continuación.
1. Nunca.

2. Casi nunca

3. A veces

4. Usualmente.

1
Asisto todos los sábados a clase.
Llego puntualmente a clase.
Demuestro responsabilidad en mi trabajo.
Participo en las actividades de clase.
Contribuyo con ideas al desarrollo de la clase.
Dedico diversos espacios de tiempo para estudiar inglés de
manera autónoma.

5. Siempre.

2

3

4

5
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Desarrollo las tareas y actividades con responsabilidad y
dedicación.
Demuestro interés en el aprendizaje del inglés haciendo tareas
extra en casa, llevo un portafolio con las actividades que
desarrolla de manera autónoma.
Leo información adicional que me ayudan a mejorar mi nivel de
inglés.
Ofrezco un ambiente favorable para el desarrollo de las
actividades del grupo.

TOTAL

__________

Escriba tres actitudes específicas que demuestren su interés en el aprendizaje del inglés.
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Appendix K. Teacher self evaluation

TEACHER SELF EVALUATION
FUNDACIÓN ALIANZA SOCIAL EDUCATIVA ASE
ENGLISH COURSE
TEACHERS SELF – EVALUATION
Name: ________________________________________________________
English course: ___________________Date____________________
Write an X in only one number according to your behavior and attitudes in the English
course during this term. Please take into account these numbers:
1. Never.

2. Seldom.

3. Sometimes

4. Usually.

5. Always.

1
I attend to all the English classes on Saturdays.
I arrive early at class.
I demonstrate responsibility in your own work.
I write your lesson plan for all the classes.
I reflect about your practice looking for new strategies to improve it.
I read articles that can help you to improve your practice.
I connect the practicum with your research project.
I help to your students to learn English using different strategies
such as guides, games, workshops, readings, role plays in order to
improve their English level.
I write your journal for each class.
I provide a comfortable environment to your students and promote

2

3

4

5
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the autonomous learning.
TOTAL

__________

Write three specific attitudes that you showed during this academic term:
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Appendix L. Evaluation children to teacher
EVALUATION CHILDREN TO TEACHER
FUNDACIÓN ALIANZA SOCIAL EDUCATIVA ASE
ENGLISH COURSE
EVALUACION DE NIÑOS A PROFESORES PRACTICANTES
Nombre: ________________________________________________________
Nivel del curso: ___________________Fecha: ____________________
Nombre del profesor: _____________________________________________

CRITERIO
1. ¿Su profesor inicia
puntualmente cada sección
de la clase?
2. ¿Explica los parámetros
de evaluación teniendo en
cuenta el trabajo en clase y
las evaluaciones?
3. ¿La clase es agradable y
usa material didáctico
atractivo?
4. ¿Escucha las sugerencias
de los estudiantes y se
expresa de manera
respetuosa?
5. ¿Entrega oportunamente
el resultado de los trabajos y
las evaluaciones del curso?
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Observe detalladamente el cuadro, asígnese una nota apreciativa de 1.0 a 5.0, teniendo
en cuanta los aspectos de la tabla.
NOTA FINAL ___________________

Appendix M. Evaluation teens and adults to teacher

EVALUATION TEENS AND ADULTS TO TEACHER
FUNDACIÓN ALIANZA SOCIAL EDUCATIVA ASE
ENGLISH COURSE

EVALUACIÓN A DOCENTES
El presente documento tiene como único fin el obtener información necesaria para que
sea utilizada por las diferentes instancias institucionales de ALIANZA SOCIAL
EDUCATIVA con el propósito de conocer las debilidades y fortalezas presentes en los
docentes, buscando minimizar las debilidades y potencializar las fortalezas en el logro de
un programa de calidad.
Instrucciones
Para evaluar el desempeño docente, se utilizará un formato (como el que se presenta a
continuación) por estudiante.
La escala de evaluación es la siguiente:






Excelente 10
Muy Bien 9
Bien 8
Regular 7
Pésimo 6

Hay algunas preguntas en las que más que una calificación, correspondería la evaluación
a definir el desempeño por el número de veces que se llevó a cabo determinada acción;
por lo que se podrá manejar la escala de evaluación con la siguiente variante:





Siempre 10
Frecuentemente 9
Algunas veces 8
Pocas veces 7
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Nunca 6

Para interpretar los resultados, se suman todas las calificaciones otorgadas en cada uno
de los rubros y corresponderá a la siguiente ponderación:





Excelente de 210 a 190 puntos
Muy Bien de 189 a 169 puntos
Bien de 168 a 148 puntos
Regular de 147 a 127 puntos
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Appendix M. Evaluation teens and adults to teacher
EVALUATION TEENS AND ADULTS TO TEACHER
FUNDACIÓN ALIANZA SOCIAL EDUCATIVA ASE
ENGLISH COURSE

EVALUACIÓN A DOCENTES
El presente documento tiene como único fin el obtener información necesaria para que
sea utilizada por las diferentes instancias institucionales de ALIANZA SOCIAL
EDUCATIVA con el propósito de conocer las debilidades y fortalezas presentes en los
docentes, buscando minimizar las debilidades y potencializar las fortalezas en el logro de
un programa de calidad.
Instrucciones
Para evaluar el desempeño docente, se utilizará un formato (como el que se presenta a
continuación) por estudiante.
La escala de evaluación es la siguiente:






Excelente 10
Muy Bien 9
Bien 8
Regular 7
Pésimo 6

Hay algunas preguntas en las que más que una calificación, correspondería la evaluación
a definir el desempeño por el número de veces que se llevó a cabo determinada acción;
por lo que se podrá manejar la escala de evaluación con la siguiente variante:






Siempre 10
Frecuentemente 9
Algunas veces 8
Pocas veces 7
Nunca 6

Para interpretar los resultados, se suman todas las calificaciones otorgadas en cada uno
de los rubros y corresponderá a la siguiente ponderación





Excelente de 210 a 190 puntos
Muy Bien de 189 a 169 puntos
Bien de 168 a 148 puntos
Regular de 147 a 127 puntos
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ASPECTOS A
EVALUAR

NIVEL
ENSEÑANZA

E
¿El programa de la materia estaba
completo y claramente presentado por
DE el profesor al inicio del semestre o
materia?
¿La metodología de trabajo fue
presentada en tiempo y forma?
¿El profesor domina el contenido del
nivel que imparte?
¿El profesor propicia la atención e
interés de los estudiantes por aprender
el contenido del nivel?
¿El profesor estableció e informó los
criterios de evaluación del curso, al
inicio de éste?

NIVEL DE EXIGENCIA

¿El profesor induce a los estudiantes
al esfuerzo por lograr los objetivos del
curso?
¿El
profesor promueve en los
estudiantes
la
investigación
y/o
consulta de otras fuentes para apoyar
los contenidos de su materia?
¿Utiliza el profesor material didáctico
adecuado y al alcance de los
estudiantes?
¿El profesor exige a sus estudiantes
cumplimiento y puntualidad en la
entrega de sus trabajos?

NIVEL
CUMPLIMIENTO

DE ¿El profesor abordó y cumplió todas
las unidades y contenidos temáticos del
programa?
¿Se cumplieron con todos los objetivos
de aprendizaje o en su caso se
lograron las competencias enunciadas?
¿Aplicó el profesor los criterios de
evaluación tal como los estableció?
¿Informa el profesor oportunamente
los resultados de las evaluaciones o
proyectos?

MB

B

R
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CAPACIDAD
DE ¿El profesor muestra interés por el
MOTIVACIÓN HACIA aprendizaje de los estudiantes?
LOS ESTUDIANTES

¿El

MATERIAL
DIDÁCTICO

profesor es respetuoso de las
ideas de los demás.
¿Es el profesor r abierto al diálogo y
propicia la participación de los
estudiantes
¿El
profesor
retroalimenta
oportunamente las participaciones de
los alumnos.
¿El profesor se interesa por sus
alumnos y promueve un ambiente de
aprendizaje agradable.
¿El profesor favorece la autogestión
de los estudiantes estableciendo
fechas de participación y entrega de
trabajos que permitan al estudiante
programar sus tiempos de estudio.
¿El profesor promueve la interacción
entre los mismos estudiantes a través
de actividades que permitan la
colaboración y cooperación
¿El nivel de interacción que se dio
entre los estudiantes de tu grupo fue
adecuado.
¿Los materiales utilizados en el curso
apoyaron en el logro de los objetivos de
aprendizaje y fueron suficientes?
¿Las actividades de aprendizaje
diseñadas permitieron alcanzar los
objetivos de aprendizaje propuestos?
¿Cómo calificas el grado de pertinencia
de los materiales de apoyo que se
ofrecen en el nivel en relación a los
objetivos establecidos?
¿Fue fácil acceder y/o conseguir los
materiales?
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Appendix N. Administrators evaluation
ADMINISTRATORS EVALUATION
FUNDACIÓN ALIANZA SOCIAL EDUCATIVA ASE
ENGLISH COURSE
EVALUACIÓN A ADMINISTRATIVOS
El presente documento tiene como único fin el obtener información necesaria para que
sea utilizada por las diferentes instancias institucionales de ALIANZA SOCIAL
EDUCATIVA con el propósito de conocer las debilidades y fortalezas presentes en la
administración, buscando minimizar las debilidades y potencializar las fortalezas en el
logro de un programa de calidad.
Instrucciones
Califica de 1 a 5, siendo 5 excelente y 1 pésimo.
5 Excelente
4 Bueno
3 Suficiente
2 Deficiente
1 Pésimo
Hay algunas preguntas en las que más que una calificación, correspondería la evaluación
a definir el desempeño por el número de veces que se llevó a cabo determinada acción;
por lo que se podrá manejar la escala de evaluación con la siguiente variante:






Siempre 10
Frecuentemente 9
Algunas veces 8
Pocas veces 7
Nunca 6

Para interpretar los resultados, se suman todas las calificaciones otorgadas en cada uno
de los rubros y corresponderá a la siguiente ponderación:





Excelente de 210 a 190 puntos
Muy Bien de 189 a 169 puntos
Bien de 168 a 148 puntos
Regular de 147 a 127 puntos
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ASPECTOS A
EVALUAR
Logística:

E
La puntualidad en el inicio de las clases,
ceremonias y otras actividades suele ser:
La difusión que se les da a las actividades es:

En cuanto a la
Administración

La organización durante el desarrollo de las
clases y actos protocolarios es:
La disponibilidad de los espacios físicos para
las actividades académicas programadas es:
¿Cómo calificas la iluminación en los espacios
físicos?
¿Qué calificación merecen la disponibilidad de
grabadoras?
¿Cómo calificas la puntualidad en la entrega de
constancias y documentos que
solicitas?

Atención
personalizada

La facilidad y rapidez para realizar trámites
administrativos es:
La facilidad para contactar al personal
administrativo es:
El monitoreo y presencia de la Coordinación en
las actividades de docentes y
alumnos es:
¿Cómo calificas el apoyo de la Coordinación a
tus necesidades y peticiones como estudiante?
¿Qué tan adecuado te parece el horario de
atención?

Espacios físicos:

Equipos

Canal para quejas

En cuanto a lo
académico

¿Cómo calificas la rapidez de respuesta a tus
solicitudes?
¿Cómo calificas el trato que se te brinda en la
Coordinación?
¿Cómo calificas la disposición de la
Coordinación para recibir y atender quejas de
los alumnos?
¿Cómo calificas la actualidad de los contenidos
ofrecidos por ASE en sus cursos?
En general, la puntualidad de la ASE para
iniciar y terminar los cursos según el calendario
es:
¿Está ASE satisfaciendo tus necesidades como
estudiante?

MB

B

R
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Appendix O. Teenagers and Adults preliminary English test (PET)

ASSESSMENT
TASK 1 (20 POINTS) Part 1 _________
TASK 1 (20 POINTS) Part 2 __________
TASK 2 (20 POINTS) _____________
TASK 3 (20 POINTS) _____________

FUNDACIÓN ALIANZA SOCIAL EDUCATIVA – ASE
TEENAGERS AND ADULTS PRELIMINARY ENGLISH TEST PET
Name________________________________________ Level: __________
TASK 1 (20 POINTS)
Part 1 Vocabulary
For each word in list A, find a word in list B which goes with it.
A

B

ice

oven

emergency

trolley

microwave

officer

vacuum

cleaner

steam

exit

shopping

guitar

customs

cream

electric

train

WORD
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
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Part 1 Grammar Form and meaning.
From points 1 to 5 read and fill with correct word in the followin text.
1. Bet.

Gold.

Tavern.

Jump.

Figth.

Escapades.

2. Bet.

Gold.

Tavern.

Jump.

Figth.

Escapades.

3. Bet.

Gold.

Tavern.

Jump.

Figth.

Escapades.

4. Bet.

Gold.

Tavern.

Jump.

Figth.

Escapades.

5. Bet.

Gold.

Tavern.

Jump.

Figth.

Escapades.

Samuel Clemens, better known as Mark Twain, travels to the 1) _________mining
town of Angel's Camp. A friend had asked him to look up Simon Wheeler and ask
about a man named Leonidas W. Smiley.
After meeting Simon Wheeler, Clemens realized that his friend was probably
playing a joke on him and that Leonidas W. Smiley never existed.
Clemens suspected that his friend expected Simon to go on for hours telling the
2)____________of an infamous local character. Simon did just that.
Clemens found Simon, fat and bald-headed, exactly where his friend said he'd be
C dozing comfortably by the barroom stove of the old, dilapidated 3)____________.
When asked about Leonidas W. Smiley, Simon commenced a narrative describing
the escapades of a one-time resident of Angel's Camp by the name of Jim Smiley.
Simon described Smiley as someone who would 4) __________ on anything; he
would
even
switch
sides,
to
get
a
bet
going.
One of Jim Smiley's activities involved his little bull pup by the name of Andrew
Jackson. Andrew Jackson looked as if he could not get up enough energy to walk,
let alone fight. Jim easily set up regular 5) ___________ for Andrew Jackson. Now,
it so happened that Andrew Jackson's pet hold was to get the other dog by the
hind leg and hold on until his opponent gave up and quit fighting.
Finally Jim, by mistake, matched Andrew Jackson with a dog that had no hind legs.
When Andrew Jackson discovered this he gave up, and the other dog beat him.
When it was all over, Andrew Jackson just limped off and lay down and died of a
broken heart.
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TASK 1 (20 POINTS)
Part 2 Reading part.
Read the following story and answer the questions below.
The Celebrated Jumping Frog
Of
Calaveras County
“The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County” has an “as-told-to” framework. A
talkative man named Simon Wheeler relates to Mark Twain (the narrator) the story of a
gambler named Jim Smiley and the amazing animals Smiley used in his schemes. Twain
has gone to see Wheeler at the urging of a friend back East who is in search of information
about a boyhood companion named Leonidas W. Smiley. Leonidas W. Smiley had
supposedly become a minister and gone to a western mining settlement called Angel’s
Camp. The narrator notes he has come to believe there is no such person as Leonidas W.
Smiley, and that the inquiry was designed to provide Wheeler with an excuse to talk about
Jim Smiley. The narrator finds Wheeler in a run-down tavern in Angel’s Camp and politely
asks about Leonidas W. Smiley. The name means nothing to Wheeler, but he thinks
almost immediately of Jim Smiley and begins filling his visitor with tales of this bizarre
character.
Jim Smiley, according to Wheeler, was a man who would bet on anything.” Why, if there
was two birds setting on a fence, he would bet you which one would fly first,” Wheeler
says. Wheeler recalls that Smiley had a slow, sickly horse that would surprise everyone by
winning races, and Smiley frequently won money with that horse. Smiley’s bulldog pup,
named Andrew Jackson after the strong-willed U.S. president, also had an amazing talent.
Andrew Jackson the dog was not very impressive in appearance, but remarkably
tenacious when there was a bet riding on him. He would let another dog beat him savagely
until the largest and final bet of the fight was on, then take one of his opponent’s hind legs
in his mouth and hold on until the other dog simply gave up. He continued winning in this
manner until he went up against a dog with no hind legs. Unable to use his favorite tactic,
Andrew Jackson became so disheartened that he just slunk off and died, Wheeler tells
Twain.
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Wheeler continues with a story about how Smiley once caught a frog and trained it to
jump. The frog, named after famed nineteenth-century American politician Daniel Webster,
developed incredible jumping ability. Smiley won many bets with Dan’l Webster and took
great pride in him, Wheeler says. One day Smiley boasted to a stranger in the camp that
Dan’l Webster could out jump any frog in Calaveras County, and he offered to bet forty
dollars to prove it. The stranger had no frog to pit against Smiley’s, so Smiley left Dan’l
Webster with him and went to find another frog in a nearby swamp. While Smiley was
gone, the stranger spooned buckshot into Dan’l Webster’s mouth until the frog was
weighted down. Smiley returned with the second frog and the jumping contest began, but
Dan’l Webster could not move. After the stranger took his money and his leave, Smiley
noticed that something appeared to be wrong with Dan’l. He lifted the frog, realized how
heavy it was, and turned it upside down until it belched out the shot. He then chased after
the visitor, but never caught him, Wheeler relates.
At this point in the tale, someone outside the tavern calls Wheeler’s name and Wheeler
steps out after urging the narrator to wait for him to return. By this time, however, the
narrator believes he will obtain no useful information from Wheeler, and he gets up to
leave. As he reaches the door, Wheeler comes back and starts to tell him about Jim
Smiley’s one-eyed, no-tailed cow. “Lacking both time and inclination” to hear this story, the
narrator makes his escape.

Questions Reading Task 1 part 2
1. After you read, choose the correct answer
1. According to the text, Leonidas W.
Smiley had supposedly become a
A.
B.
C.
D.

Beggar.
Gambler.
Minister.
Thieve.

3. Jim Smiley, according to Wheeler is
A. A very polite man.
B. A very quiet person.
C. An outgoing and gambler person.

2. The man who tells the story is
A.
B.
C.
D.

Mark twain.
Simon wheeler.
Dan Webster.
Leonidas Smiley

4. Smiley frequently won money with
A. A bulldog pup
B. A frog
C. A Horse
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D. A gambler.

D. Birds.

5. Andrew Jackson is call the dog for
A.
B.
C.
D.

Its talent.
Its strength
U.S president.
Remarkably tenacious

From question 6 to 10 mark:
A.
B.
C.
D.

If “a” and “c” are true.
If “b” and “c” are true.
If “a” and “b” are true.
If none is true.

6. Andrew Jackson, the dog was
A.
B.
C.
D.

Very impressive in appearance.
Not very impressive in appearance.
Remarkably tenacious.
An ordinary dog.
A)

B)

C)

B)

C)

D)

10. The narrator believes
A)
B)
C)
D)

He did not obtain useful information.
He gets up to leave.
“A” is true
He feels disappointed.
A)

B)

Was green and beautiful
Named for a famous politician.
Developed incredible jumping ability.
Was a waste of time by Smiley.
A)

B)

C)

D)

9. The stranger took

Food a stranger.
Forty dollars to prove his frog.
Forty coins and food.
Dan Webster and forty dollars.
A)

A.
B.
C.
D.

D)

8. Wheeler offered
A)
B)
C)
D)

7. The frog

C)

D)

A)
B)
C)
D)

The money
The money and the frog.
The food and the frog
Forty dollars and Dan Webster.
A)

B)

C)

D)
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TASK 2 (20 POINTS)
Part 1 Listening
You will hear the first part of the story “The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County”
by Mark Twain. As you listen you will hear some phrasal verbs, then you will circle the
word where you find a proper definition for each phrasal verb.

CHAPTER II A CAPTIVE AUDIENCE

1. In answer to a letter of request from a friend of mine I called on
friendly, chatty old Simon Wheeler.
According to this, Call On means:
A. To visit someone for a short time.
B. To ask a person in a group of people to answer a question
C. To ask someone to do something.
2. If he couldn’t persuade anyone to take up the challenge, he’d change
sides and bet the other way.
According to this, Take Up means:
A. To start doing a particular job or activity.
B. To remove something that is fixed to a surface.
C. To accept an offer or opportunity to do something.
3. Even so, he was lucky, very lucky, as most times he would come out
the winner.
According to this, Come Out means:
A. The condition someone is or has achieved.
B. To leave a room, a building or covered place.
C. Stop working because of a disagreement with the employer.
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4. In fact she is coming on so well, that with continued good fortune, she
will completely recover.
According to this, Coming On means:
A. Start speaking on the telephone.
B. When something starts working.
C. To improve a skill, or to make progress.
TASK 3 (20 POINTS)
Part 1 Writing

Write a paragraph in first person describing what life is like for one of the characters.
(Simon Wheeler/ Leonidas Smiley / Dan Webster / Andrew Jackson)
Paragraph
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
TASK 4 (20 POINTS)
Part 1 Speaking
1. Answer four personal questions with a partner.
Part 2 Speaking
1. Short discussion about healthy food with a partner.
Part 3 Speaking
1. Talk for one minute about a picture with a partner.
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Appendix P. Categorization matrix adults
RESEARCH
QUESTION

ADULTS
CATEGORIES

How is the ASE
community
perception
about their
social and
institutional
environment
integrated in the
EFL curriculum?

Most of ASE students live
in Engativá. The
population is mostly
women with ages between
31 and 40 years old, most
of them are housewives
and retired.
LOCAL COMMUNITY
Students take courses at
ASE in order to improve
their quality of life or their
personal growth.
Students perceive that
courses at ASE improve
their quality of life and
their personal growth.
CATEGORÍA No 2

EVIDENCE
Journal matrix
“Most of students live nearby Engativá”
“Most of students live in Engativá”
“Housewives and retired”

CURRICULUM IMPLICATION
Since the integrated curriculum must take into account the context in
which it is applied, it is necessary to recognize where students live and
what kind of population they belong to in order to recognize their needs
effectively.

Survey
“65% of the adults live in Engativá”
“Most of them are housewives and retired”
Journal matrix
“Students consider this courses are
important for their jobs and studies”
“English for improving their quality of life”
Survey
“60% of students study at ASE because they
want to improve their personal growth”
“45,6% of the adults think that learning
English is important because it improves
their job opportunities”
Interview
¿Qué sabe de ASE?
“Que dicta cursos a la comunidad interesada
en superarse”
¿Cree que son útiles los cursos que brinda
ASE?
“si porque ayuda a mi superación personal”
¿Para qué cree que le sirve el aprendizaje de

The integrated curriculum must serve the need of the community of
improving their quality of life by fulfilling the mission and vision, as well
as the philosophy of ASE, which explicitly expresses that the main goal
of their service is to help the community improve their personal growth
in order to be useful for the society.
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Students take courses at
ASE because they think
they are given a good
service at a low cost.
Students perceive that
they are given an
opportunity of access at a
low cost
CATEGORÍA No 1
Students consider studying
English is very important
for their lives.

Inglés?
“Para mejorar mi perfil profesional”
Journal matrix
“Students consider courses are low cost”
Interview
¿Qué sabe de ASE?
“Que dicta cursos a bajo costo”
¿Cree que son útiles los cursos que brinda
ASE?
“si porque son de buena calidad y a bajo
costo”
Journal matrix
“Students give importance to learning
English for improving their quality of life”

CATEGORÍA No 2

Survey
“100% of students think that studying English
is important because it provides them with
better job opportunities”

Most students consider
they have difficulties with
the listening skill.

Journal matrix
“Students have problems with the listening
exercises”
“Students have weak listening skills”

Soporta la CATEGORÍA No.
4

Survey
“41.8% of students think that listening is the
most difficult skill for them”
“35% of students think that the most difficult
aspect of English is the listening skill because
it is very complicated”

One of the motivations students have to take an English course at ASE is
that they receive a good quality of service at a low cost. The integrated
curriculum must take the price of the courses into account because it
represents the inclusion of the whole community and the fact that it
provides them the access to new opportunities of improving their
quality of life.

Students are giving English an important place in their lives and that is
why the integrated curriculum must help this community to obtain the
most of the courses by providing them the best quality of programs in
order to supply the needs they seek to fulfill.
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Students consider they
lack self-confidence.
Students consider
communicating in English
is a matter of confidence.
CATEGORÍA no. 4
Students think they need
meaningful and useful
English learning.
CATEGORÍA SÓLO DE
ADULTOS

Students consider they
have a very good
relationship with their
teachers

Journal matrix
“most of the students don’t have selfconfidence”
“lack of self-confidence when speaking”
“lack of self confidence”

The curses that these students have received have not fully supplied
their expectations and they look forward to receive better and more
appropriate contents so they feel more confident when using their
knowledge in English. The integrated curriculum has to be well planned
in order to provide them all the tools to make them acquire that
confidence of feeling they have learnt what they really need.

Journal matrix
“Students want to practice in real context”

The curriculum has to ensure that students will be able to contextualize
their knowledge and that they will be able to use it in real situations.
The integrated curriculum has to bear in mind the real context these
students live in but also the possible situations they will be facing when
using English a tool to communicate.

Interview
¿Para qué cree que le sirve el aprendizaje de
Inglés?
“Para acceder a información, cultura y
conocimiento en otros países”
“Para comunicarme con personas en el
exterior”
Journal matrix
“Students have a very good relationship with
their teacher”
“good relationship student-teacher”

Students like the fact they have young teachers eager to teach them in
an active way and that is what motivates them to keep good relations
with their teachers. The integrated curriculum has to promote activities
that let teachers and students to continue having this excellent relation
which is an advantage for students to learn in a better and easier way.

Students consider that
human relationships with
their teacher are
important for their
learning process.
CATEGORÍA SÓLO DE
ADULTOS
Students prefer to learn
English in an active and fun
way

Journal matrix
“Students prefer games to learn grammar”
“Colorful materials are preferred”

The integrated curriculum has to be based on new methodologies that
differ from traditional methods that have proven not be successful
when learning a language. This curriculum has to integrate the use of
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Students perceive that
materials, environment,
teacher attitudes, and
methodology help them
improve the teaching
learning process.
CATEGORÍA No. 3

technologies (if possible), the creation of new interesting materials with
colorful useful exercises and most of all, that are contextualized and at
hand for the students to be able to use and that they will enjoy when
working with them.
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Appendix Q. Matrix data analysis (classroom procedures group)

CLASSROOM PROCEDURES

SOCIO-CULTURAL
ASPECTS

STUDENTS

• Most of the students live in
the locality of Engativa.
• The population is between
5-55 years old, divided in
children, teenagers and
adults.
• They belong to social
status 2 and 3.
• Most of the students study
in public schools.
• The groups are very huge
to learn English and are
conformed for students of
different ages.
• The groups are unstable
because students aren’t
constant and desert so
fast.
• Most of the students go to
ASE to reinforce the topics
viewed at the school.

LANGUAGE VIEWS

TEACHING AND
LEARNING VIEWS

CHILDREN:
• Students don’t practice in
home the topics viewed
• They have more difficulties
in class, so, the only
with speaking.
place where they practice
• They have more abilities
and learn English is in
with reading
class.
comprehension.
• They understand better
through exercises.
TEENAGERS:
• The adults take notes
• Students don’t like to
about the explanations,
speak in English because
exercises, vocabulary
they don’t feel confidence
and practice in their
to talk in public.
home.
• Students show more
• They like teachers’
abilities with listening.
explanations and the
• Students have fewer
activities that help them
abilities with speaking and
to reinforce their English
writing.
process.
• The adults are more
ADULTS:
responsible than children
• They are competitive, but
and teenagers.
they don’t understand
• Students like the
everything especially
sequence of the classes
when those are listening
and the activities.
exercises.
• Students like the
• They like working in
teacher’s attitude and
reading comprehension
how explain and manage
exercises.
the class.
• Most of the students don’t

INSTRUMENTS

•JOURNAL

•LESSON
PLAN
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have the same English
level and they have gone
advanced with so much
doubts and empty of
information.
• All teachers are focused in
develop each skill.

TEACHER
S

ADMINIST
RATORS

• The English teachers are
from University La Salle.
• The teachers are doing the
practicum and they are
doing the last semesters.
• The teachers were working
with different learning
elements all the classes to
improve their cultural
knowledge.

• Is a non-profit foundation.
• There are few resources and
are limited.
• The service in ASE is
focused in a social service.
• The courses given there

• The teachers develop all
the skills in class.

• Sometimes are used the
traditional methods to
teach English.
• The sequences of the
classes are divided in:
Warming up,
presentation, practice
and production.
• Each class is prepared
previously according to
the programs and lesson
plans.
• The teachers take into
account the
communicative approach
to develop the classes.

They don’t have very clear
how the English process is
carrying out in the classes.

ASE has the support of the
students of the la Salle
University for giving the
English courses.
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have low cost.
• The courses with more
demand in ASE are the
English courses because the
most of people are very
interesting to learn it.
• There is a deficiency in the
organization when the
classes start at the
beginning of the semester.
• There is not organization in
the courses taking into
account the ages, level and
number of the students.
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Appendix R. Archival data
ARCHIVAL DATA
This information was taken from:
Rodriguez, Y. (2004). How to create an English Syllabus for children at the
“Alianza Social Educativa” programme, taking into account their interests and
needs. Trabajo de grado. Departamento de Lenguas Modernas. Facultad de
Ciencias de la Educación. Universidad de la Salle. Bogota D.C.
Angulo, D. (2008). Informe Final. Etapa 3. Carrera Ingeniería Industrial. Facultad
de Ingeniería. Pontificia Universidad Javeriana. Bogota.
SOCIAL
•
•

Students between 3 and 70 years

Most of people who work in ASE.

Saturdays.

•
•

•

ASE. is an organisation that offers

Teachers are university students

training in different fields: arts and

from in the last semesters that are

activities for the community.
•

ASE. started in Minuto de Dios
Neighbourhood.

Some teachers only go there just as
a university graduation requirement.

•

Non-formal education programme
implemented since 1999, on

called “monitors” by the ASE.
•

•

old.

are voluntaries.
•

INSTITUTIONAL

•

ASE. to develop his project, the

ASE. is managed by Martha Myriam

administrative board and its

Baquero and Ana Baquero. They

collaborators came to an agreement

are two leaders in their community

with the C.E.D.’s (Centro Educativos

who found out the necessity to

Distritales) principals for using their

improve the life quality of people for

schools facilities on Saturdays (and

district 10 in Bogota.

some communal areas too)

Most of the children and teenagers

•

Some C.E.D.s like Morisco, Jose

students study in public schools.

Asunción Silva, Sidauto, Garcés

People or students who come from

Navas and Villa Amalia.

different points of the city.

•

Some universities and institutions
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•

Most of the people live in locality of

linked to this project are: SENA,

Engativa.

INCCA University, Libre University,
La Salle University, Monserrate
University, Minuto de Dios
University, Iberoamericana,
Corporación Unificada de Educación
Nacional (CUN).
•

Resources like T.Vs, VCR and
recorders which are shared by all
teachers.

•

The classrooms and the schools are
in good conditions.

•

There is not any library or resources
centre because the practitioners
must have their own material.

•

There are no computers for the use
of the community and teachers.

•

There are five English levels for
adults and three levels for children,
according to ages.

•

Each university has a commissioned
professor who checks lesson plans
and materials and observes classes,
giving support to her/his
practitioners (teachers).

•

Some children students want to
learn or to improve their English
level and to get good results at
school.

•

Boys and girls are motivated by their
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parents.
•

The practitioners in ASE. prefer the
oral activities for improving speaking
and fluency in their students.

•

Many English practitioners in ASE.
have some teaching experience and
they know how to deal with children.

SOCIAL

INSTITUTIONAL
•

•

All registration requirements and
operating parameters are explained

Minuto de Dios neighborhood.

in the 2888 Decree of 2007.
•

Locality of Engativa.

•

Missing financial resources, support
for private or governmental entities.

•

According to the year 2008 the
foundation had a director, an
assistant principal, a data processor
and an accounting clerk, an office
assistant, and a person of general
services. The rest of the
employees were collaborators, 282
teachers, 7 security guards, 21
cleaners and 14 coordinators.

•

ASE. cannot give valid certificates to
students.

•

Lack accreditation of courses to the
Educational Secretary.

•

There are no standard procedures
for all its processes.

•

Few volunteers for the
administrative management of the
foundation.

•

Teachers change semester to
semester for which the continuity of
the process is difficult.

•

to promote training in the work
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practice by developing skills and
training to perform traditional,
artistic, recreational and
occupational; protection and
exploitation of natural resources and
citizen and community participation
for developing specific job skills.
•

ASE. contributes to the integral
development of individuals through
flexible programs and consistent
with the needs and job offers.

•

For the year 2008-1 were 2000
students enrolled approximately.
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Appendix S. Worksheets

Alianza Social Educativa ASE
CHILDREN BASIC 1 – A1 AGE (6 TO 11 YEARS)
MY FAMILY (Weeks 5-8)
Objective:
Students will be able to identify the family members, their ages and jobs

Task:
Work by pairs, read the following description and develop the following
activity:
PETER’S FAMILY
Hi, I am Peter; I’m a football player, I’m twelve years old.
This is a picture of my family. She is my mom, her name is Sue, she is thirty
four years old and she works as secretary.
He is my dad, his name is Tom, he is thirty eight years old and he works as
joiner.
She is my little sister, her name is Sally, and she is one year old. She is a
baby.
Activity 1:
Complete the missing information in the boxes, according to Peter’s family
description:
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He is my__________, he is
______years old. He works
as_________.

I am __________, I am
______years old. I am a
______ player.

She is my__________,
she is ______years old.
She works as_________.

She is my__________, she
is ______year old. She
works as_________.

Activity 2:
Now, you and your classmate have different puzzles of different families.
Your partner will guess your family and you will guess his/her family. Read
the clues, and then use them to talk to your friend.
CLUES:
The family has _____ members

the father is __________

The boy is_____ years old

There girl is___________

The mother is a _________

the father works as _________
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Alianza Social Educativa ASE
TEENAGERS – A1+ AGE (12 TO 17 YEARS)
COMPARISSONS (Week 7-8): Comparing people and places
Objective:
Students will compare two people that they have met and two places that they
have been to, giving similarities and differences.

Task:
Tom lives in the country. He has been invited to the city by his friends to know
some touristic places. Look carefully the images below and develop the activities:
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Activity 1:
Make a comparison between the city and the farm keeping in mind some words
from the word bank.
____________________________
WORD BANK

____________________________

___________________________

Beautiful

Dangerous

___________________________

Close

Ugly

____________________________

Clean

Dirty

___________________________

Empty

Peaceful

___________________________
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Activity 2:
Make a comparison between the farmer and the citizen according to the
pictures above. Use the word bank.
WORD BANK
Fat

short

bussy

Slim

Ugly

straight

____________________________

Tall

beautiful curly

___________________________

Long

young

____________________________

old

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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Alianza Social Educativa ASE
ADULTS – A1 AGE (18 AND UP)
PERSONAL INFORMATION (Week 1-2): Introducing people
Objective:
Students will be able introduce themselves and others around.

Task:
Read the following questionnaire and the text, then develop the next
activities:
1. What is your name?

Tom Chang

2. Where are you from?

Canada

3. How old are you?

17 years old

4. What are your future plans?

To become an athlete

5. How many siblings do you have?

One sister

6. What does your father do?

He is a lawyer.

7. What does your mother do?

She is a secretary

My pen friend. (by Jack)
My pen friend Tom Chang is from Canada. He is 17 years old. He was
born on 10 February. His father’s birthday is in June. He wants to
become an athlete. He has one sister. His father is a lawyer and his
mother is a secretary.
His hobbies are reading comics, listen to rock music and of course
practice sports. His favourite sports are swimming and tennis, but he also
likes judo.
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ACTIVITY 1
Work by pairs. One of you is going to be the interviewer and the other
one the interviewed. Use the questionnaire you read before.
INTERVIEWING MY FRIEND!
1. What is your name? _____________________________
2. Where are you from?____________________________
3. How old are you?_______________________________
4. What are your future plans?________________________
5. How many siblings have you got?____________________
6.
7.
8.
9.

Activity 2
Use your partner’s answers to write a short paragraph about his/her, like in
the text above. Then present your text in front of your classmates.
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________

